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From the Editors

After five years of publishing the Marine Corps University Journal, MCU Press looks forward to an exciting future by redesigning and reformatting the journal to emphasize its role in supporting the national conversation. The new MCU Journal will focus on publishing established authors along with young, emerging scholars, combining the strengths of both on themes of international relations, national security, political science, and other disciplines. By engaging authors in a variety of fields, we can cross disciplines to bring new knowledge, constructs, and solutions to our readers. Moreover, by bridging the civilian and military divide, our audience can read about different perspectives on policy and contemporary issues. For the spring 2016 issue, we have done just that with articles on domestic and international topics as well as book reviews, all of which represent the ideas being broached by academic scholars, think tank analysts, and military leaders.

Headlines so far for 2016 have highlighted the fact that the United States seems to be lagging on the cyberfront. Journalists, in such stories as “Federal Government Confirms That It Still Sucks at Cyber Security” and “New Military Outfit to Enhance China’s Cyber Security, Espionage Prowess,” point to a higher level of advances being made overseas as our own government struggles to safeguard what should be secure networks and the identities of millions. These recent issues might make the casual reader wonder how our military intends to counter cyberattacks from foreign soils when the government cannot seem to manage at home.

In the lead article, “Identity, Attrition, and the Challenge of Targeting in the Cyberdomain,” Colonel Glenn Voelz and coauthor Sarah Soliman explore this new terrain for irregular warfare whereby the nation’s adversaries manipulate the newest technology to gather intelligence, spread propaganda, and recruit and train combatants via an intricate web of cybertools, particularly in such austere environments as Iraq and Afghanistan where positive identification of fighters to support high-value targeting and to eliminate insurgent networks was virtually impossible. The boots on the ground must now work within the context of innovative doctrinal concepts and analytical methods. This new reality creates a
From the Editors

growing risk for conventional military forces without the necessary capabilities to adapt and react. The authors also focus on key aspects of developing the necessary methods to link the “abstract cyberpersonae” of the insurgents to real physical identities among the noise of urban battlespaces. To make the first step toward achieving national goals within the cyberdomain, the U.S. government must better educate midlevel leaders about the technical aspects of cyberoperations to support the slim margin of advantage our military currently enjoys.

Our second article illustrates how the Russian Federation continues to make its own strides on the world stage by way of ambiguous warfare strategies that allowed it to annex Crimea in 2014 but also encouraged additional instability in the Ukraine. Authors Mary Ellen Connell and Ryan Evans provide a summary of a CNA-sponsored discussion among military officers, regional specialists, and security experts in “Russia’s Ambiguous Warfare and Implications for the U.S. Marine Corps.” While a confrontation between the Marine Corps and Russian forces seems unlikely in the near future, the data collected by CNA indicates how critical it will be for U.S. forces to modify current strategies to adapt to the success wrought by Russia’s tactics. Their doctrine of denial and deception kept NATO and the rest of the world wondering at Russia’s involvement in what appeared a regional dispute. General Valery Gerasimov, chief of staff of the Russian Federation’s military, developed doctrine that blurs the lines between war and peace. Using this concept as the basis of their discussion, CNA’s assembled experts evaluated Russia’s ability to successfully integrate military and nonmilitary forces. Russia seems to gain the most leverage by not employing their military in terms of “Services” but rather in terms of “fighting power” and “political impact.” Please read the article to see what the authors have to say about what Russia may or may not be able to do considering the events of 2014 and their consequences.

Russia is not alone in its attempts to put up a smokescreen regarding its actions in areas that represent economic, logistical, geopolitical, and strategic importance. In our third article, Future Direction International’s analyst Captain David L. O. Hayward presents a picture of China’s roadmap for domination in the Indian Ocean Region (IOR) in his article “The Dragon’s Pearls: China’s Road to Hegemony in the Indian Ocean.” China’s seaborne pursuits in the IOR represent approximately 60 percent of the volume of all its global imports, particularly for gas and oil transportation. In the past, Chinese officials have been quiet about their activities there, denying the U.S. State Department’s depiction of Chinese activity as building a “String of Pearls” in the IOR. The State Department witnessed the building of ports (or pearls) that could create a network of posts (the string) connecting China to the source of its oil and gas imports. In the last 12 to 18 months, however, China’s President Xi Jinping has embraced his own version of events, referring to Chinese investments in the region as part of building a Maritime Silk Road. While not new, China’s Maritime Silk Road activ-
ities now seem to point to attempts to expand its naval presence by means of a
civilian maritime infrastructure bordering the IOR whereby each pearl created
extends through a connected set of strings. Thus, Hayward examines China’s
past, current, and potential projects in the area that its leaders call commercial but
have definite military import. While Western nations watch suspiciously from the
sidelines, other nations in the IOR—India, Taiwan, South Korea, New Zealand,
and Australia—use all the geopolitical resistance available to smaller nations to
counter what appears to many as military expansion and maritime control and to
evoke a vision of Chinese hegemony in the IOR.

In the final article, John Baden, a history doctoral candidate at Case West-
ern Reserve University, addresses the collective American conscience regarding
Middle Eastern refugees and the effects of anti-Muslim prejudice. Opponents
of Afghan immigrants argue that they represent a serious national security risk,
while advocates question how America can turn its back so easily on the promise
of “Give me your tired, your poor, your huddled masses yearning to breathe free.” Baden’s article, “Can Refugees Be National Security Assets?,,” offers a brief
account of the role that Afghan immigrants have had in shaping U.S. defense
and foreign policy during the past three-and-a-half decades. From the Cold War
to the Global War on Terrorism, Baden proposes a more logical, quantifiable
perspective on Afghan contributions to the United States to balance the fear and
widespread mistrust of immigrants from the Middle East as international attacks
plague the popular media.

In our penultimate section, the review essay titled “The Intelligence Dilem-
ma” introduces the spring issue’s book reviews. In it, reviewer Robert J. Kodosky
discusses the nature of intelligence operations and the American government’s
approach to secrecy by comparing three recent monographs on the topic: The
Billion Dollar Spy, The Hidden Hand, and The Rise and Fall of Intelligence. Terrorism,
and the technology combatants use to wage war, has become the singular topic
of national consideration. Kodosky ponders whether the United States can bal-
ance the safety of the nation against decades of government secrecy intended, at
times, to protect us from ourselves.

Overall, our authors have broached a wide range of issues, but the themes of
national security, U.S. policy, and the implications of past and present actions res-
onate throughout the articles and the reviews. In this next year, we look forward
to another stimulating regular issue to be released in fall, as well as our first special
issue, “Climate Change and Policy.” Look for both of these issues, and feel free
to give us your feedback via email or on social media. MCU Press can be reached
on both Twitter and Facebook.
Identity, Attribution, and the Challenge of Targeting in the Cyberdomain

Colonel Glenn Voelz, USA, and Sarah Soliman

Abstract. The cyberdomain has become “key terrain” of irregular warfare with state and nonstate actors leveraging social media and other digital tools for command and control, intelligence gathering, training, recruiting, and propaganda. Department of Defense cyberstrategy highlights the urgent need for improved cyber situational awareness to reduce anonymity in cyberspace. This requires new technologies, doctrine, and analytical approaches for identifying and targeting adversaries operating in a digital landscape. This article examines identity-based targeting approaches developed during recent conflicts as a possible starting point for this effort.
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One of the early lessons learned during the conflicts in Iraq and Afghanistan was how legacy intelligence systems and methods designed for waging conventional warfare against state-based adversaries could not provide the kind of information needed to effectively target irregular combat-
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These new adversaries were organized as distributed networks comprised of individuals often indistinguishable from surrounding populations. This operational challenge demanded new technologies and methods for identifying individual combatants, characterizing and geo-locating their activities, and analyzing the structure of their networks. Within this operational environment, combatant identity and pattern of life information became crucial elements of high-value targeting and the process of removing insurgents and terrorist networks from the battlefield.

In many respects, this mode of warfare marked a major paradigm shift for the U.S. military. It demanded intelligence collection technologies and analytical methods very different from those designed for detecting motorized rifle battalions and targeting conventional weapons platforms. These adaptations evolved over a decade of intense counterinsurgency and counterterrorism campaigns against irregular adversaries that transformed methods of operational targeting and made combatant identity into a highly salient feature of modern combat.

The evolution of identity-based targeting involved a process of doctrinal and technical innovation that brought new tools to the battlefield, such as biometrics, forensics, and DNA analysis. These capabilities helped U.S. forces navigate the complex human terrain of the irregular battlefield and “put a uniform on the enemy” by reducing their ability to use anonymity for military advantage.

These technologies were applied within the context of new doctrinal concepts, such as Identity Intelligence (I2) and Find, Fix, Finish, Exploit, Analyze, and Disseminate (F3EAD). In I2, various identity attributes (biologic, biographic, behavioral, and reputational information) were fused with other tactical information to connect individual combatants to other persons, places, events, and materials on the battlefield. The F3EAD cycle was enabled by data-intensive analytical methods deeply influenced by social network theory and targeting processes specifically designed for engaging high-value individuals and dismantling their networks.

The next evolution in warfare is likely to reflect elements of continuity with these recent experiences even as specific tools and methods evolve. Future adversaries will continue to seek out asymmetric means to circumvent U.S. conventional force advantages. To do this, they will most certainly exploit cutting-edge commercial technologies and communications to generate tactical leverage against well-equipped militaries. As in recent conflicts, these adversaries are likely to avoid direct engagement by using anonymity to conceal operations, protect networks, and complicate targeting for U.S. forces. Some of these methods resemble what commentators have dubbed “gray zone” conflicts, or wars characterized by “‘hybrid’ threats that may combine subversion, destabilizing social media influence, disruptive cyber attacks, and anonymous ‘little green men’ instead of recognizable armed forces making overt violations of international borders.”
Moreover, these methods are likely to be adopted by state as well as nonstate actors. As General Joseph L. “Joe” Votel, commander of U.S. Special Operations Command, recently noted, such conflicts are likely to be defined by ambiguity and even uncertainty regarding the parties involved.\(^5\)

Within this operational paradigm, the cyberdomain is likely to emerge as “key terrain” of these future battlefields.\(^6\) Over the last few years, a range of nation-state and nonstate actors from Russia to the Islamic State have aggressively leveraged cybertools as part of their intelligence gathering, operational planning, internal communications, recruiting, and strategic messaging—all directed toward creating tangible effects in the physical battlespace. As such methods expand, they are likely to present conventional military forces with targeting challenges similar to those experienced during the last decade in Iraq and Afghanistan. Specifically, modern irregular adversaries have been empowered by their ability to hide among the populace, avoid attribution, and complicate the targeting process for conventional military forces.\(^7\) These methods apply to the cyberdomain as well as the physical battlespace. Adversaries are already leveraging cybertools to create demonstrable effects in the physical landscape while manipulating their digital identities to hide, deceive, and confuse observers as to the nature of their activities. Furthermore, the technical tools and methods for masking identity and obscuring attribution are increasingly available even to those with limited technical expertise.

One U.S. Department of Defense (DOD) cyberspace policy report observed how the technical protocols of the Internet provide the means of protecting anonymity and veiling attribution in a manner that “both nations and non-state actors clearly understand.”\(^8\) Such methods are likely to be used in the future as a means for generating strategic advantage. Yet even as U.S. forces increasingly maneuver within this digital landscape, they lack sufficient situational awareness concerning the other actors seeking to influence the operational environment. This situation presents a growing risk for conventional military forces, particularly at the operational level where units lack the robust capabilities to identify, monitor, and target key actors in the cyberpersona layer.\(^9\) Problems include a lack of technical tools and expertise enabling commanders to visualize the cyberpersona layer (see figure 1) as well as a doctrinal framework for assessing risks and making effective targeting determinations within this environment.

Adapting to these new challenges will likely require a paradigm shift equal in scope and complexity to the recent evolution of identity-based targeting. In fact, this example may offer several useful parallels in this process, including a template for the process of military innovation and the development of technical tools and supporting doctrine to enable military forces to operate against these new threats. Similar to the complex human terrain of Iraq and Afghanistan, the cyberdomain represents an ill-defined and unbounded battlespace. It contains
adversaries who may not wear uniforms or even occupy a discrete physical area on the battlefield. These virtual combatants are likely to have the technical means to conceal identities, veil attribution, and mask movements across the digital landscape. Within this environment, the issue of combatant identity is likely to persist as one of the most challenging aspects of effective targeting.

Given these concerns, it may be shortsighted to simply view cyberthreats in a narrow technical sense by limiting them to data packets and malware. As this article suggests, there are several important parallels between the identity-based targeting methods applied in the physical domain and what will be needed for military forces to effectively target future adversaries in the cyberdomain. A key aspect for consideration involves developing new methods that link abstract cyberpersonae to actual physical identities, which reveal the nature of individuals’ networks, methods, objectives, and functions. As one group of experts recently observed, even in the highly technical and abstract domain of cyberspace, “all operations still begin with a human being.”

Anonymity and Power in the Cyberdomain

The dramatic rise of the Islamic State in Iraq and the Levant (ISIL) perhaps offers the most vivid example of how the cyberdomain has become a highly relevant aspect of the contemporary operational environment. Over a relatively short period, ISIL has demonstrated how a combination of digital technologies, global communications networks, and social media platforms can be combined to generate powerful effects in the physical battlespace. The group has made extremely effective use of these tools for operational planning, disseminating training materials and technical information, and coordinating among widely dispersed affiliates and supporters. ISIL famously proliferates high-quality media content across multiple platforms as part of its strategic messaging and recruiting campaigns. Its social media presence and distribution of digital magazines, such as *Dabiq* and *Konstantiniyye*, provide dramatic examples of how terrorist organizations are now using cyberspace to amplify the power of propaganda and extend their influence. ISIL has even developed original web applications providing its supporters with direct access to video and text updates about life under the Islamic State and announcements of battlefield victories.

Social media in particular has become a key enabler for insurgent groups and terrorist organizations in recent years. Popular applications like Twitter, YouTube, Facebook, Tumblr, and Instagram have created a digital ecosystem providing such nonstate actors with unprecedented global reach. Militant groups in Gaza, terrorist cells in Mali, oil traffickers in Nigeria, and pirates off the Somali coast have all used social media as ad hoc communication networks and as platforms for conducting information operations. In many respects, social media provides the ideal medium for adversaries who operate as highly distributed entities but
lack the technical capabilities and financial resources to build and manage formal command and control networks. The recent National Intelligence Council report, *Global Trends 2030*, noted how these social media architectures have become “inherently resistant to centralized oversight and control,” enabling individuals, small groups, and ad hoc coalitions of nonstate actors to shift traditional power sources and authorities.13

The Syrian conflict provides perhaps the most powerful example of how the cyberdomain has become fully interwoven into the fabric of modern conflict. This war has been called “the most socially mediated civil conflict in history,” with fighters routinely using Facebook, YouTube, Twitter, Diaspora, and Snapchat for a variety of operational, communication, and propaganda functions.14 Analysis from late 2014 identified at least 46,000 Twitter accounts used by members and supporters of the Islamic State while the Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI) estimated that some 200,000 people each day access the group’s messaging via social media to include “videos, instruction manuals, and other material posted on militant Islamist social media sites.”15 While ISIL has perhaps become the most adept user of such tools, the phenomenon is by no means limited to the Islamic State. In Syria, the al-Qaeda linked al-Nusra Front has also used social media for posting press releases and issuing informal communiqués including text, photographs, and videos detailing recent fighting, even posting personalized eulogies for its members killed in combat.16 Al-Qaeda is often credited with establishing the early model for Internet-based jihadist propaganda with the publication of its online magazine *Inspire*, designed for outreach to English-speaking Muslims. More recently the group has launched a new branch focused on cyberoffensive operations, allegedly executing a campaign of digital defacements, data exfiltrations, and denial of service attacks against Western interests.17

Cyberplatforms have also been used extensively for dissemination of operational information, recruiting, and training purposes.18 For example, hundreds of websites and online forums host information on the use of explosives, fighting techniques, and links to encryption programs designed to help followers protect their sensitive communications. The director of Great Britain’s National Security Agency counterpart, Government Communications Headquarters, recently described Twitter, Facebook, and WhatsApp as the “command-and-control networks of choice for terrorist and criminals.”19

One important characteristic distinguishing the cyberdomain from a conventional physical battlespace is the variety of means for adversaries to anonymize their activities. This issue represents a significant dilemma for military commanders who increasingly are unable to identify actors seeking to exert influence within a given area of operations, whether they are nation-states, foreign intelligence services, hackers, criminals, or terrorists. From a targeting perspective, the primary challenge is linking the cyberpersona to an actual identity behind the digital repre-
As one cryptographer and security expert recently noted, “We're living in a world where we can’t easily tell the difference between a couple of guys in a basement apartment and the North Korean government.” This phenomenon has led to a virtual “arms race between attackers and those that want to identify them.” One recent report has suggested that approximately 90 percent of terrorist activities taking place online now use social media as a networking tool for their operations, a situation that has created “a virtual firewall to help safeguard the identities of those who participate.”

These adversaries are actively exploiting technologies designed to conceal identity and veil attribution for operations conducted in the cyberdomain. Online jihadist forums routinely advise participants on how to avoid detection when web browsing, including steps for removing geo-location and metadata from cell phone images and social media content. ISIL in particular has been adept at modifying its cyberbehavioral profiles by changing computers, cell phones, and messaging apps after one becomes compromised. Some ISIL members are reportedly moving to more secure private messaging apps, such as Telegram, Kik, and WhatsApp, as a means of protecting internal communications. These methods include the use of encryption and data-destroying software designed to frustrate surveillance methods. FBI Director James B. Comey has been outspoken over his concerns that adversaries are increasingly “going dark” by employing tools that make it difficult for legitimate authorities to identify and track emerging threats. This issue, however, has been controversial and opened a vigorous debate among security experts and privacy advocates on the emerging challenges of encryption.

Shortly after ISIL’s November 2015 attacks in Paris, the group announced that it would move some of its propaganda materials to the so-called Dark Web as a means of thwarting efforts by social media firms to identify and remove extremist content from their sites. ISIL and other groups have already made use of such tools as the Onion Router (Tor) that enable users to communicate, post, and view online content anonymously. While not offering perfect protection, Tor and similar technologies help mask IP addresses and server locations while encrypting data packets and routing messages through multiple nodes, which make it difficult for authorities to track and identify users. These anonymity-granting systems form the architecture for a sizable portion of Internet traffic that is virtually inaccessible by means of standard web browsers. Tor and other anonymizing software evolved as classic dual-use technologies with many legitimate uses; however, they have also created a virtual safe haven for illicit activities. More recently there has been suggestion that these tools have become shadow command and control networks for terrorist recruitment, financing, and planning.

In addition to the Dark Web, the evolution of digital cryptocurrencies, such as Bitcoin, provide another means for conducting pseudonymous transactions that
are difficult for authorities to monitor and trace. For example, Bitcoin is considered pseudonymous because an individual user is represented by a random, cryptographically generated string of digits that do not directly reveal a participant’s identity. These architectures generally enable users to transfer funds with lower risk of detection and greater ability to conceal their physical location. There is also evidence that some terrorist groups are using digital currencies to finance activities, a trend that is likely to be a growing concern as Western governments close off terrorist access to the legitimate international financial system. The head of the U.S. Treasury Department’s Financial Crimes Enforcement Network recently cited the growing risk from global point-to-point transactions and digital pseudonymity that enables these groups to move funds instantly across borders, often without detection. Highlighting these concerns, National Security Agency Director Admiral Michael S. Rogers recently revealed the increasing amount of time his agency spends monitoring threats on the Dark Web and tracking people who cannot easily be found through conventional digital surveillance methods.

Protected identities and complicated attribution have also made the cyberdomain an ideal space for conducting digital “denial and deception” operations. Denial and deception describes actions taken by an adversary to degrade or neutralize an opponent’s intelligence collection or efforts that deliberately mislead observers as to the true nature of an activity. Cyberspace offers many tools and methods for crafting such misperception. The Internet is rife with fake Twitter accounts, digital avatars, and anonymizing software that can be used toward such ends. One such example was observed in early 2015 when a group known as the Cyber Caliphate, originally believed to be affiliated with ISIL, gained notoriety by briefly taking control of U.S. Central Command’s Twitter account and exposing the personal information of some senior U.S. military members. Several months later, however, a private cyberintelligence firm called into question the group’s ISIL affiliation and revealed possible links to a Russian-backed cyberespionage group that had been associated with previous attacks against “NATO, the Ukrainian government, and European Union networks.” These connections became evident only after a thorough forensic analysis revealed technical indications of a digital false flag operation used as a deliberate attempt to conceal the source of the attacks.

Another example of spoofed digital identities used for military purposes was seen recently when a pro-Syrian regime group known as the Syrian Electronic Army (SEA) created fake online avatars to identify and target opposition members. In this example, fictitious personae were used as part of a phishing campaign to gather detailed personal information including names, locations, and IP addresses of opposition members, media activists, humanitarian aid workers, and other individuals deemed dangerous to the regime. From this information, SEA was able to access users’ Skype accounts, mobile apps, and social media sites to
exploit address books, SMS messages, and email contacts from their targets. This kind of aggressive social media exploitation produced what was described as “actionable military intelligence for an immediate battlefield advantage” that enabled pro-Assad forces to identify, track, and target key opposition members. SEA in effect operated as a de facto national cyberforce conducting cyberoperations on behalf of the regime; however, the identities of the individuals behind these operations and the nature of their relationship to the government remain ambiguous. According to experts in the field, such methods are predicted to become “a routine part of even the most low-tech, if brutal, civil wars and available to those operating on a shoestring budget.”

All of these examples demonstrate the degree to which use of the cyberdomain by irregular adversaries has altered the relative balance of power vis-à-vis conventional military forces. The first digital revolution—based on advances in data processing, remote sensing, and satellite communications—was instrumental for enabling well-resourced state militaries to operate on a global scale, share real-time information, and concentrate combat power across time and space. Due to the complexity and expense of these systems, the operational benefits of this first revolution were generally limited to a handful of large military forces; however, the democratization of digital technologies has arguably overturned this dynamic.

Social networking, mobile communications, and global access to the Internet have enhanced the power of individuals and small groups relative to that of nation-states and hierarchical bureaucratic entities. The second digital revolution has lowered the barrier of access to advanced technical capabilities previously limited to first tier militaries. Now, relatively sophisticated cybertools are available even to poorly resourced actors. This rapid diffusion of digital technology has arguably become a key enabler for irregular warfare and accelerated the disaggregation of power away from conventional military forces. The cyberdomain provides nonstate groups with a means to communicate, coordinate, and project influence on a global scale without requiring significant investment in research and development infrastructure or even a formalized program of procurement. These developments present a number of operational challenges for U.S. forces as well as questions on how to properly place these emerging threats within an appropriate doctrinal framework.

**An Evolving Doctrinal Framework for Targeting in the Cyberdomain**

The aforementioned examples of how ISIL and other nonstate actors are using the cybertools to create effects in the physical battlespace presents a number of challenging doctrinal questions. Technically speaking, most of these activities do not constitute cyberoperations per se, even as adversaries use cybertools to...
produce demonstrable effects on the ground. The purposes of these activities—command and control, intelligence gathering, training, recruiting and propaganda—do not in fact represent cyberoperations in a doctrinal sense. Nevertheless, they do exploit some of the unique characteristics of the cyberdomain to protect identity, veil attribution, and complicate targeting. The U.S. military has only recently begun considering the implications of how emerging cybertools may be applied on future battlefields as well as how to categorize such activities to develop appropriate responses, protocols, and targeting methodologies.

One expert in the field recently noted how the lack of historical example and the cross-domain nature of cyber makes it extremely difficult to fit these concepts into an existing doctrinal framework. One important catalyst for these discussions was the 2011 publication of the Department of Defense Strategy for Operating in Cyberspace. This document marked a doctrinal paradigm shift by designating cyberspace as a distinct yet interdependent operational domain equivalent to that of air, land, maritime, and space. This designation tacitly acknowledged the militarization of cyberspace and highlighted the fact that cyberoperations are expected to play a critical role in future conflicts.

The DOD strategy paper also acknowledged the unique characteristics of cyberoperations that complicate the direct application of conventional warfighting concepts to this domain. Most obviously, threats in cyberspace do not recognize national boundaries or formally declared zones of conflict. They are ill defined, asymmetric, and often difficult to attribute. They do not always have a discernable kinetic parallel in terms of generating unambiguous physical effects. Furthermore the nature of the technical tools used in this domain can make it difficult to draw clear operational distinctions between cyberwar, cyberterrorism, cyberespionage, and cybercrime. These characteristics impose certain limitations on the application of state-centric security concepts such as deterrence, escalation, and proportionality in the development of military cyberstrategy. Nevertheless, when it comes to targeting in the cyberdomain, existing doctrine still generally applies a conceptual framework that more or less mirrors the methods applied to conventional maneuver warfare. This fact seems to reflect a degree of doctrinal inertia that dangerously underestimates the unique operational characteristics of this domain.

As already discussed, one of the most important characteristics making the cyberdomain uniquely challenging from a targeting perspective is the issue of attribution. As a basic technical matter, this differs significantly from conventional military operations where uniforms, weapons systems, and physical geography generally produce detectable signatures that can reveal an adversary’s identity, location, and activities. The conventional Intelligence, Surveillance, and Reconnaissance capabilities at the operational level, however, presently offer relatively few tools to help commanders visualize the cyberpersona layer.
of their immediate operational environment. At these echelons, cyberintelligence focused primarily on issues of network defense and information assurance. This situation is partly due to a lack of cyber-resources and technical expertise below the strategic level; however, there is also a conceptual component that has slowed progress on this front.

U.S. military organizations generally remain focused on conventional warfighting concepts and consequently struggle with the more abstract implications of how adversaries might apply cybertools to create effects in the physical battlespace. This mindset also applies generally to operational planners who are more comfortable thinking in terms of the traditional elements of combat power: mass, maneuver, and firepower. Yet, these factors are less obviously applicable as conceptual anchors for understanding the military effects of cybertools or selecting the best means of targeting adversaries operating within this domain.

Recent doctrinal publications have made some progress in offering a framework for understanding how the cyberdimension shapes the overall operational environment. *Cyberspace Operations* describes this space in terms of three distinct layers: a physical network forming the medium where data travels, a logical network representing the signal topology and arrangement of devices on the network, and finally the cyberpersona layer representing the digital representation of individuals or entities operating in cyberspace (figure 1). The cyberpersona layer is the abstract representation of the actors behind the network and represents the most challenging aspect from a targeting perspective. For example, complex
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**Figure 1.** The three layers of cyberspace

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Physical layer</th>
<th>Logical layer</th>
<th>Social layer</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Geographic components</td>
<td>Logical network components</td>
<td>Persona components</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical network components</td>
<td></td>
<td>Cyberpersona components</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Adapted from U.S. Army, Cyberspace Operations Concept Capability Plan 2016–2028 by MCUP.*
digital identities could manifest concurrently at multiple locations while some may not even be traceable to a single discrete physical node. A single entity may have multiple cyberpersonae, such as the case with Russian Internet trolls who conduct information campaigns by using dozens, sometimes hundreds of digital identities. Alternatively, a single cyberpersona could represent numerous different user identities, such as the case with the online activist group Anonymous. For this reason, the actions of a cyberpersona may not be easily be attributed to a state, an army, or an individual actor.

These abstractions make it difficult to conceptualize how military forces might effectively integrate cybereffects into a conventional targeting plan. Without a clearly defined adversary identifiable as a dot on a map, much of the basis for conventional targeting doctrine becomes untenable. Furthermore, in the cyberdomain, launching attacks against an adversary’s computers, cell phones, and social media accounts may actually have the adverse effect of eliminating the only source of insight on the identities and operations of the network. In light of these challenges, the latest DOD cyberstrategy moves in the right direction by emphasizing the need for improved “intelligence and attribution capabilities help to unmask an actor’s cyberpersona, identify the attack’s point of origin, and determine tactics, techniques, and procedures” to support credible deterrence, response, and denial operations.

One recent paper on cyberintelligence noted how dealing with these threats must go beyond the issue of network defense. As doctrinally defined, cyberoperations do not encompass the growing scope of influencing activities that are now taking place in the digital domain. Therefore, cyberintelligence must evolve as an all-source discipline and not be limited only to the technical aspects of network protection. This means that cyberanalysts must also have an understanding of the human dimension of cyberoperations. This includes techniques for identifying the actors behind the keyboards; knowing how adversaries plan, coordinate, and execute their operations; and understanding what motivates them toward action. In many respects, this makes targeting in the cyberdomain a logical extension of the identity-based approaches refined during recent conflicts.

**New Technologies and Methods for Building Cyber Situational Awareness**

As the cyberdomain increasingly represents “key terrain” of irregular warfare, the task of developing situational awareness will become a critical need for conventional military forces. This will involve integrating new technical tools and analytical methods designed specifically for identifying, tracking, and targeting anonymous actors using cybertools as a medium for creating effects in the physical landscape. The urgent need for “strong intelligence, forensics, and indications and warning capabilities to reduce anonymity in cyberspace and increase confi-
dence in attribution” was recognized in the DOD’s most recent cyberstrategy document.\(^58\) At the present time, however, military commanders, particularly at the operational level, still lack the technical means and analytical methods for identifying these actors, mapping their activities, and understanding how they exert influence on the battlefield. The high-profile case of Jihadi John demonstrated the power of being able to identify an unknown actor on social media and then link digital patterns of life information to an actual person, a physical location, specific activities, or associations; however, the hunt required national level assets far removed from operational commanders.\(^59\)

Traditional computer network analysis can provide methods for obtaining some contextual information through technical means. For instance, an anonymous cyberpersona must still interface through a physical plane that contains information about device hardware and operating characteristics. Additionally, analysis of the logical plane may reveal such information as network addresses and configuration settings, and in some cases, even the geographic location of a user. While these attributes can help to characterize how a cyberpersona operates, they do not necessarily expose the identity of the individual behind the screen. To derive this type of information, a cyberpersona would need to be linked to an identifiable user account, digital certificates, or stored biometric data, but even this information may not provide a definitive picture of whose fingers are on the keyboard. This offers the cyberequivalent of signature-based targeting where analysts infer a target’s identity based on the characteristics of observed activity. This method does not necessarily reveal exactly who is using a SIM card, however, only whether or not the users’ activities fit a known behavioral pattern.

This example also highlights the point that insurgents, terrorists, and irregular combatants do not emanate the same technical signatures as conventional military forces, therefore characterizing and targeting these entities requires different collection methods and analytical approaches. This is true regardless of whether the adversary occupies a physical presence on the battlefield, hides among an indigenous population, or operates as a cyberpersona maneuvering through the digital landscape. Also, unlike professional armies that function on doctrinal precepts, irregular forces generally have less discernable templates guiding their actions, making predictive analysis a much more daunting challenge. For these reasons, identity-based targeting in the cyberdomain requires tools and methods that are better able to exploit remotely accessible attributes and indicators.

As one example, behavioral biometrics offers some potential techniques for establishing identity by indirect means that may be well suited to the challenges of cyberoperations. In general terms, behavioral biometrics refers to identifying characteristics that are learned or acquired over time rather than those based primarily on biology—for instance, using such features as “style, preference, knowledge, motor-skills or strategy” that people use in “human actions which result
from specific to everyday human skills." Some common examples of measurable traits include handwriting, keystroke movements, or mouse dynamics. Other examples include distinguishing behavioral patterns that can be derived from common online activities, including email routines, digital device interactions, or credit card usage.

Where traditional biometrics can be limited in use, behavioral biometrics often provides missing benefits; most notable is behavioral biometrics’ potential for “stand off” or noncompliant collection. For instance, patterns of email usage or web surfing offer the possibility of deriving unique user identifications with the advantage of nonobtrusive collection. Multiple studies have demonstrated how unique behavioral profiles can be derived from the peculiarities of message stylization, temporal activity, sentence structure, and other variables. This has obvious applications for resolving ambiguous identities derived from user accounts or devices shared among multiple individuals. Similar applications have been developed to spot aberrant behavior on social media platforms, such as detecting fake Twitter and Facebook accounts. Behavioral biometrics can also be applied to help identify online deception campaigns by analyzing linguistic cues, usage patterns, social connections, and physical locations to help characterize the identities behind the posts.

Behavioral biometrics is also being used to modernize the analysis of “digital handwriting” or dynamic signatures derived from the unique way a user types or manipulate a digital device. These cognitive-biometric attributes are being used for identity authentication on mobile devices by analyzing such factors as handedness, hand tremor, eye-hand coordination, keystroke analysis, and other identifiable patterns derived from human–machine interactions. Researchers have found these behavioral patterns to be “complex, nuanced and instinctive,” thereby offering a highly accurate method for identifying individuals based on their use of digital devices.

Another recent experiment has identified unique “egocentric video biometrics” derived from raw video footage taken from head- and body-mounted cameras. One potential application of this technique would be the ability to locate all videos shot by a single user from within a large database of digital files even without the benefit of descriptive metadata. Similar techniques have been developed for generating biometric authentication from computer mouse manipulation and fitness tracking devices. Such information could be invaluable for identity verification when combined with precise geo-location derived from a mobile device or when correlated with other social media activity. As humans increasingly maintain nearly continual interaction with their digital devices, the field of behavioral biometrics potentially offers a range of techniques well suited for deriving identity information from online activities.

The ability to apply digital forensics or behavioral biometrics to positively
identify cyberpersona will also increase the value of social media exploitation. While this remains a complex technical challenge due to vast amounts of low-value raw data, it does offer some means for mapping out an increasingly complex digital landscape and identifying key nodes of activity that could influence the physical battlespace. For example, in early 2014, analysts were able to track Russian military movement into Crimea using social media “bread crumbs” dropped by personnel preparing for mobilization. Separately, YouTube videos and Twitter messages posted by Russian irregulars provided the first hints of attribution for the downing of Malaysia Airlines Flight 17 in eastern Ukraine in July 2014.

The ability to derive useful identity information of threat actors from a vast sea of digital activity will depend on major advances in computing power and new analytical methods. Artificial Intelligence, machine learning, and methods for dealing with the challenge of interpreting “big data” are areas where technology is expected to improve the ability of analysts to sort through large amounts of unstructured information to discern patterns, trends, and embedded associations among actors. These tools could be particularly useful for discovering unseen correlations between the online activities of cyberpersona and identity signatures in the physical domain. These tools have already demonstrated significant potential for improving the accuracy and power of standard biometric modalities, such as increasing the speed and accuracy of the image recognition applications used by Facebook, Google, Microsoft, and Twitter.

In addition to new collection modalities, U.S. forces will need innovative approaches to informational management that are better suited for processing the vast amounts of data generated by a world of networked adversaries. A recent white paper by the under secretary of defense for intelligence highlighted the nature of this new environment by noting how individuals are increasingly becoming “self-documenting” by creating digital trails of potentially useful data during the conduct of their daily lives. Ubiquitous interconnectivity via email, social media, digital commerce, and interface with the “internet of things” all combine to create a dense layer of interactions that expose much of who we are, where we go, and how we live our lives. This phenomenon presents a significant analytical challenge to derive meaning and actionable intelligence from the deluge of big data.

Relatively new concepts—for example, Activity-Based Intelligence (ABI) and Object-Based Production (OBP)—provide some examples of analytical approaches that may be well suited for identity-based targeting in such data-rich environments. For example, ABI exploits the potential of big data by replacing collection discipline-centric analysis with an activity-based approach that focuses on all of the physical and virtual transactions associated with a specific entity. ABI was originally conceived as an analytical approach optimized for identity-
based targeting on an irregular battlefield by focusing on the interactions and associations that define adversary networks. This methodology was used to generate the kind of pattern of life analysis needed to dismantle insurgent groups in Iraq and Afghanistan.

Similarly, OBP is designed to deal with the challenge of information discovery and attribute correlation in an environment defined by disaggregated and heterogeneous data. As a method, OBP focuses on organizing information around a single object such as “people, places, and things [that become] the single point of convergence for all information and intelligence produced about a topic of interest.” This way of organizing data enables an analyst to visualize an entity’s attributes, associations, and activities. For example, the information relating to an individual or group can be correlated with all information linked to that object, such as related attributes, common activities, or associations with other similar entities. This could also include linkages to physical attributes from biometric, biographic, or forensic data. These novel approaches to information management may be better able to support the kind of data-intensive analyses that are needed to uncover deeply embedded associations from within large amounts of unstructured identity data scattered across the digital landscape.

As the military searches for new technologies to improve cyber situational awareness, it is likely that the commercial sector will provide some of the most powerful and innovative tools. As one example, the world of online advertising provides a useful model for how such cybercapabilities might evolve. In recent years, these firms have refined methods for resolving the identities of cyberpersonae using algorithms designed for probabilistic matching. Based on IP addresses, browser activity, authorship analysis, behavioral cues, and other digital signatures, these companies have been able to correlate identifiers so that entities can be tracked as they move across the cyberlandscape.

Similarly, online retailers routinely gather detailed information about “spending habits, credit histories, web-surfing histories, social network postings, demographic information, and so on” for the purpose of market research and generating “precisely targeted advertising.” These activities can be linked and used to accurately track a single user across multiple devices and platforms by creating a “digital fingerprint” that correlates the cyberpersona to an actual physical identity. Social media companies are also becoming skilled at using geo-tracking, metadata, speech, and content analysis as methods for spotting unauthorized users or detecting fraudulent activities. In many ways, these examples offer precisely the kinds of tools needed by military cyberanalysts to help identify and analyze key influencers within an operational environment and potentially provide the kind of fidelity to target cyberpersonae across the digital landscape that the military has used to observe actors in the physical battlespace.
Conclusion

In recent years, there have been several vivid examples of adversaries using cybertools to create substantive military effects in the physical domain. These have included many activities falling outside of the strict doctrinal definition for cyberoperations. In particular, these tools have played an increasingly visible and consequential role in a wide range of irregular conflicts as part of terrorism activities and in gray zone or hybrid conflicts. One commonality among these examples is that both state and nonstate actors have leveraged the anonymity offered by cybertools as a means of creating strategic ambiguity and confusion over attribution of their activities. While deception and surprise have always been elements of warfare, these recent examples of state and nonstate actors using sophisticated technologies to mask identity present a significant challenge to conventional military targeting methods.

Dealing with this new kind of threat will require a paradigm shift in thinking about the meaning of situational awareness and targeting in the cyberdomain. A first important step will be better educating mid-level military leaders about the technical aspects of cyberoperations. This includes offering a clear doctrinal framework that integrates cyberconsiderations into the overall planning cycle and targeting process at the tactical and operational levels. This will require improved tools and analytical methods so that military commanders below that strategic level can have a common operational picture that takes into account all entities influencing the battlespace, including actors in the cyberpersona layer.

For the larger DOD enterprise, these solutions must also consider the looming challenge of encryption and other technical tools enabling adversaries to operate anonymously and avoid attribution. This problem will only become more acute as both state and nonstate adversaries continue to erode the slim relative advantages that the United States still enjoys with regard to cyberoperations—an edge that many experts suggest has already disappeared.

One starting point for designing a conceptual approach for cybertargeting may be to view it as a logical extension of the identity-based targeting techniques developed during recent campaigns. These examples share similarities in terms of the challenges faced by military forces when targeting irregular adversaries as well as the issues of identity and attribution in modern warfare. Expanding existing concepts such as I2 to the cyberdomain would provide a doctrinal framework for linking digital identities to corresponding biologic and biographic information in the physical domain. As a model for military innovation, the recent examples of biometrics and expeditionary forensics offer useful lessons learned for integrating nonmilitary technologies onto the battlefield and devising effective doctrinal frameworks for their use. These capabilities reflect an important operational need as adversaries increasingly use cybertools in order to create meaningful effects on the physical battlefield.
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Russia’s Ambiguous Warfare and Implications for the U.S. Marine Corps
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Abstract. The Russian Federation used ambiguous warfare strategies to annex Crimea in 2014 and propagate Ukrainian instability. Rapidly generated, highly trained, and well-disciplined Russian forces on the ground in Ukraine unofficially coordinated with pro-Russian separatists to conduct psychological operations, intimidation, and bribery among the population to undermine nationalist resistance. Illustrating warfare’s expanding reach, these activities obscure the factors that the North Atlantic Treaty Organization traditionally uses to identify the need for the cooperative defense of a member nation. This summary of a CNA-organized meeting of experts captures these topics and their implications on the U.S. government’s current warfighting strategy.
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In 2014, “little green men”—strongly suspected to be Russian Federation soldiers—surged into Crimea and drove out all elements and symbols of Ukrainian authority. Peace now prevails on the Crimean peninsula under Russian control, but as of this writing, war still rages in Ukraine’s eastern region of Donbass, where Russian-backed separatists wield Russian weapons, drive Russian
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tanks, and reportedly fight alongside unacknowledged Russian troops to wage war against the Ukrainian military.²

Annexing the Crimean peninsula and supporting instability in Ukraine’s eastern provinces, the Russian Federation and its armed forces have used so-called ambiguous warfare to great tactical and operational effect (map 1). This brand of warfare, or Gerasimov Doctrine, involves rapidly generating highly trained and disciplined forces who enter the battlespace out of uniform and in coordination with local supporters, using psychological operations, intimidation, and bribery to undermine nationalist resistance.³

Although direct confrontation between U.S. Marines and Russian Federation forces is unlikely in the near future, other nations and nonstate actors that Marines may encounter within the battlespace are closely observing Russia’s use of ambiguous warfare. Since these potential adversaries will likely modify their own warfare strategy and tactics, the Corps must also understand the lessons from Crimea and Ukraine and how other adversaries might militarily adapt as a result of Russia’s success.

**Ambiguous Warfare and the Gerasimov Doctrine**

Although formally undefined, U.S. government professionals have used the term *ambiguous warfare* since at least the 1980s to refer to situations in which a state or
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*Map 1. Ukraine following Russia’s 2014 annexation of Crimea*

Adapted by MCUP.
nonstate belligerent actor deploys troops and proxies in a deceptive and confusing manner with the intent of achieving political and military effects while obscuring the belligerent’s direct participation. Russia’s actions in Crimea and Ukraine clearly align with this concept, and discussion participants pointed out that it was not a new concept for Russia.

The events in Crimea and Ukraine were foreshadowed by an article published by the Russian Chief of the General Staff Valery Gerasimov. Gerasimov urged the academy to study and engage in the formulation of new doctrine and tactics to win future wars by explaining the rules of war have changed:

In the 21st century we have seen a tendency toward blurring the lines between the states of war and peace. Wars are no longer declared and, having begun, proceed according to an unfamiliar template.

The experience of military conflicts—including those connected with the so-called coloured revolutions in north Africa and the Middle East—confirm that a perfectly thriving state can, in a matter of months and even days, be transformed into an arena of fierce armed conflict, become a victim of foreign intervention, and sink into a web of chaos, humanitarian catastrophe, and civil war . . . . The role of nonmilitary means of achieving political and strategic goals has grown, and, in many cases, they have exceeded the power of force of weapons in their effectiveness.

The focus of applied methods of conflict has altered in the direction of the broad use of political, economic, informational, humanitarian, and other nonmilitary measures—applied in coordination with the protest potential of the population.

All this is supplemented by military means of a concealed character, including carrying out actions of informational conflict and the actions of special-operations forces. The open use of forces—often under the guise of peacekeeping and crisis regulation—is resorted to only at a certain stage, primarily for the achievement of final success in the conflict.

Experts in the CNA discussion agreed that the Gerasimov Doctrine evolved out of necessity, driven by Russian vulnerability rather than strength. Russia currently perceives itself to be reacting to a pressing external threat from a powerful adversary: the North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO). In December 2014, President Vladimir Putin signed the revised Russian Military Doctrine, which identifies NATO and its enlargement as a fundamental threat to the Russian homeland. Anticipating that the Russian Federation’s largely conscript military forces would not prevail against NATO in conventional combat, the Gerasimov Doctrine advocates the use of a modern version of partisan warfare that targets an adversary’s weaknesses and avoids direct, overt confrontations. Gerasimov
proposed a 4 to 1 ratio of nonmilitary to military measures. The nonmilitary measures in Gerasimov’s doctrine include efforts to shape the political, economic, and social landscapes of the adversarial state through subversion, espionage, propaganda, and potentially a combination of these acts with cyberattacks. Grounded in maskirovka, the Soviet doctrine of denial and deception, use of ambiguous warfare keeps opponents wondering and hesitating by resolutely denying Russian involvement while working through as many agents as possible. In Ukraine, for example, third-party deniable (covert) agents included pro-Russian loyalists and local paramilitary commanders, as well as local gangsters who spotted an opportunity for profit and power.

During the discussion, an expert described how Russia applied Gerasimov’s concepts in six main phases: emergence, sharpening, initiating, crisis, resolution, and restoration. Figure 1 illustrates that, although the phases are not sequential, they contain overlapping actions. In the emergence phase, Russia uses ethnic and pro-Russian populations within the target state to foment protests and resistance to the country’s government. Potentially, these actions initiate tension in the target country by generating backlash and discrimination against ethnic Russians by the government and majority populations. In essence, Russia activates a self-reinforcing mechanism to escalate conflict.

In the sharpening phase, Russia uses economic warfare and political pressure to intimidate, coerce, punish, and undermine governments in target states to further weaken them. In the initiating phase, Russia uses ambiguous military and security personnel to infiltrate the target country and activates criminal networks to further foment unrest and ignite open conflict. In the crisis phase, the military isolates government positions, seizes key terrain, and destroys the defense and security apparatuses of the target country. In the resolution phase, Russia conducts information operations to deny involvement and sow doubt and discord in the minds of foreign governments about the developing situation and possible responses. The restoration phase concludes the offensive; Russia consolidates its gains within the target country, takes actions to de-escalate the conflict and reduce tensions, and installs a government amenable to Russian influence.

As one expert noted, ambiguous warfare requires the deliberate integration of military and nonmilitary forces, and while it is a less expensive form of warfare than open, conventional war, it does not always lead to a clear military outcome. Another expert commented that credible escalation dominance is key to making ambiguous warfare work and added that Russia has adeptly maintained a carefully calibrated balance between low-intensity, ambiguous actions and credible, high-intensity (possibly even nuclear) threats. Clearly, Russia’s military has put Gerasimov’s ideas to good practice in Crimea and Ukraine, though overwhelming success in Crimea has not been similarly replicated in eastern Ukraine to date.
Russia’s Military and Special Forces

The Russian Military

To get a better sense of how Russia’s military operationalizes Gerasimov’s Doctrine, meeting participants discussed the structure of the Russian military generally, as well as its special forces, the Spetsnaz, specifically. One expert who has extensively studied the Russian military commented that nuclear weapons still play a central role in Russia’s strategic thinking by allowing Russia to maintain a credible deterrent against Western action, as well as put forth a significant threat as part of the fourth phase of ambiguous warfare.

Russia also maintains a considerable military force with a sizeable reserve.
For example, one expert noted that, in less than one week, Russia could mobilize about one army (four brigades) and one airborne brigade. That said, however, Russia’s military is spread thin over the longest land border of any single country. Additionally, Russia sees threats in all directions. As such, the experts discussed how Russia’s military is aligned into different military districts. The Western District—the district concerned with Ukraine—has a large share of Russia’s air force and air defense assets arrayed against possible NATO air threats from the West. Southern District forces are based in the volatile Caucasus region, which includes the Russian republics of Chechnya, Dagestan, and Ingushetia. Russians may now consider Crimea to be part of the Southern Military district, but the United States does not recognize the incorporation of Crimea into the Russian Federation. Eastern District forces protect the largely unpopulated eastern flank of Russia against potential threats from China. The Central Asia District largely serves as Russia’s strategic reserve. This posture provides Russia’s military with a limited ability to mass forces in any one direction without leaving gaps in the nation’s defense elsewhere. Because ambiguous warfare does not require the higher resource demands of a sustained conventional campaign, the Russian armed forces find it an attractive option to mitigate the impact of overextended border defenses.

One expert noted that, unlike the West, Russia does not think about employing its military forces in terms of Services, such as army, navy, or special operations forces. Rather, its forces are primarily geared toward “fighting power” or “political impact” and use organizational constructs that place fighting power in support of political impact.

The Spetsnaz
One of Russia’s major forces for political impact, the Spetsnaz played a significant role in the government’s actions in Crimea and Ukraine. As Russia’s special purpose forces, the Spetsnaz have historically conducted deep reconnaissance and nuclear missions, as well as disrupted adversary command and control structures in the context of large-scale conventional warfare. More recently, the force has gone through a painful but ultimately successful adaptation process to fight small wars more effectively.

In the past, the Russian military lacked a doctrinal base for small wars; however, in the wake of significant challenges in Russia’s wars in Afghanistan and Chechnya, the military purposely evolved the Spetsnaz toward a more deliberate role in small wars. In 2011, Russia reorganized the Spetsnaz to serve as a support element to its ground units, as opposed to its traditional role supporting Russia’s main intelligence directorate, the Glavnoye Razvedyvatel’noye Upravleniye (GRU). In 2012, Russia created its own special operations command, Komanda Spetsialnogo Naznacheniya, which was given oversight of the Spetsnaz for a time. The bureaucratic battles, however, in the Kremlin continued and, by
2013, the Spetsnaz returned to their original supporting role with the GRU. The 2014 Sochi Winter Olympics and the threats of terrorism that accompanied them were used to justify a major expansion of the Spetsnaz, and all of its units were brought to full strength.

Due to this level of readiness, one expert considers the Spetsnaz perhaps the GRU’s most important political asset to their risk-taking organization and likely to remain so, given their practice of employing unorthodox agents, such as private sector individuals, warlords, mercenaries, and organized crime syndicates to conduct unconventional operations and ambiguous warfare. All present at the discussion agreed, however, that not all Spetsnaz are Tier 1 operators similar to personnel in U.S. military units, including the Army’s Delta Force, the Navy’s Seal Team 6, and the Marine Corps’ Special Operations Command. Of approximately 17,000 Spetsnaz, perhaps only 500 are trained as Tier 1 operators, while as many as 20–30 percent of the total number of Spetsnaz personnel are conscripts as opposed to professional special operators. In essence, these special purpose forces closely resemble U.S. light infantry intervention forces.

Russia’s Current and Future Application of the Gerasimov Doctrine

Crimea

Russia’s Crimea operation in late February 2014, apparently long considered a viable military option, went relatively smoothly. In the first-of-its-kind documentary, “Crimea: The Way Home,” broadcast in Russia on 15 March 2015 (first anniversary of Crimea’s disputed independence referendum), Russian president Vladimir Putin boasted that he had given the order on 22 February 2014 to rescue embattled Ukrainian leader Victor Yanukovych who had just fled Kiev and to “start working on returning Crimea to Russia.”

In a 3 September 2014 article in the Military-Industrial Courier, cited by the Jamestown Foundation’s Eurasia Daily Monitor, Colonel-General Anatoly Zaitsev enumerated the successes of the Crimea operation. Russia’s normal resupply activities for its naval base leased in Sevastopol formed a convenient cover for the insertion of elite forces and equipment. Russian forces maintained strict radio silence, thus foiling NATO monitoring efforts. Partisan teams of Russia’s Spetsnaz and naval infantry forces moved quickly and covertly throughout the peninsula to take control of key infrastructure. These teams isolated Ukrainian bases by cutting communications and disorganizing the Ukrainian troops’ support systems. Simultaneously, Russia applied information warfare techniques to persuade Ukrainian forces to switch sides.

Ultimately, Russia’s operations in Crimea resulted in the annexation of key terrain for the Russian military at very low cost. Certainly, these operations surprised the West and served as a wake-up call regarding Russia’s future intentions in the region.
Donbass, Eastern Ukraine

In April 2014, a pro-Russian insurgency erupted and quickly intensified within the Donbass coal mining region in Ukraine. The heartland of former Ukrainian president Viktor F. Yanukovich, Donbass borders the Russian Federation and most of the population speaks Russian.

Advised by Russian GRU officers, an odd collection of deniable agents—such as foreign volunteers, paid mercenaries, radical Russian nationalists, local mobsters, and former members of the disbanded Ukrainian Berkut special police force—took control of government institutions and key infrastructure in Luhansk and Donetsk, and proclaimed the cities independent people’s republics. Despite the many factors favoring Moscow’s design for the Donbass operation, experts discussing the operation doubt it went exactly as planned. The Russians found less support for the separatist agenda in Donbass than they had expected. The deniable agents who first assumed power in the Luhansk and Donetsk People’s Republics were harsh, erratic administrators who often alienated the local population. Donbass residents able to escape the fighting did so by either going to Russia or by moving to safer areas in Ukraine. Military coordination among the separatists was poor, and they used sophisticated Russian-supplied equipment recklessly, as seen in the downing of Malaysia Airlines Flight MH17 on 17 July 2014.

By massing 40,000 troops on the Russian side of the border, Moscow heightened uncertainty and temporarily paralyzed decision making within the Kiev government while simultaneously deterring the West from offering significant military aid to Ukraine. Russian forces crossed the border at will, frequently under the cover of white-painted humanitarian convoys. In August 2014, the Ukrainian military regrouped, closed in on separatist strongholds in Donbass, and reclaimed 65 towns and villages. It looked as though the military endgame was approaching. At that point, the Russians were forced to take on more visible roles to prevent the defeat of the self-proclaimed republics. All the while, Moscow continued to deny Russian military presence in eastern Ukraine, while orchestrating an unrelenting media campaign to reinforce the narrative that the Russian-speaking population needed to be rescued from right-wing fascist extremists and chaos.

In September 2014, talks to halt the fighting in Donbass were held in Minsk, Belarus, under the auspices of the Organization for Security and Co-operation in Europe (OSCE). Representatives from the Ukraine, the Russian Federation, the Donetsk People’s Republic, and the Luhansk People’s Republic signed a cease-fire protocol known as Minsk I. It failed.

In February 2015, a second cease-fire agreement known as Minsk II was negotiated under OSCE auspices, though it remains imperfectly observed. Ukraine is unable to control its border with Russia, and Russia continues to resupply the separatists. Some experts predicted further escalation of tensions in the coming
months as a prelude to Russia’s renewed push to create a land bridge to Crimea. Others believed that Russia does not have the wherewithal to expand the conflict zone substantially but will continue engaging in low-intensity conflict in the Donbass region.

Having made multiple trips to the Ukrainian front line recently, an expert shared the following observations about Russia’s ambiguous warfare:

- Forces operate unmanned aerial vehicles and remotely pilot vehicles proficiently throughout the battlespace to gather operational intelligence and lock-on tactical targets, achieving approximately 10–15 minutes of separation between drone reconnaissance and strike missions.
- Separatists use horrific violence extensively to cow populations. Russian separatists not only abduct torture, assassinate, kill en masse, rape, and execute prisoners, they also record their activities and post the videos on the Internet.
- Field units resupply under the guise of humanitarian convoys; a direct, observable correlation exists between these convoys and separatist activities.
- Mechanized infantry conscripts do not fight as well as such contract units as the Spetsnaz, and conscript units suffer disproportionate casualties. Ground maneuver units employ a combination of contract and irregular forces.
- T-90 main battle tanks, protected by reactive armor, remain central to high-intensity combat. Deep armored raids are prevalent on the dispersed battlefield, and the T-90’s reactive armor deters most single-warhead infantry-fired antitank weapons used by NATO forces.
- Body armor and body armor piercing ammunition overwhelm normal infantry, especially when delivered with night vision and snipers.
- Artillery and multiple-rocket launchers propel advanced munitions, which caused 85 percent of all casualties in Ukraine and reduced battalion-size units to combat ineffectiveness in a single strike. These weapons become more effective when used in combination with remotely piloted vehicles’ target acquisition capabilities.
- Light infantry fighting vehicles succumb on the modern high-intensity battlefield without tank-equivalent protection.
- Air defense components densely overlap to keep Ukrainian Air Force close air support and attack helicopters, which lack sophisticated electronic countermeasures and air defense suppression capabilities, out of the battlespace.
- Armies lack digital radios and depend on national communications networks that are vulnerable to jamming, interception, and real-time targeting.
Five Lessons on Russian Aggression from Crimea and Eastern Ukraine

The assembled experts agreed that five lessons could be learned from Russia’s activities in Eastern Ukraine and Crimea:

1. Russia’s ambiguous warfare strategy requires fertile soil. Russian-sponsored operations in neighboring lands have been more successful with support from large ethnic Russian populations and have fallen short in areas where those conditions do not exist.

2. Moscow’s aggression strategy arises from plans, not impulses. With operations in Ukraine planned and prepared well in advance, Moscow may have similar plans for other former Soviet states.

3. Russia’s residual fear of NATO means the government avoids a blatant Article V trigger.11 Ambiguous warfare stems from this weakness, but Russia’s lack of traditional state power should not be equated to a lack of serious threat.

4. A nation-states’ national defense depends on credible, integrated military and security forces. Ukraine has underfunded its military since the end of the Cold War, failed to modernize its forces, and constantly hobbled its own security efforts by tolerating corruption. Additionally, steps taken to eliminate conscription negatively impacted military morale and effectiveness. Countries with aggressive neighbors should heed this lesson. Furthermore, potential target states should foster collaboration, cooperation, and connectivity among not only their own military and security forces, but also allied forces.

5. These nation-states’ political stability necessitates the integration of Russian descendants and immigrants into the national identity. Otherwise, dissention develops among the pro-Russian population that creates an entry point for Moscow to influence the internal affairs of neighboring states.

Russia’s Next Moves

Russia aspires to replace the current Western-dominated world order with one in which great powers divide the world into internationally recognized spheres of influence. Seizing pieces of Ukraine will probably not be enough to achieve this goal. In the near term, however, the experts assembled agreed that Russia is likely to shift its aggression toward the Baltic States and Black Sea region.

The Baltic States

The three small Baltic seaside states of Estonia, Latvia, and Lithuania were part of the former Soviet Union and are home to sizable Russian-speaking popula-
tions. With their standing armed forces at about 5,000–10,000 troops each, the Baltic States certainly perceive themselves to be vulnerable despite their membership in NATO. Should Russian aggression occur against the Baltics, the offensive would likely take the form of ambiguous, destabilizing operations to avoid triggering NATO’s Article V. This strategy sows doubt in the minds of the populations of the Baltic States about Western resolve to defend them and contributes to Moscow’s goal of undermining the NATO Alliance.

When the Baltic republics joined NATO in 2004, they were encouraged to develop niche military specialties rather than worry about territorial defense, which the international community thought unnecessary. Each nation’s government is addressing this mistake, but finding a solution will take time. The national armed forces of Lithuania meanwhile have no current mandate to intervene in internal affairs, while the police and the ministry of interior of the Republic of Lithuania share responsibility for domestic security and would be the first to respond to an influx of pro-Russian actors similar to the Crimean annexation. Lithuania’s efforts to develop a more comprehensive defense plan involve coordinating all national bodies of executive power. A January 2015 pamphlet written by the Lithuanian Ministry of Defense titled How to Act in Extreme Situations or Instances of War even instructed Lithuanians on surviving foreign occupation and organizing nonviolent resistance.

Black Sea Region
Russia’s seizure of Crimea and its continuance of military operations in eastern Ukraine changed the strategic balance in the Black Sea region. With Moscow’s military presence no longer constrained by former legal agreements with Ukraine, Russia can fully exploit Crimea and its former Ukrainian air bases, using both as a platform to project power. This base access enabled the Ministry of Defense of the Russian Federation to deploy conventional and nuclear capabilities of Tupolev TU-22M3 Backfire-C medium-range bombers and Iskander-M (9M72) short-range ballistic missile systems to the peninsula by 2016. An ambitious modernization program underway for the Russian Black Sea Fleet in Sevastopol will add six new frigates, six new submarines, several smaller naval vessels, and possibly a Mistral-class amphibious assault ship. The fleet and other military units enhance Crimean antiship and antiaircraft capabilities. Russia’s air defense systems in Crimea reach nearly half of the Black Sea while surface attack systems reach almost all of the Black Sea area. These military systems create a strong line of defense for the Russian homeland.

Historically, a Russian military build-up of this magnitude on the northern shore of the Black Sea would be of great concern to Turkey. The prospect of Russian–Turkish energy collaboration, however, may prove a critical factor toward mitigating Turkish concerns. Vladimir Putin, the current Russian president,
recently announced that, instead of completing the South Stream pipeline for Russian gas under the Black Sea to Bulgaria, construction will instead link the pipeline with existing Turkish systems. In contrast, Russian companies are investing in shipping companies and port facilities on the Turkish Black Sea coast, which are also useful for gathering intelligence and serving as entry points for Russian forces if necessary.

Seeking reassurance, Romania and Bulgaria (NATO members) and Moldova and Georgia (Partnership for Peace members) look to NATO and the European Union (EU) for security support because they are also targeted by active Russian influence operations. Romania’s foreign minister, Titus Corlățean, openly expressed concern over Russian pursuits in the region. Bulgaria depends heavily on Russian energy supplies and military equipment maintenance and was subject to intense Russian pressure to go forward with its long-planned role as the entry point for the South Stream pipeline. But when the EU demanded Bulgaria suspend construction on the pipeline while it investigated the way contracts were awarded and then froze political talks between the EU and Russia over the crisis in Ukraine, Russia announced that the South Stream would not be built. Moscow hobbles Moldova and Ukraine by controlling the pro-Russian separatist enclave of Transnistria and trammels Georgia by formally controlling the foreign and security affairs of Abkhazia and South Ossetia, located within Georgia’s internationally recognized national borders. Transnistria, Abkhazia, and South Ossetia are also focal points for Russia-linked organized crime in the region in the regard that local gangsters meld with Russian-backed forces to metastasize organized crime in eastern Ukraine. This social and political evolution suggests that we can anticipate further strengthening and utilization of criminal networks around the Black Sea littoral region.

The Future of Ambiguous Warfare: Implications for the U.S. Marine Corps

Beyond understanding and studying the Gerasimov Doctrine as it has been applied to ambiguous warfare in Crimea and Ukraine, the Marine Corps must be able to view the strategy more conceptually. Just as the experts left the discussion with more questions than answers, Marines should extend their learning to consider such questions as:

- How did the Russians arrive at and apply this doctrine?
- Where has it been successful and where has it failed?
- What are the offensive lessons from its application?
- What are the adversarial lessons from Russia’s actions?
- Can ambiguous warfare be applied in other theaters?
- How might other potential adversaries adapt this doctrine?
Return to High-Intensity Conflict
While the ongoing conflict in eastern Ukraine has shown that ambiguous warfare can be highly kinetic and extremely intense, the assembled experts noted that battalion-size forces have been rendered combat ineffective in a single wave of artillery strikes. Discussion participants considered the following implications:

- What kind of expeditionary crisis response force does the Marine Corps need to be successful in this environment?
- What does combined arms and maneuver warfare look like in this environment, particularly when U.S. forces will have lost much of their technological edge, along with air and information superiority?
- Can a modern Marine Corps infantry survive on this kind of battlefield? What impact will sustained high casualty rates have on how we fight, especially given political sensitivities?
- Could the armored vehicles being used and developed by the Corps survive on the modern battlefield?
- Does the Marine Corps have a partner in this kind of fight? How will Marines integrate with those allies and other Joint forces (e.g., special operations forces) to operate on an ambiguous battlefield?

Fighting in the Information Environment
Moscow has displayed its ability to launch covert and overt information operations on a mass scale to global, regional, and local audiences. It has also shown the ability to rapidly spread carefully crafted lies and disinformation to generate discord at local and international levels. Marines must begin framing Military Information Support Operations by answering how the Corps will

- counter hostile messaging in an ambiguous warfare theater;
- transition countermessaging efforts from early in the enemy’s campaign of street protests, agitation, and subversion to the later campaign of open warfare; and
- overcome political and strategic decisions that limit and constrict the use of Military Information Support Operations on the battlefield.

Political and Economic Subversion
Because the initial phases of ambiguous warfare are often hard to detect, experts agreed that nation-states might maintain a persistent presence in at-risk countries as one way of sensing the application of Gerasimov’s concepts. With that in mind, the Marine Corps must consider
- how to work with allied and partner nations to counter political and economic subversion in at-risk countries;
- what partnerships the Marine Corps and U.S. military can build with allied military, security, intelligence, or policing institutions in a stable, preconflict environment to inhibit ambiguous conflict;
- which foundations of cultural knowledge are most beneficial during each stage of ambiguous warfare; and
- if additional education and training on building and sustaining relationships with local actors would be beneficial.

**Official versus Nonofficial Armed Forces**

The complicated network of ambiguous actors Russia employed in Crimea and Ukraine intertwined irregular and proxy forces, special forces, militias, criminal syndicates, and unidentified regular military forces. These relationships necessitate an examination of how future adversaries will challenge and exploit U.S. rules of engagement by incorporating nonofficial and official forces.

**Insights for Strategic Planning**

Participants in this discussion clearly recognized the importance of understanding Russia’s employment of ambiguous warfare in Crimea and Ukraine as well as what the strategy might mean for future Marine Corps force structure, capabilities, operations, and tactics. Russia’s use of population shaping measures before the hostilities phase included leveraging Russian-speaking populations in target countries. A mélange of ambiguous actors, including special forces, militias, and criminals; resupply missions disguised as humanitarian assistance convoys; and deliberate disinformation and misinformation about events on the ground furnished particularly effective components of Russia’s ambiguous warfare strategy. Participants also pointed to how Russia’s unmanned aerial vehicles provided near real-time targeting information for artillery strikes. In addition, reactive armor, horrific violence, and advanced munitions were particularly effective tactics on the ground to intimidate and subdue local populations as well as counter Ukrainian national defense forces. Thinking more broadly, experts considered how these elements of Russia’s strategy and tactics could be generalized to other regions of the world and be employed by potential U.S. adversaries, such as China and Iran.

The implications of Russia’s ambiguous approach are mostly at the Marine Corps’ strategic level. At the tactical level, the actions of Russia’s panoply of forces are no less ambiguous than other forces Marines have faced during the insurgencies in Iraq and Afghanistan. As such, panel participants felt that the basic principles of Marine Corps warfighting remain valid in this kind of environment. Moreover, the situation in Ukraine—while ambiguous in attribution—still
amounts to state-sponsored warfare with a high intensity battlespace that looks significantly different from Iraq or Afghanistan. Success in this environment demands Marines consider how to apply their warfighting principles on a battlefield that may include the instantaneous loss of air, fire, and information superiority; rapid fluctuations between highly lethal, low- and high-intensity actions; significant increases in casualty rates; interspersed fighting among populations familiar with extreme violence; and unlimited adversary warfare in the information space. Perhaps the best way for the Marine Corps to prepare for the future of ambiguous warfare is to answer this question: if the Corps gets the call to fight, how will it overcome the loss of all advantages?

Notes
This article was taken in part from a CNA report published in 2015 titled Russia’s “Ambiguous Warfare” and Implications for the U.S. Marine Corps, coauthored by Mary Ellen Connell and Ryan Evans. It summarizes a discussion among experienced regional specialists, senior military officers, and internationally renowned security experts that was coordinated by CNA on 25 February 2015, which followed the Chatham House Rule of nonattribution to encourage a candid exchange of ideas between participants. Experts did not quote official sources during the meeting; however, supplemental information has been added to expand readers’ purviews. For more on Chatham House Rule, see Royal Institute of International Affairs, “Chatham House Rule,” https://www.chathamhouse.org/about/chatham-house-rule.
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The Dragon’s Pearls
China’s Road to Hegemony in the Indian Ocean
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Abstract. In this article, the author argues that China is moving toward hegemony in the Indian Ocean Region to secure its ability to obtain the gas and oil supplies it needs for commercial development and possibly for national security and military purposes. He argues further that the China–Pakistan Economic Corridor projects and ideas, such as the One Belt, One Road and Maritime Silk Road initiatives, among others, are benign sounding ways to obscure China’s more complex desires, previously referred to as a String of Pearls by Department of Defense analysts.
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This article focuses attention on the northern reaches of the Indian Ocean Region (IOR). This ocean constitutes the third largest body of water in the world (map 1). The countries’ littorals to selected reaches discussed or briefly mentioned, geographically traversing from west to east, include Djibouti (Gulf of Aden and Red Sea); Pakistan (Arabian Sea); India and Sri Lanka
Indian Ocean); Bangladesh, Myanmar, and Thailand (Bay of Bengal); Malaysia (Strait of Malacca); and Singapore and Australia (Timor Sea). For multiple and complex reasons summarized below, China places immense geopolitical, strategic, logistical, economic, and military value on the IOR. This article supports the argument that China intends to achieve maritime hegemony in both the IOR and its declared Near Seas to ensure sustainability of its oil and gas shipments, raw materials, and mercantile trade.¹

The Indian Ocean is the main conduit for China’s seaborne trade and mercantile traffic representing approximately 60 percent volume of all Chinese global imports including a large percentage of oil and gas shipments. It provides essential transit routes for vital strategic hydrocarbons and raw materials largely sourced in the Middle East (Arabian Gulf), Africa (ports on the East Coast), and Australia (ports in Queensland and Western Australia). Thus, the Indian Ocean, with its indispensable sea lines of communication (SLOCs), is key to China’s economic health and for sustainability of its gross domestic product (GDP) and other indicative economic indices, including the provisions for the wellbeing and standard of living for its people. China’s GDP was estimated at $9.49 trillion (2013), almost six times that of India.² China’s GDP represented 16.71 percent of the world’s economy.³
In addition to the economic importance of the Indian Ocean, China also looked to the region for military and national security purposes. The People’s Liberation Army Navy (PLAN) could not fully extend a comprehensive defensive military “umbrella” over its vulnerable long distance SLOCs in the IOR. Specifically, PLAN was acutely concerned that the Strait of Malacca bottleneck, guarded and monitored by the Singapore logistic hub and by deployed elements of the Indian Navy and the U.S. Fifth and Seventh Fleets, evinced an ever-present threat to its freedom of navigation through the strait. China was worried about the tangential threats posed by piracy in the IOR (i.e., in the Strait of Malacca and elsewhere). Therefore, PLAN deployed naval assets on patrol in the Arabian Sea to negate Somali piracy.

PLAN was equally concerned that the Strait of Hormuz bottleneck constituted a threat to its oil and gas imports, being open to interdiction by Western navies—including British and French naval assets, the U.S. Fifth Fleet headquartered in Bahrain, and the Islamic Republic of Iran Navy. Although the Iranian Navy was mostly limited as a green-water navy (apart from Kilo-class submarines), its multiple offshore patrol vessels were antiship ballistic missile capable. In the past, Iran had threatened to close the Strait of Hormuz and continued to obstruct U.S. naval patrols in the Arabian Gulf. For instance, tensions were rekindled in the gulf with the arrest and detainment of 10 U.S. sailors by the Iranian Revolutionary Guard Corps (IRGC) in January 2016. The sailors were imprisoned on Farsi Island (a mid-gulf island outpost) and released the next day.5 A January website article stated that “Iran released the two U.S. Navy vessels and their crew members after the IRGC determined that they had breached Iranian territorial waters ‘unintentionally’ on January 12.”6 When questioned, “Maj. Gen. Hassan Firouzabadi said the detainment and release of the two U.S. Navy vessels ‘demonstrated the awareness and precision of the Iranian armed forces regarding American movements in the region. It taught them how vulnerable they are against the Islamic Republic’s mighty forces.’”7 In the same vein, but of lesser concern was the Bab el-Mandab Strait bottleneck, which had smaller trade volumes (estimated at 8 percent), but led China to consider constructing its first overseas military base at nearby Djibouti. Overall, these issues meant that Chinese officials feared incursions that would lead to a lack of control over its transportation routes and access to resources. They stated publically that powerful Western navies could interdict or blockade oil and gas supplies, raw materials, and essential bulk commodity shipments to its mainland ports. For these reasons, China’s leaders believed in the long term that, as a country, China must take stringent measures to exercise greater control and dominance of the IOR to safeguard its economic and national security interests.

Consequently, China was taking all possible measures to overcome its logistical supply chain nightmare. Key considerations included infrastructure develop-
ments in countries littoral to the IOR; creation of the ambitious China–Pakistan Economic Corridor (CPEC) as an integral component of China’s One Belt, One Road (OBOR) strategic initiative; continuing strategic investments in host nations; and long-term adoption of the so-called “String of Pearls” (SOP) maritime stratagem as perceived by the U.S. government for the past decade. PLAN clearly demonstrated the urgency of these measures by improving its blue-water navy capability, extending its airfields, deploying its military assets, and by constructing new military bases astride SLOCs in the IOR and South China Sea (map 2).

From China’s point of view, all these measures were transparently stated as purely defensive in nature. President Xi Jinping consistently stated an important denial that the People’s Republic of China (PRC) would ever seek hegemony in the IOR. From time to time, Beijing did issue blanket denials that it was seeking regional hegemony. Such denials became commonplace in past and present Chinese diplomatic discourse. Former Chairman Mao Zedong (1949–59) frequently issued similar denials. These denials were and are intended to mask China’s hegemonic ambitions. For example, in a speech on 3 September 2015, President Xi vowed that “China will never seek hegemony or expansion,” but China’s actions have belied these statements. Disinformation has been a part of Chinese statecraft for millennia. As early as the fifth century BC, the Chinese strategist Sun Tzu advised, “When seeking power, make it appear that you are not doing so,” and it seemed Chinese leaders continued this tradition into the present.

Thus, many Western nations remained largely suspicious of China’s true defensive or offensive intentions. While it was difficult to navigate the changing geopolitical stances, the following influential nations had at some point expressed concern about China’s activities, including the United States, India, Japan, and various North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO) powers. Moreover, officials from states considered smaller world players—such as Oman and some of the Association of Southeast Asian Nations (ASEAN) countries, especially Taiwan, South Korea, Australia, and New Zealand—exhibited increasing geopolitical resistance to what was seen as Chinese military expansion and a desire for maritime hegemony in both China’s declared Near Seas and the IOR. Of these nations, India was a major actor in the IOR, and its government, led by Prime Minister Shri Narendra Modi, was mistrustful of Chinese intentions. India had limited influence over China’s relationships with Pakistan, Afghanistan, Sri Lanka, and Myanmar. International Studies scholar Auriol Weigold believed India was strategically embraced and encircled by China, which created concerns.

Again, the escalating Sino-Indian strategic maritime competition had been closely examined by FDI Senior Analyst Lindsay Hughes and demonstrated that policy makers should keep an eye on the relationship between China and India as it plays out in the IOR. Hughes stated in his paper:
To protect their growing economies, China and India have scrutinised their sea-borne trade routes by enhancing their naval prowess, thus simultaneously enhancing their sea power. However, China’s and India’s enhancement of their respective navies causes each other concern, making each suspicious of the other’s intention. Thus, they further strengthen their navies, leading to a cycle of enhanced naval power and growing suspicion.\textsuperscript{12}

Hughes went on to claim that the desire to extend influence was an outcome of economic growth that every developing power endured. He contended that developing states seek to defend their trade routes, especially the maritime trade routes that form the bulk of their trade, because it was this very trade that
sustained their economic and, therefore, their overall growth. He asserted the only way these states could protect their maritime trade routes was to develop their naval prowess. This development, however, caused other states to become suspicious about the reasons for the original state’s naval growth, leading them, in turn, to develop their own navies. From an economic perspective, therefore, the desire to extend a state’s influence was motivated in the main by a desire to further increase the state’s trade and commerce and its market share as demonstrated by China. As his paper demonstrated, however, trade and commerce did not constitute the ultimate motivator for extending China’s influence into the Middle East and beyond it.

**From a String of Pearls to Maritime Roads**

The SOP maritime concept was first mooted in 2005 in a classified report submitted to the Pentagon by the consulting firm Booz Allen Hamilton, a Washington, DC, area think tank. In the past 10 years, there had been many skeptics unconvinced the concept was or is still viable, but new evidence and interpretations lend credence to the idea. The basic premise was that China will try to expand its naval presence by building civilian maritime infrastructure along the Indian Ocean periphery. The concept also referred to the network of Chinese military and commercial facilities and relationships along its SLOCs, which extended from the Port Sudan to the Chinese mainland. Each port or base became one of the “pearls” extending a connected set of posts “strung” through the IOR from China. The U.S. Department of Defense accepted the SOP concept as a means to understand China’s activities. In June 2014, Virginia Marantidou revisited the idea in a Center for Strategic and International Studies (CSIS) study and came to the conclusion that “little evidence supports Chinese naval bases along the Indian Ocean littoral, particularly as that specific arrangement may not be beneficial to China. However, these same locations could serve as useful logistics support for the Chinese Navy, meeting its need to support a blue-water navy with less political cost.”

Thus, it was important to use this concept without strictly focusing on military activities and to consider such alternative criteria as geopolitics, logistics, economics, and protected commercial trade to analyze China’s diverse and seemingly unrelated activities in a larger, possibly more dangerous context.

The PRC, in an effort to thwart Western interpretation of the military implications of the SOP concept, introduced three new initiatives with the emphasis on developing trade corridors for economic and commercial purposes. To this end, through the guise of the Chinese Academy of Social Sciences and its 2013 Blue Book called *Development Report in the Indian Ocean*, the Chinese emphasized their economic interests. The Blue Book said that China has no maritime, read “military,” strategy for the Indian Ocean. President Xi initiated the maritime silk road (MSR) concept later in October 2013. He introduced this idea to reinforce...
the message that China sought only economic objectives in the IOR and subsequently redefined China’s MSR foreign policy with another, more pressing, wider initiative called OBOR.

**“One Belt, One Road” Chinese Initiative**

President Xi’s newest and most ambitious strategic initiative—OBOR—encompassed the 2013 Silk Road Economic Belt and MSR subinitiatives and could plant the seeds for a new geopolitical era in the IOR. The OBOR initiative was launched on 28 March 2015 by China’s top economic planning agency, the National Development and Reform Commission located in Beijing. As CSIS analysts Scott Kennedy and David A. Parker explained, “President Xi has made this program a centerpiece of both his foreign policy and domestic economic strategy. Initially billed as a network of regional infrastructure projects, one of the latest releases indicates that the scope of the ‘Belt and Road’ initiative has continued to expand and will now include promotion of enhanced policy coordination across the Asian continent, financial integration, trade liberalization, and people-to-people connectivity.” While Chinese officials denied the military-centric interpretation of their policy as visualized in the SOP concept, these new initiatives demonstrated the truth of the SOP ideas along with the tradition of obfuscating its true intentions for regional hegemony.

**Chinese Military Incursions in the IOR and Beyond**

On first sight, all the nonmilitary commercial initiatives proposed by the PRC appeared “well intentioned, good and wholesome” in the interests of generating increased trade between Western Europe, the Middle East, Africa, Asia, and Australasia. The initiatives portrayed Chinese soft-power projection and diplomacy exercised to perfection. Militarily speaking, this was merely a convenient smokescreen for China’s real intentions in the IOR and South China Sea. This was more than just supposition considering recent actions by the Chinese; PLAN announced that China’s first overseas military base was to be located at Djibouti on the east coast of Africa. Situated close to the Bab el-Mandeb and Strait of Hormuz, the new base has significant strategic importance because PLAN will be able to exert a degree of maritime control over the world’s second and third greatest bottlenecks ranked by volume of seaborne trade. Theoretically, to consolidate its strategic presence in the longer term, the Chinese government could resurrect the proposed construction project known as the Bridge of the Horns, which would result in a bridge between the coasts of Djibouti and Yemen across the Bab el-Mandeb.

Similar actions had taken or were taking place in other locations as well. In the South China Sea, PLAN had already reclaimed approximately 3,000 acres on which two military bases had been built in the Spratly Islands—one on Yongshu
Reef (Fiery Cross Reef) and the other on Mischief Reef. Civilian aircraft landed at one of these airports in January 2016. Additionally, Gwadar, Pakistan, initially constructed as a commercial port at the IO end of the CPEC, may one day be used by PLAN for military purposes. Thus, PLAN had constructed, or intended to construct, at least four military bases seen as new pearls in the SOP concept. This description excluded five additional military airbases proposed in the Spratly Islands and new naval bases on mainland China and at Sanya on Hainan Island. The precedent was thus set for China to build more overseas bases.

Local politics in areas where China had been in action also added possible pearls to China’s national security necklace. In theory, a change of regime to a more pro-Chinese government in Malaysia could possibly see “favored” Strait of Malacca ports and infrastructure converted to become additional PLAN military outposts to complement Djibouti and Gwadar in the IOR. China had secured a 99-year lease through the state-owned Shandong Landbridge Group to operate Port of Darwin, Australia, which was peripheral to the IOR. PLAN deployed naval assets to the IOR and Australasian waters, including surface warships and submarines, and was building a second aircraft carrier. Moreover, China agreed to supply eight submarines under soft terms to Pakistan costing around $5 billion. This would effectively double the size of the Pakistan Navy, thus posing a greater threat to India, which conveniently played into China’s national security agenda. Mathieu Duchatel, head of the China and Global Security Project at the Stockholm International Peace Research Institute, was quoted as saying the following:

> With progress in its defence industry and strong government support for research and development, China has become a major player in weapons system. . . . The success in the deals with Pakistan will make it easier for China to secure markets in the countries in which China has strong defence relationship, as it means that the weapon systems are already tested. China was the third-largest arms exporter in 2012–13 but has since fallen to fifth place, behind Britain, France, Russia, and the United States, according to the institute’s research. But it remains the main supplier for Pakistan, delivering half of the country’s arms from 2010–14.

By selling more arms to Pakistan, PLAN engendered a new arms race with India in the IOR particularly in terms of naval assets, base building, and missile deployments. China had invested close to $120 billion in selected IOR countries during 2005–16 and planned to invest a further $46 billion and $10 billion in Pakistan and Malaysia, respectively, by 2020. The total investment projected to 2020 was a mind boggling $176 billion. It appeared to be the largest Chinese
cross-border investment in global offshore assets anywhere in the world, *ceteris paribus*. Similar investments in Africa, the United States, and Western Europe may not eclipse the projected expenditure in the IOR. Financially speaking, given the magnitude of the above figures, China clearly demonstrated geopolitical, strategic, and economic IOR (and global) hegemonic intent, quite apart from expanding military intentions. In the short term, a world recession may slow down the rate of investment and ameliorate the levels of Chinese investment. Financial advisor George Soros asserted that China was leading the world into the third leg of the global financial crisis.23

**China’s Economic Interest in the IOR**

**China’s Oil Thirst**

China’s need for crude oil had grown during the last decade, which explained its overt and covert activities in the IOR. As of 2011, China imported approximately 60 percent of its oil from the Middle East, up from 40 percent in 2005, and its demand continued to increase. At the time of this writing, China continued to buy large quantities of crude oil. Sinopec through its marketing company, Unipecc, booked the Belgian TI-class *Europe*, an Ultra Large Crude Carrier (ULCC) with a storage capacity of 3.2 million barrels. The world’s largest oil tanker by tonnage, the tanker was used for floating storage off Singapore.24 In 2016, taking optimal advantage of lower world oil prices, China was likely to double its oil imports, overtaking America as the world’s largest net oil importer.25 China, fed by abundant Middle East, Central Asian, and Russian oil, would soon have the world’s largest strategic reserve of oil, potentially surpassing that of the United States. The implication manifested itself: China would have military advantage in hydrocarbons reserve.

While China’s economy was dependent on many imported resources, oil was a particularly strong motivator for the expansion of its defensive perimeter. The U.S. Energy Information Agency (EIA) forecasts that China’s oil consumption will continue growing through 2016 at a moderate pace to approximately 11.3 million bbl/d [barrels per day]. China’s oil consumption growth is forecast in IEO2014 [International Energy Outlook] to rise by about 2.6% annually through 2040, reaching 13.1 million bbl/d in 2020, 16.9 million bbl/d in 2030, and 20.0 million bbl/d in 2040. EIA forecasts that China’s oil consumption will exceed that of the United States by 2034.26

In 2014, China imported 51 percent of its crude oil requirements from six Middle East countries, namely Saudi Arabia (16 percent), Oman (10 percent), Iraq
(9 percent), Iran (9 percent), United Arab Emirates (4 percent), and Kuwait (3 percent). Currently, China was negotiating with Iran to increase its crude oil imports of Iranian oil now that the embargo has been lifted. Likewise, using the same extrapolation methodology and source, China imported 17 percent of its crude oil requirements from three African countries: Angola (13 percent), Congo (2 percent), and South Sudan (2 percent). These additional crude imports transited the IOR. China’s oil imports from the Middle East were projected to grow to 54 percent of total oil imports by 2035. It was likely that if China imports significant crude from Iran in the future, higher estimates may be obtained. Statistical variations in projections manifested depending on the sources and method of calculation. Moreover, it was anticipated that China may lead a world increase in demand for oil tankers of the Very Large Crude Carrier (VLCC) and ULCC varieties as its energy needs rose in the next decade. As of 2014, “China already owns 70 VLCCs out of a total global VLCC fleet of 633 units, or about 11% of the world’s working super tankers,” as analyst James Bourne indicated. He added, “Chinese firms currently have about 27 new tankers on order at shipyards, or about one-third of the current global order book.” The VLCC and ULCC tankers would soon provide 80 percent of China’s oil and 65 percent of India’s, fuel desperately needed for the two countries’ rapidly growing economies. Japan, South Korea, and ASEAN member nation states were almost totally dependent on energy supplies shipped through the Indian Ocean.

**Why China Needs More and More Oil**

This section was not intended to reiterate the above discussion but to provide some explanation as to why China is buying so much oil and gas. The PRC’s aggressive policy to buy crude oil and gas supplies and to invest in oil infrastructure development was so that it can compete in the global consumer market. Chinese policymakers supported the production of consumer and manufactured goods on a massive scale for internal and external demand. China’s 1.401 billion consumer market was the world’s largest with much demand for Western goods and increased standard of living. Economic expansion was paramount. As more Chinese citizens toured overseas countries and often experienced affluent living standards and conditions, tales of economic well-being in the West will filtered back to mainland China. Consequently, those in China who might consider themselves the “have-nots” would compare themselves to the “haves” in the West, which could lead to some interesting actions by the Chinese who want to catch up in terms of their standards of living. This would drive the emerging consumer economy. The above premise was derived from past general research work, interviews with Chinese migrants in Australia, and as a result of several recent visits to China.

An August 2009 report released by management consultants McKinsey &
Company titled *If You’ve Got It, Spend It: Unleashing the Chinese Consumer* outlined the challenges facing the Chinese government. The authors argued that China could again raise private consumption above 50 percent of GDP. If successful, this would “enrich the global economy with $1.9 trillion a year in net new consumption.” China’s private domestic consumption in 2009 was estimated at 37 percent of GDP. Thus, China’s economic expansion had placed it on a collision course with global competitors in the market for scarce resources, including critical oil and gas supplies. The PRC accounted for nearly 40 percent of the increase in global oil consumption between 2004 and 2007. In a short period, China evolved from a position as a net oil exporter in 1992 to the world’s second largest net oil importer by May 2015. In 2016, China was likely to become the world’s largest net oil importer. Beyond the internal demand, China wanted to continue exporting large volumes of consumer goods and services worldwide to retain its advantageous dominant position as the world’s leading exporter. Products exported included electronic equipment; machines, engines, and pumps; furniture, lighting, and signs; knitted, crocheted, and general clothing; medical and technical equipment; plastics; and miscellaneous goods. Westerners now possessed a significant number of Chinese manufactured goods and the “Made in China” label was ubiquitous. China had penetrated every market in the West, including the emerging driver-economies of Brazil, India, and a resurgent Russia. The PRC wished to accelerate its growth as a part of a self-equilibrium economic model. Thus, China had a “unique symbiotic relationship” with much of the West, particularly with the United States, one of its largest markets. China’s trade surplus in 2015 was projected by Australia New Zealand Bank analysts to attain a massive $600 billion, more than doubling 2008 figures. Hence, it was clear that China would continue to import increasing amounts of oil to pursue its industrial growth, despite the difficulties faced in getting supplies to its ports.

**Oil Supply Route to China**

En route to China, oil tankers must take an indirect route through the Indian Ocean and South China Seas through islands and various straits. Stretching from the Arabian Gulf and the coast of East Africa on one side to the Malay Archipelago and the shores of Australia on the other, the vastness of the Indian Ocean consists of an area of more than 45 million square kilometers. The 30-odd nations that constitute the ocean’s littoral region contained one-third of the world’s population. This region was central to China policy even though it seemed so distant to Westerners. To better understand this perspective, Geoffrey Kemp inverted the world map in his *Limited Contingency Study* of 1977. This was to clarify the proximity of Russian military bases to oil supply routes in the Indian Ocean and around the Cape of Good Hope. A South Korean propaganda video similar-
ly demonstrated and used an inverted map for strategic, military purposes. Thus, it need not be a Eurocentric world. If China was positioned at the center of the world (azimuthal projection) and the world map was again inverted (i.e., south-up map), it was easy to see the world the way PLAN military strategists did, including how vital the Indian Ocean and China’s Near Seas were to mainland China.

From their view, the vital sea lanes for the transport of crude oil provided an expeditious route for tankers on their way to China’s ports. Upon exit from the Strait of Hormuz, the main oil supply route traversed through the Arabian Sea, rounds Dondra Head (Sri Lanka), crossed the Indian Ocean, entered the Strait of Malacca, bypassed Singapore, and entered the South China Sea and the disputed waters claimed by China as part of its “Sacred Territory.” The route then threaded its way past the Spratly Islands, Johnson Reef, Macclesfield Bank, and Paracel Islands to Zhanjiang (opposite Hainan Island) and Guangzhou (Canton) to Hong Kong, Xiamen, and Fuzhou; continued on through the Taiwan Strait to the East China Sea, calling at Ningbo, Hangzhou, and Shanghai; and then swung northward to the Yellow Sea, to ultimately deliver the crude oil to Qingdao, Dalian, and Tianjin. The greatest geographical impediment to expeditious oil supply to China was the Strait of Malacca. An estimated 50,000 cargo vessels transited the region each year. In fact, the EIA described it as a “world oil chokepoint” moving approximately 15 million barrels of oil through the strait each day despite the narrowness of the route.

Andrew S. Erickson and Gabriel B Collins claimed that “Chinese experts . . . believe that the United States can sever China’s seaborne energy supplies at will and in a crisis might well choose to do so.” In particular, some of these experts expected that America “has the capability to cut off Chinese oil imports and could severely cripple China by blocking its energy supplies.” Pablo Bustelo had also identified Chinese concerns as to the ongoing viability of sustained oil supply to China, while President Xi had not publicly announced any Chinese fears pertinent to the bottleneck Strait of Malacca. If anything, he avoided the subject unlike his predecessor, former president Hu Jintao (2003–13), who declared in November 2003 that “‘certain major powers’ were bent on controlling the strait, and called for the adoption of new strategies to mitigate the perceived vulnerability.” In his statement, Jintao implied that China faces a “Malacca dilemma”—the vulnerability to disruption of its oil supply lines from the Middle East and Africa. Antoine Bondaz asserted,

As a rising power, China faces a “rise dilemma” (juéqǐ kùnjìng). According to power transition theory (and what has been termed the “Thucydides’ trap”), rising powers like China elicit opposition from their [neighbors] as well as dominant powers like the United States, increasing tensions and the likelihood of war. Assuming
that conflict between rising and dominant powers is not inevitable, China’s dilemma is to avoid a direct political and military confrontation with the United States in which it would be the main loser and to prevent its neighbors from balancing its rise.46

Past and present Chinese foreign policy evidenced that China had always sought to protect its energy security using the following preemptive methodologies: (1) by desired domination of its Near Seas (including the energy rich SLOCs in the South and East China Seas); (2) by diversifying its sources of oil and gas on a global basis (thus avoiding some seaborne shipments); (3) by invoking elements of the SOP concept, MSR, OBOR, CPEC, Malacca Gateway and other strategic initiatives; (4) by constructing the world’s largest mercantile marine; and (5) by building a protective blue-water navy and an air defense protective umbrella incorporating Air Defense Identification Zone declarations. It was thus given that President Xi had de facto endorsed the salient features of Chinese foreign policy earmarked above, which implied that he was circumventing the Malacca dilemma by all other means possible.

Although investments in new pipelines via the planned CPEC initiative—across Central Asia (Turkmenistan–Afghanistan–Pakistan–India Pipeline), across Myanmar, and from Russia and Central Asia—could collectively reduce China’s dependence on the Strait of Malacca as a major supply route, oil/gas VLCC/ULCC tanker volume shipments remained far more cost-effective in terms of transport economics.47 Research was merited, if not already undertaken by the oil majors, using linear programming software.48 Comparison could be made between the unit tonnage oil/gas cost per shipment vessel by sea with the alternative cost for tonnage equivalent throughput by oil pipeline to a storage destination. For example, theoretically, how many pipelines would equate to one VLCC shipment, taking near equivalent long distances into consideration? New technical innovations in multiple pipeline technology and pumping stations had been instigated by Saudi Aramco in Saudi Arabia. It might not be possible, however, to adopt a valid model to prove the algorithmic mathematics are correct.

The fact that China was prepared to continue and plan for infrastructure investments in oil/gas pipelines, amounting to “open check book” billions of dollars despite the adverse transport economics outlined above, demonstrated that the Chinese Communist government was predominantly concerned about the bottleneck Strait of Malacca and the potential threat from interdiction by the Indian, American, and other Western navies, ipso facto.

**Pearls on China’s String**

It now remains to give closer attention to the pearls and “fortresses” in the Indian Ocean. It was also prudent to discuss present and future deployments of Chinese
warships in the Gulf of Oman, Arabian Sea, Bay of Bengal, and the wider extent of the Indian Ocean. This article was primarily concerned with the Indian Ocean, but the SOP maritime concept also extended beyond this to the South China, East China, and Yellow Seas.\textsuperscript{49}

**Gwadar, Pakistan**

The revitalized port of Gwadar was a mere 200 nautical miles from the mouth of the Arabian Gulf. Gwadar, in particular, was listed as an essential constituent of the original SOP concept pertaining to the IOR. In past years, Beijing had helped Pakistan to construct a massive deepwater port and potential naval base. Port improvements and dredging had been undertaken and were now largely completed. China had provided 80 percent of Gwadar port’s $248 million initial development cost. More specifically, China provided $198 million of the development cost in the form of official development assistance, while the balance of $50 million was paid by the Pakistan government. It was reported on 22 January 2016 that Chinese and Pakistani officials had agreed to work on a master plan to turn Gwadar into a major economic hub.\textsuperscript{50}

**China–Pakistan Economic Corridor**

Recent Chinese activity in Gwadar connected past attempts to future hopes for the region. China was also building an innovative and costly economic corridor connecting Gwadar to Kashi (Kashgar) in China’s western Xinjiang Uyghur Autonomous Region “via roads, railways and pipelines to transport oil and gas. It would act as a bridge for China’s planned MSR meant to link more than 20 countries as part of a trans-Eurasian project.”\textsuperscript{51} Gwadar would also provide economical access to the sea for cargo generated in the northern and southern parts of Pakistan and neighboring states, while Pakistan offered the shortest route to Central Asia via land. President Xi announced his commitment to the CPEC during his state visit to Pakistan in April 2015. It was a crucial component of the Chinese president’s OBOR, sometimes called China’s Marshall Plan. This had become an indispensable element of discussions about China’s foreign policy and one of the Chinese president’s most emblematic policy initiatives. CPEC only formed one component of the total OBOR concept that involved some 65 countries, 4.4 billion people, and a massive investment of at least $1.37 trillion spent during the next 10–15 years.\textsuperscript{52} CPEC was a proposed land bridge between the maritime road linking the Chinese mainland to Southeast Asia, India, Africa, and Western Europe with the belt overland route linking China to central Asia, Russia, and Eastern Europe.\textsuperscript{53}

CPEC, as with other OBOR components, was to be funded by three new financial institutions: the Silk Road Fund, Asian Infrastructure Investment Bank, and New Development Bank.\textsuperscript{54} The preexisting, well-established, and rival Asia
Development Bank (ADB) estimated that Asia needed $8 trillion to fund infrastructure construction for the 10 years prior to 2020. This estimate taken over a shorter timescale was eight times larger than that originally foreseen by President Xi in September 2013 when the OBOR initiative was first announced at Nazarbayev University in a state visit to Kazakhstan. The completion cost for the OBOR initiative will not be known until at least 2020. In 2013, mainland China’s outbound direct investment rose 14 percent to a record $123 billion. Former All Pakistan Shipping Association Chairman Aasim Siddiqui stated several times that “once developed, the proposed corridor would cut the conventional 19,000-mile Sino-Europe shipping route by thousands of miles. Rendering PCEC to be of ‘immense importance’ for the economy of Pakistan.”

China’s development of SLOCs through Pakistan, then, was significant, and China would therefore cut 10,000 miles from the conventional Sino-Europe SLOC. Transport costs, including oil and gas shipments, for all forms of mercantile trade might well be reduced by more than 50 percent. As a part of this, Gwadar lies at the confluence of not just local offshore drilling pipelines, but also of the sea and land routes that would move oil to Central Asia, India, China, and Japan in the twenty-first century. It would become a new “Venice” for the oil trade: a modern replacement for the silk trade. Put succinctly, Pakistan wanted to become China’s newest superhighway to Europe. And considering recent actions, China did too.

The infrastructure development of Gwadar marked China’s new strategic presence on the Indian Ocean. The Gwadar port, referred to by U.S. analysts as the “Chinese Gibraltar,” represented an initial total of $1.87 billion in Chinese investment plus another estimated $46 billion for all phases in the years to come. In addition to the port and naval facilities, China had financed an airport planned to be Pakistan’s largest and had plans to refurbish an oil refinery designed to produce 60,000 barrels per day from offshore drilling. A new Chinese-funded superhighway, built for mercantile purposes would connect Gwadar to Karachi. It was implicit in the plans that the new superhighway could also be used by the military for strategic purposes.

Despite the present euphoria, a qualifying statement was advanced by a highly placed Chinese official at a press gathering in Ürümqi, the provincial capital of the Xinjiang Uyghur Autonomous Region in western China. The unnamed official stated “that a study based on a 3,000 km direct rail link from Gwadar to Kashgar has been initiated despite a ‘hostile environment and complicated geographical conditions’.” The chief minister of Khyber-Pakhtunkhawa, Pervez Khattak, told a similar gathering that “Gilgit-Baltistan, Khyber-Pakhtunkhawa, Punjab, Sindh and Balochistan are all being linked as part of the economic corridor.” The enormity of the Gwadar Project and associated CPEC raised acute concerns from India and Western nations.
Several Indian officials expressed reservations, including former Indian Army Lieutenant General Raj Kadyan and India’s defense minister who stated that “Pakistan’s decision to hand over strategic Gwadar port to China is a matter of ‘serious concern’ for India.”61 Kadyan was responding to a media query about handing over the Gwadar port in Pakistan and related Indian vulnerability. Strategically, Gwadar port would give China access to the Arabian Gulf and would provide for future development, such as a naval base. To counter this move, Indian leaders wanted to develop Iran’s Chabahar port, a few miles away from Gwadar. The Chabahar port would open a route to Afghanistan while circumventing Pakistan. Thus, there was much evidence for the argument that the MSR and OBOR initiatives served as screens for China’s hegemonic goals in the region.

**Hambantota, Sri Lanka**

Again, in Sri Lanka, Chinese aid and commercial investments were increased markedly while the government of President Mahinda Rajapaksa (2005–15) was in power. The $1.16 billion Chinese-funded Hambantota port development project near Dondra Head in the southern part of Sri Lanka would potentially set up a naval military base to rival that of the United Kingdom’s Diego Garcia military base in the Chagos Archipelago islands, which was currently leased to the U.S. Navy. Hambantota was a strategically vital gateway for securing access to SLOCs in the Indian Ocean. The new port was only six nautical miles from major SLOCs between the Bay of Bengal and Arabian Sea.

When completed, Hambantota would be more than three times the size of Colombo Harbor, Sri Lanka. The port would be able to accommodate a new generation of megaships and was to include four terminals (12 berths), bunkering and refueling facilities, a liquefied natural gas refinery, aviation fuel storage facilities, and dry docks. The port would be able to handle VLCCs, ULCCs, smaller oil tankers, and mercantile shipping as a halfway respite stop on their way to China. Other Chinese-funded projects in Sri Lanka included new port infrastructure at Galle; the new international airport; the Norochcholai Lakvijaya Power Plant project ($855 million); the Colombo-Katunayake Expressway ($248 million); and the National Performing Arts Theatre ($21 million). In recent years, Chinese aid to Sri Lanka had grown fivefold.62 In-depth research indicated there had been problems with some of these Chinese funded projects. The international airport proved to be a “white elephant,” Norochcholai Lakvijaya Power Plant had been beset with shutdown failures, and the Galle new port infrastructure was not yet completed. There was abundant evidence of corruption within the previous, now deposed, Mahinda Rajapaksa regime.63

Saliya Senanayake, formerly of Chartered Institute of Logistics and Transport in London, was quoted as saying that
India is about five to six years behind Sri Lanka when it comes to port infrastructure. The SLPA [Sri Lanka Ports Authority] is pouring millions of dollars into infrastructure around the island and says it is on course to increase container handling capacity by 1.6 million containers to 6.4 million by April [2014]. It hopes to have a container capacity of 10 million by 2020, while revenue is forecast to triple to one billion dollars by 2020.64

According to Priyath Wickrama, of the Sri Lanka Ports Authority, “The new port will boost the country’s annual cargo handling capacity from 6 million containers to some 23 million.”65 It remains to be seen if Chinese investment in Sri Lanka would be sustained and if current Chinese funded development projects would be completed. If a complete blockage was applied, then Chinese warships would simply divert to Gwadar.66 Notwithstanding, Hambantota had the potential to become an island fortress analogous to that of Hainan Island, guarding Chinese oil supply movements through the South China Sea. The implications of military positioning under the guise of economic growth could be seen in Sri Lanka, where the new president allowed Chinese submarines to dock in Colombo and possibly in Hambantota Port in the future. In the meantime, Sri Lankans were relying on Chinese investment for purportedly commercial reasons.67

**Malacca Gateway Project**

China announced it intends to invest $10 billion in the Malacca Gateway project situated near Melaka, Malaysia, with a total land area of 246 hectares. The project would consist of a deep-sea port and ocean park and was expected to be completed in 2025. The work was to be largely undertaken by KAJ Development Sdn Bhd in joint venture with other entities.68 Malaysian Transport Minister Liow Tiong Lai pointed to this: “China is recognised for its top 10 seaports in the world and Malaysia can anticipate its very own top-notch seaport with the expertise and fiscal commitment from China in unveiling a high-value harbour here.”69 According to the article, Liow was on record for discussing the agreement between his federal government and China about the Chinese initiative to develop the project, including a deep-sea port and ocean park. Thus, Malaysia was implicitly and explicitly backing President Xi’s OBOR vision.70

Chinese institutional investors, including state-owned corporations, were involved in the Malacca Gateway project. They included entrepreneurs from Guangdong Province and Qiagen Development Limited on mainland China. Dignitaries participating in research and planning for the project included Yue Jin Rate (Sanya City Development Corporation on Hainan Island), Huang Huikang (Qiagen Development), Zhu Xiaodan (Guangdong Governor), Datuk Wong (Hong Kong), and many others.71 Chinese companies were participating in a number of other
infrastructure developments in the Strait of Malacca. One of these was at Kuala Kedah. The proposed Kedah Integrated Fishery Terminal was planned to become an international fisheries center, especially for tuna in Southeast Asia. This terminal would be a joint venture between Kedah state-based development company and a Chinese-based company to funnel MYR1 billion (Malaysian Ringgits) into the project. The planners were targeting one million tons annually of fish landings.\(^7^2\)

The project above may just be the beginning since there were 21 Malaysian ports in the Strait of Malacca.\(^7^3\) Among these, the MMC Corporation Berhad operated four ports that handled 22 million 20-foot equivalent units (TEUs) in 2014.\(^7^4\) Tanjung Pelepas was the eighteenth largest port in the world by volume of TEU shipments.\(^7^5\) It was not known how much Chinese investment had percolated into other Malaysian ports in the Strait of Malacca. Certainly the ports handling significant TEU tonnages were very much in the eyes of potential Chinese investors. While not the focus of this article, further research was merited. Infrastructure developments in the Strait of Malacca Strait were attracting global investors.

**Political Instability in Malaysia**

Chinese investment in Malaysia was a topic of global concern beyond Southeast Asia because Malaysia’s unstable political situation could put the country in a position for a takeover, commercially if not politically.\(^7^6\) Sol W. Sanders stated, “Southeast Asia’s multi-ethnic player, Malaysia, with its carefully balanced Malay majority but dynamic Chinese and Indian minorities, is in crisis. A lack of resolution could not only jeopardize the country’s 30 million people but destabilize the region, especially neighboring Singapore with its Malay minority within an overseas Chinese majority, Indonesia, and Thailand.”\(^7^7\) The veracity of this statement was apparent when considering the high level of governmental corruption at all bureaucratic levels within Malaysia. The growing financial and political scandals were adversely impacting Malaysia’s police and legal systems. Sanders explained that “A full-fledged insurgency among the minority Malay-speaking population in southern Thailand has ties to Malaysian orthodox Muslims. Indonesian Islamic terrorists, with deep roots in some areas of the country going back to pre-independence, have attacked Western targets.”\(^7^8\)

Nonetheless, the bilateral relationship between China and Malaysia remained strong. In 1974, Malaysia became the first country in ASEAN to establish diplomatic relations with China, and since then, the two nations continued to work together. Both governments relied on a long diplomatic tradition and regarded the relationship as mutually beneficial and based on economic ties. In 2014, bilateral trade reached $106 billion, and for six years prior to that Malaysia had been China’s largest trading partner in ASEAN. Leaders from the two countries pledged to try to increase trade volume to $160 billion by 2017.\(^7^9\)
Recently, Malaysians echoed some concerns in the media about China’s military activities in the South China Sea. In a speech delivered to a party congress in Kota Kinabalu, the capital of the Malaysian state of Sabah, Deputy Prime Minister Ahmad Zahid bin Hamidi took aim at Beijing’s questionable historical claims in the South China Sea as well as its construction of facilities 3,218 kilometers from the Chinese mainland and just 155 kilometers from Sabah. In spite of these misgivings, Prime Minister Najib Razak was still insistent on trying to preserve a good overall relationship with China. Clearly, Malaysia needed to court commercial investment, but while it did so, some Malaysians were watching, as others should, to determine what it will mean in the long run.

**Chinese-Funded Developments Located Elsewhere in the IOR**

In September 2014, China’s President Xi secured Maldivian support for his purported MSR as he began a South Asian tour. In the newly signed accord, Maldivian President Abdulla Yameen Abdul Gayoom also secured Chinese support for a bridge project to connect central Malé Island and nearby Hulhulé Island on which the international airport is located. Rajat Pandit, a *Times of India* journalist, asserted that “with China poised to establish a full-fledged embassy at Maldives, strategically located southwest of India astride major sea lanes in IOR, officials say Beijing has stepped up its ‘lobbying’ to bag a couple or more of crucial development projects in the 1,190-island archipelago.” The so-called MSR was a deliberate Chinese strategy to alleviate Indian and American fears by rebranding the SOP concept. As author William Yale noted for readers of the *Diplomat*, China was promoting the idea of the MSR as a part of the Silk Road Economic Belt initiative and using the OBOR slogan to obscure its territorial designs. Yale stated it plainly: “The 21st Century Maritime Silk Road is multi-pronged: it is intended to serve diplomatic, economic, and strategic purposes.”

Defense analysts still perceived the MSR as a smokescreen to hide the inevitable infrastructure projects, designated economic zones, the Air Defense Identification Zone, and logistical system of linked pearls (i.e., fortified ports) already prevalent within the SOP concept. It was difficult to assess the value of Chinese investments in the Maldives in view of the rivalry between India and China, as well as a lack of informed sources. Moreover, China won a $500 million contract in September 2014 to upgrade and expand Malé International Airport.

More remotely in the mid-Indian Ocean in the Seychelles, China established trade links and investments as part of a clever sister-city agreement between Victoria (capital city) and Qingdao on mainland China. The Seychelles News Agency reported on the “trade and investment opportunities available between Seychelles and Qingdao, a major port city of China’s eastern province of Shan-
dong, have been widely discussed between entrepreneurs from both countries.”

The Chinese government wished to position the Seychelles as a trade hub to
Africa consistent with its MSR initiatives. Even so, the military implications were
self-evident. China had successfully set up useful sister-city agreements world-
wide, including in Australasia, as just another means to project soft power. Chi-
nese investments in the Seychelles, Madagascar, and Mauritius were estimated at
$6.00 million (pledged), $29 million, and $1.15 billion, respectively.

China had also capitalized on a 1992 agreement with Myanmar for the con-
struction of ports at the Small and Great Coco Islands (on the eastern side of
the Bay of Bengal/Andaman Sea) in return for the modernization of Myanmar’s
navy. As Darshana M. Baruah noted, “Kyauckpyu is a small port town in Myan-
mar and possibly Beijing’s answer to its ‘Malacca Dilemma.’ The Chinese pres-
ence in Myanmar and the Bay of Bengal is too close for comfort for policymakers
in New Delhi. However, undeterred by Indian concerns, China has continued to
invest in Myanmar, resulting in two gas and oil pipelines ferrying Chinese energy
imports straight from the Indian Ocean without crossing the Strait of Malac-
ca.” Thus, she continued, “the gas and oil pipelines help solve China’s ‘Malacca
Dilemma,’ increasing its energy security tremendously. While the pipelines have
great economic benefits for Myanmar as well, the underlying strategic dimension
of the project cannot be overstated.”

Myanmar could be viewed as a stopover
on China’s MSR, or a pearl on its strand of hegemony.

In addition, Chinese firms had constructed or modernized ports at Sittwe,
Kyauckpyu, and Mergui, and at Hainggyi Island. Some Western analysts claimed
that the Chinese military also operated reconnaissance and electronic intelligence
stations on several islands belonging to Myanmar, though both Indian and Amer-
ican intelligence officials said there was no evidence to support that claim. The
eastern seaboards of Bangladesh and Myanmar (as far south as the Coco Islands)
appeared to be covered militarily and subject to Chinese geopolitical intentions.
It was not known to what extent military resources were involved or would be
involved in these projects. Total Chinese investment in Myanmar was estimated
at $6.06 billion from 2005 to 2015.

Chittagong, Bangladesh, also benefited from Chinese-funded projects. The
regional head of the Bangladesh National Party, Amir Khasru Mahmud Chow-
dhury, believed that “the Chinese are developing a real strategy over the next 30
years.” In addition, Raisul Haq Bahar of the Chittagong Daily Star asserted that
“China is supporting us through their big projects.” Investments included a
new container terminal with five berths, a 950-meter, four-lane bridge, and sub-
sidized loans for a water treatment facility, a private power plant, and a nearby
international airport. While these were substantial developments, they were cer-
tainly being played up for the benefit of China. For example, “China is building
a spectacular deep-sea harbor in the island of Sonadia for an estimated cost of $5 billion. There is also a tunnel under the Chittagong River, a China-Bangladesh highway via Burma (Myanmar), and the project of a new industrial park.91

To add to this, retired Indian Army Brigadier Arun Sahgal described China’s investments as “calibrated inroads” into the Bay of Bengal.92 China was examining the feasibility of constructing a $21 billion canal across the Kra Isthmus in Thailand.93 This new canal would allow tankers and other commercial vessels to bypass the chokepoint Strait of Malacca. The canal project, if implemented, would give China port facilities, warehouses, military installations, and other infrastructure in Thailand capable of further enhancing Chinese influence in the Andaman Sea and the Gulf of Thailand.

The Chinese were looking at the IOR broadly, considering activities on any island or in any nation that may extend China’s influence in the region. On the periphery of the IOR, China successfully made some inroads into Australia. The Shandong Landbridge Group was a Chinese holding company operating ports as well as storage and processing facilities in Australia’s Northern Territory. Much to the displeasure of the U.S. government, the group secured a 99-year lease to operate the Port of Darwin.94 A number of military analysts in the United States wondered about an eventual Chinese naval base in the Persian Gulf. As the Iran Times reported, “The frigate Maanshan and the supply ship Qiandaohu sailed through the Strait of Hormuz last week [2010] and docked at Abu Dhabi for an official visit to the United Arab Emirates. . . . There was speculation that China might be approaching the UAE for some kind of basing rights.”95 In 2014, Chinese and Iranian forces continued this trend by running joint naval exercises in the gulf. As Keith Johnson wrote from the “Observation Deck” of Foreign Policy, “The United States may not have to confront a Chinese carrier-strike group in the Persian Gulf just yet, but it still needs to prepare for cohabitation or collision—or both.”96

The Chinese encirclement of the Indian Ocean using the SOP concept as a blueprint was yet to be fully realized and could be portentous for many decades to come as seen with President Xi’s new initiatives. Military analysts in the West expressed concerns. The phrase “Power, One Pearl at a Time” had been coined and was understood by many as a tightening of the virtual necklace. Chinese naval strategy and military philosophy in the Indian Ocean context may be seen by some analysts as a virtuous regional hegemony, that was, a calculated bid to reach ultimate maritime supremacy in the future. This extreme viewpoint, however, could be refuted. For the reasons stated below, it would be impossible for China to apply hegemony in the IOR in the near future for there was far too much competition. The situation could easily change by 2030 or even earlier depending on the progress of infrastructure development and military expansion.

At the present time, at least, Chinese naval strategy largely comprised a de-
fensive mode to deter Western/allied attempts to interdict the supply of oil and vital strategic minerals via SLOCs to mainland China. But this could change especially if China decided to adopt an offensive mode beyond the present OBOR soft-power projected initiatives.

**Chinese Investments in the Indian Ocean Littoral Nations**

This article was not intended to provide accurate assessments of past or planned investments in all nations littoral to the Indian Ocean relative to the SOP concept. The following estimates for the period from 2005 to 2015 may be taken as a guide, however. 97 The investments totalled $119.91 billion as shown in table 1.

As stated previously, anticipated Chinese expenditure in developing CPEC would amount to between $30 billion and $40 billion. Some economists estimated that CPEC would cost as much as $46 billion. 98 This enormous cost, almost tripling past investments in Pakistan, would be incurred over several decades, and no completion date had been stipulated. Potentially, when including the completed CPEC, Chinese investment in Pakistan would approach a staggering estimated $67 billion—one of China’s largest overseas investments. As a consequence, Pakistan would surely retain its prime position in the rank order of public limited company investments in the IOR littoral countries.

Malaysia also deserved special mention. The recently announced Malacca Gateway project was conservatively estimated to cost about $10 billion. When

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Investment (billion US$)</th>
<th>Rank</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pakistan</td>
<td>20.56</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Malaysia</td>
<td>19.88</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iran</td>
<td>17.83</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>India</td>
<td>14.70</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sri Lanka</td>
<td>10.78</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Singapore</td>
<td>10.55</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mozambique</td>
<td>7.72</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bangladesh</td>
<td>6.90</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Myanmar</td>
<td>6.06</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Djibouti</td>
<td>1.78</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yemen</td>
<td>1.71</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mauritius</td>
<td>1.15</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Madagascar</td>
<td>0.29</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

this proposed cost was taken into account, Chinese past and planned investment costs in Malaysia would increase to approximately $30 billion. Malaysia and Pakistan represented strategic nodes on the MSR; Malaysia particularly because of the bottleneck Strait of Malacca and Pakistan because it afforded opportunity for a new land bridge to western China. Hence, the combined past and proposed Chinese investments in the two countries amounted to approximately $107 billion. This figure was greater by around $14 billion than past Chinese investment in the United States. It was not known what new investments China was planning for America.

By contrast, past Chinese investments in Western Europe were close to $122 billion.99 From this cursory analysis, it may be asserted that China’s global investments were almost equally split three ways by approximately $100 billion each in the IOR, Europe, and the United States. The analysis did not include Africa. The China Global Investment Tracker puts total Chinese foreign direct investment in Africa at $61 billion in 2013.100 The actual figure, if known, may be much closer to, and possibly greater than, $100 billion. This should give interested parties pause to consider if all of this investment was related purely to commercial development or if there were strategic, national security rationales mixed with the economic justifications for IOR development. The present economic slowdown in China might delay the above planned projects as would a world recession, but this did not detract from the import of already spent and promised funds, which could position China as one of the world’s biggest cross-border investors.

**Deployment of Chinese Warships**

When considering the purpose of Chinese spending, other actions spoke to the possibility of funding IOR projects for development beyond just economic purposes, such as the deployment of Chinese warships and the building of ships for China’s blue-water navy. Franz-Stefan Gady reported on the Chinese Ministry of National Defense’s announcement on 29 January 2015 that China indeed would be stepping up its activities in the IOR. Senior Colonel Yang Yujun “downplay[ed] Chinese naval activities in the region, characterizing them as normal, and emphasizing that ‘there is no need to read too much into them.’”101 These and other similar activities fell well within China’s waishi diplomatic policy, which included a projection of a position on the world stage to allay Western suspicions by playing down the impute of official statements relative to increasing aggressiveness, expansionism, and continuing militarism.102 This concerned Indian officials as sightings of submarine forces become more frequent. Military analysts in India stated that the deployment of Chinese nuclear submarines would initiate a naval arms race. As of mid-2015, reports indicated that the Indian Navy was “determined to control the Indian Ocean Region.”103 And, other countries had seen more than just submarines. China dispatched a flotilla to the Persian Gulf in
2008, including a Type 052C Luyang II-class guided-missile destroyer as a part of an international Somali counterpiracy campaign. As of 2015, Ridzwan Rahmat reported for the IHS Jane’s Defence Weekly that “the PLAN is deploying the 19th rotation of its naval escort fleet to the counter-piracy campaign.” While China could show goodwill participating in these antipiracy efforts, it was also a chance for the Chinese to demonstrate strength in the region.

Quite apart from the Chinese deployments to the western Indian Ocean, Chinese warships steamed into the eastern Indian Ocean somewhere between Christmas Island and Indonesia in 2014. The small flotilla comprised an advanced amphibious landing craft, Changbaishan, and two escort destroyers, Wuhan and Haikou. The flotilla was tasked with counterpiracy, search and rescue, and damage control drills. The Changbaishan was China’s largest landing craft at 20,000 tons capable of transporting a marine battalion, 15–20 armored vehicles, a hovercraft, and two helicopters.

China’s sale of eight modified Type 41 Yuan-class diesel-electric submarines on very soft terms to Pakistan reinforced New Delhi’s view that China had aggressive plans to neutralize India in its own backyard. The Diplomat’s Benjamin David Baker reported that “these boats will provide Islamabad with much-needed Anti-Access/Area Denial (A2/AD) capabilities against the Indian Navy in case of war.” This dilatory ploy would make Pakistan powerful enough to move India’s attention away from China. Moreover, Beijing would have the ability to concentrate for the short term on events in the South China Sea. These events could also explain why New Delhi planned to place S-400 Triumf antimissile systems to its west and only two in its eastern region.

The Possibility of Chinese Aircraft Carriers in the IOR

Traditionally, PLAN was originally configured for coastal defense and the invasion of Taiwan. Looking at the strategic situation from a purely military perspective, however, it was evident PLAN, in the last seven years, continued and was continuing to rapidly expand its South Sea fleet. It now had oceanic ambitions beyond its Near Seas. PLAN already had an operational aircraft carrier as of January 2015. The aircraft carrier Liaoning was based in the port of Qingdao in Shandong Province on mainland China. The original Admiral Kuznetsov Soviet-class multirole aircraft carrier began life as the uncompleted Varyag in the Ukraine, was abandoned when the Soviet Union collapsed, and later sold for $20 million to a Hong Kong developer. Subsequently, the ship was towed to a Dalian shipyard in northeastern China, refurbished, renamed, and commissioned by PLAN in September 2012. Flight tests were undertaken with the Shenyang J-15 Flying Shark carrier-borne fighter jet. It was questionable whether this carrier would ever be assigned to patrols in the IOR. Certainly, it appears not in the immediate short term. Nonetheless, the possibility must not be discounted. Much depended on
the infrastructure in place in such faraway ports as Gwadar and Hambantota.109

In January 2014, it emerged that China was allegedly building a second aircraft carrier. This news had been cautiously accepted by naval intelligence experts. Wang Min, a Chinese Communist Party secretary, stated that construction of the carrier’s design was completely different from that of the refurbished Liaoning described above. At that point, the new carrier was purportedly under construction at the Dalian shipyard and would take six years to complete.110 It was not known when the second carrier was destined to be commissioned by PLAN, but as of January 2016, Defense Minister Yang Yujun confirmed China’s persistence that the new carrier be designed and built indigenously.111 Indeed, as Franz-Stefan Grady reported in January 2015, China might already be in the process of creating a fourth fleet, based at Hainan Island in the South China Sea. This fleet would comprise two carrier battle groups deemed to be operational by 2020. It could be argued that as these carrier battle groups would be extremely vulnerable to U.S. naval superiority in the Western Pacific, and thus their intended patrol areas might be de facto in the IOR. Here the two groups would exercise more of a psychological impact as well as protecting China’s SLOCs. But even in peacetime, the presence of these groups in China’s Near Seas and Indian Ocean would increase the chance of further undesirable confrontations, skirmishes, and incidents at sea. Yet, in the diplomatic tradition of waishi, Chinese officials in the Ministry of National Defense continued to deny claims about building warships beyond what they have admitted to publicly.112

Some pundits asserted that carriers were likely here to stay as the United States worked to replace its aging fleet with the new Gerald R. Ford class carriers and China built up a fleet of its own.113 Other navy analysts were not so certain and believed the era of aircraft carriers might be over.114 Clearly, the Chinese and the American governments had not given up on these maritime “dinosaurs,” and they might even become targets for long-range antiship missiles or attack subs. Only time will tell if these actions by both governments would lead to an arms race to counteract each other’s power or if China would gain hegemony in the IOR without incident.115

**Chinese-Western Aircraft Carrier Ratio**

To determine relative naval power, we could use ratios to determine superiority. Generally, analysts were concerned with battle group superiority that considered, in the case of aircraft carriers, both the carriers and extensive escorts. Thus, nations with carrier battle groups had superiority over those who could only deploy individual carriers without large numbers of supportive ships and personnel. At the time of writing this article, India was the only littoral nation that could deploy two carriers, forming at least one carrier battle group in the IOR.116 Fortunately, the U.S. Navy already demonstrated it could deploy up to three carrier battle
groups as necessary in the IOR, but this was about to change. As power shifts in the region, other countries were sending ships. In January 2015, the French sent the 42,000-ton *Charles de Gaulle* (R 91) from Europe to the Indian Ocean for exercises with the intention of possibly aiding other Eastern Mediterranean nations in the fight against the Islamic State in Iraq and the Levant. This would make up for any U.S. reduction in carrier deployment in terms of the Chinese–Western aircraft carrier ratio. Overall, as the Chinese pursued commerce and pirates, Western powers could justify their presence similarly.

In the past, the U.S. Navy deployed up to three carriers in the Arabian Gulf and Arabian Sea region. Allied navies also deployed warships, but few if any carriers. Hence, the current ratio could be calculated as follows: two Indian carriers, one from France, and two U.S. carrier battle groups amounting to five in total. PLAN could possibly deploy only one carrier at present; however, this figure was by no means certain. Thus, the ratio presently stood at 1:5 in favor of pro-Western navies. China was rethinking how a future war might play out, considering submarines and cruise missiles as key investments.

**The SOP Concept: China’s “Ports Wish List”**

To summarize, China’s SOP concept today consisted of the following ports that were being or could readily be used and accessed by PLAN: Djibouti, Hambantota, Gwadar, Chittagong (Bangladesh), and Marao (Maldives). Ports that PLAN would like to use but the territory concerned might not voluntarily allow, or that U.S. and Western navies might resist include Darwin (Australia); Kyaukpyu (Myanmar); Singapore; Penang, Northport, and Tanjung Pelepas (Malaysia); Aden (Yemen); Bandar Abbas (Iran); Berbera (Somalia); and Tanjong Priak (Indonesia). In the wish list of secondary ports, Singapore would be the most important addition to the SOP concept. Approximately 80 percent of China’s imported energy came through the Strait of Malacca. Singapore was currently home to U.S. littoral combat ships and, in the event of trouble, would be awash with U.S. Marines, as was the case during the Vietnam War.

As David Brewster noted in the *Interpreter*, “China confirmed it was in talks with Djibouti to construct its first overseas military base,” on 26 November 2015, and “this represents a major symbolic and practical step in China’s emergence as a global military power.” In essence, the Chinese wanted the option to respond to multiple scenarios. Brewster pointed to the fact that China would implement a policy in the near future that would likely focus on “military operations other than war” in the IOR. China would be able to react quickly to any contingency concerning the sustainability of oil and gas shipments to China from the Middle East. This new development alone reinforced the validity of the SOP concept and the idea that the MSR had become a smokescreen for China’s true intentions because China allayed Western suspicions by using the waishi policy. Brewster
added that while the “Chinese analysts use the term bújǐ zhàn (literally ‘depot’ or ‘supply station’) to describe China’s needs in the Indian Ocean,” nothing could be further from the truth. For any war machine to conduct campaigns at vast distances from the motherland, infrastructure and prepositioning of materiel must first be in place. This was a fundamental logistical requirement.

**Looking to the Future in the IOR**

Apart from financial constraints, the sustainability of the MSR as an integral component of China’s OBOR initiative could only be ensured by a number of factors: (1) improved infrastructure and services to enhance international trade; (2) continuously improved productivity levels to accommodate trade growth; (3) consolidated trade cargoes at preferred, strategic ports; (4) ports to harness multimodel logistics to link to hinterland economic corridors; and (5) strategic alliances with leadership trading partners using state-of-the-art information technology, marketing, and business administration.

Multiple Western and Pacific Rim nations—including, the United States, United Kingdom, France, Germany, and other Western European countries as well as Pakistan, India, ASEAN member countries, Taiwan, China, South Korea, Japan, and Australasia—were all heavily dependent upon sustained oil and gas supplies sourced from the Arabian Gulf and from elsewhere in the Middle East. None of these countries, especially China as the world’s second largest net oil importer, could afford disruptive interdiction in the Strait of Hormuz, Strait of Malacca, or elsewhere in the IOR. By seeking maritime hegemony, China could least afford to entertain disruption to its SLOCs. If in the future China was able to import adequate alternative oil and gas supplies from Central Asia or from Russia as a viable substitute for Middle East sourced oil and gas, then the “Great Game/Big Oil” would take on another dimension. China would be able to exert total offensive hegemony in the IOR without fear of punishment to its own economy. The United States, now reaping the benefits of new domestic shale oil discoveries, was less dependent upon Middle East oil and gas shipments; however, America would continue to exercise prominent naval power, emergency rapid response, and strategic and military initiatives in the IOR largely to protect countries littoral to the IO, together with the interests of Western powers still largely dependent upon Middle East oil and gas supplies.

The role of the aircraft carrier would dramatically change in years to come. This prescient observation by military analysts merited a mention here. First, there was the unanswered question as to the susceptibility of carriers to antiship ballistic missiles. Second, the future of manned front-line strike fighter aircraft might be limited. The Lockheed Martin F-35C Lightning II, according to U.S. Secretary of the Navy Raymond E. Mabus, “should be, and almost certainly will be, the last manned strike fighter aircraft the Department of the Navy will ever buy or fly.”
It was not known if the development of remotely piloted aircraft or unmanned aerial vehicle capabilities would eventually replace carrier-borne conventional manned aircraft. Perhaps one day we might see “swarm-configurable” hostile drones emitting from a modified carrier like angry bees from a hive. Will swarms of invasive Chinese, Indian, and Pakistani drones launched from a multiplicity of platforms pervade the IOR?

China might indeed be seeking hegemony in the IOR as so many analysts believed. China’s String of Pearls might certainly be its true national security strategy, which should not be obscured by waishi diplomacy and such initiatives as the maritime silk road.
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Abstract. This article examines historical contributions of U.S. Afghans to U.S. foreign policy, especially since 11 September 2001. Since then, U.S. Afghans have served as interpreters, analysts, language instructors, and cultural advisors for the U.S. government and military. Most Afghans came to the United States since 1978, after war broke out in Afghanistan and created one of the world’s worst refugee crises. This history suggests that if done properly, refugee policy can be both humane and add to the country’s defense.
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Since the summer of 2015, the United States has struggled with its response to the broader Middle East refugee crisis, a predicament exacerbated by the polarized political climate of the 2016 presidential election. What has often been lost on both sides of the debate, however, is that refugees of Islamic-world heritage have made innumerable contributions to U.S. national security. The linguistic skill and cultural acumen of Islamic-world refugees have played critical roles facilitating diplomacy and countering threats to the United States. These efforts extend back to the Cold War era but have been especially vital since

John Baden, a history doctoral candidate at Case Western Reserve University, is currently writing a dissertation that examines immigrant communities’ roles in U.S. foreign relations. It focuses on Afghans in the United States and their relations and interactions with Afghanistan since 1978.
the Global War on Terrorism began in 2001. Thus, refugee policy should not be based on security concerns versus humanitarian objectives. If done properly, refugee policy can be humane and add to the country’s defense.

U.S. Afghan communities’ histories exemplify the importance of refugees to the United States’ defense and foreign policy. Afghans first arrived in the United States in large numbers during the 1980s, largely as refugees from war and political persecution by government authorities. Some Afghan immigrants contributed to U.S. efforts to counter the Soviet-backed Afghan government, but most had to focus on rebuilding their lives during that decade. As Afghans who relocated to the United States adjusted to their new lives, many were economically successful. After the events of 11 September 2001, Afghans in the United States have served as interpreters, analysts, language instructors, and cultural advisors. Others used the economic and social capital they accumulated in the United States to aid the reconstruction of Afghanistan.

The process of granting refugee status has long been politicized. Although policy makers found admissions useful to foreign policy objectives, such policies have historically been unpopular among the general public. Prior to the passage of the 1965 Immigration and Nationality Act, immigration quotas largely restricted immigration from areas outside of northwestern Europe. Therefore, exceptions had to be made for refugees to be admitted to the United States. As a result, modern refugee policy was generally limited and crafted largely for the benefit of U.S. foreign policy objectives during the Cold War. Refugee visas were generally given out on an ad hoc basis after crises in Communist-controlled countries. This allowed the United States to essentially save face after being accused of abandoning countries such as Hungary after the thwarted revolution in 1956 and South Vietnam after the fall of Saigon in 1975. The Refugee Act of 1980 somewhat standardized the process and criteria for requesting asylum. This act along with the 1965 Immigration and Nationality Act allowed people from all over the world to immigrate to the United States. Despite the acts, refugee admissions remained heavily politicized, and American presidents still set refugee limits from a country and could admit additional people from conflict zones that were not granted asylum.

Equally valuable to U.S. foreign policy, refugee visas facilitated the entry of thousands of anti-Communists with the valuable linguistic skills needed to carry out the U.S. Cold War mission as well as those who were defectors from U.S. adversaries. Demonstrating the importance of refugee admissions to Cold War foreign policy, the Central Intelligence Agency’s original charter allowed its director, the attorney general, and the head of the Immigration and Naturalization Service (INS) to override immigration laws to allow as many as a hundred people of his or her choosing to permanently relocate to the United States each year in the “interest of national security” or “the national intelligence mission.”
This Cold War history of government action to circumvent immigration limits for refugees demonstrates that humanitarianism was not the only reason refugees were given asylum in the United States: the U.S. government recognized the importance of refugees and felt it was in the national interest to allow for an allotment of refugees. It was in this late–Cold War atmosphere that Afghans first came to the United States in large numbers.

This exodus out of Afghanistan began in 1978 after a coup installed a Marxist-Leninist government. Rebellions broke out against the new Afghan government, and the Soviet Union deployed its army in 1979 to ensure that the government, there remained a Soviet-allied, Marxist-Leninist one. The years following the coup and subsequent Soviet intervention were violent and destabilizing. Employees of previous regimes, intellectuals, and notable public figures were particularly vulnerable to the mass arrests and executions perpetrated by the Soviet-backed government. As a result, millions fled to neighboring Pakistan and Iran. In 1980, President James E. “Jimmy” Carter granted extended voluntary departure for Afghan refugees, making it easier for them to come to America. By 1990, 28,444 Afghans made their way to the United States.5

The Afghan refugee crisis soon became a global news story that was a public relations disaster for the Soviet Union’s international image. Although many U.S. officials appear to have felt genuine sympathy for the refugees, they also recognized the political importance of the refugee crisis for their efforts to discredit the Soviet Union. In 1982, President Ronald W. Reagan declared 21 March (Persian New Year) as Afghanistan Day. After the president signed the proclamation, an Afghan student in the United States took the stage telling the audience that she had “witnessed the killing of my friends . . . and we [Afghans] will continue our war,” before giving Reagan an Afghan flag.6 During his speech, Reagan cast the Afghan struggle in the broader Cold War context: “The Afghans, like the Poles, wish nothing more, as you’ve just been so eloquently told, than to live their lives in peace, to practice their religion in freedom, and to exercise their right to self-determination.”7 A number of newspaper editors around the world then published the image of the president hugging the Afghan student.8

Ronald Reagan was not the only one in the U.S. government who recognized the symbolic importance of Afghan refugees to the U.S. Cold War mission. On 5 December 1985, the Associated Press reported that “more than 70 members of Congress, citing the U.S. image as ‘a refuge for the oppressed,’ urged the Reagan administration yesterday to grant political asylum to 33 Afghans detained by immigration authorities in New York.”9 The congressmen noted that “when a small number of the individuals who have fought the Soviet occupation show up on our shores, we treat them with contempt by jailing them for an indefinite period of time.”10 In a similar situation, Democratic Congressman Fortney H. Stark Jr., who represented the Oakland suburbs, home to the nation’s largest
Afghan population, wrote on behalf of Afghan refugees facing deportation for not having proper visas. Writing to White House Congressional Liaison Kenneth M. Duberstein, Congressman Stark advocated for the refugees by going around the INS. He wrote, “I am sending this directly to you rather than making inquiries at INS, since I suspect that INS is processing according to the rule-book—but the net effect may not be in accordance with the President’s view.”

The congressman continued, “I hope you can take a look at this file [which contained newspaper clippings and nongovernmental organization (NGO) appeals] to see whether INS shouldn’t be less zealous in this case.” Additionally, in a request apparently unrelated to Stark’s, a writer only identified by the name “Steve” asked officials at the Office of Policy Development to “please take a look” at the case of the Afghans in California facing deportation. In this internal White House memo, Steve recommended to the office’s William Barr that “we should find out if INS is still taking a hard line against Afghan refugees, and help out if possible.” It appears unlikely that the White House did intervene, but the Afghans did win the right to stay in the United States. Although White House intervention probably did not materialize, the case demonstrates that high-level members of the U.S. government recognized the importance of refugee policy to their broader Cold War objections.

It is difficult to discern how most U.S. Afghans felt about the politicization of their situation, although nearly all Afghan Americans who published memoirs and oral histories spoke negatively about the Communist-inspired, nominally Afghan government. Resentment of the Afghan government and its Soviet allies led to the desire of a number of Afghan immigrants to support the U.S. Cold War mission, regardless of whether they took active roles. The work provided income, a chance to contribute to the United States, and a means to subvert the Marxist-Leninist regime in Afghanistan.

Shukria Raad was one person who took the United States up on its offer to contribute her skills for its benefit and became a key figure in the Voice of America (VOA) Dari language broadcasting service. She left Afghanistan in December 1979 because the Communists took over her employer’s operation, Radio Afghanistan. By 1982, she was broadcasting in Dari to Afghanistan on VOA, trying to counter the Soviet-backed accounts of the news. Another Afghan who fled to the United States after the invasion, Spozhmai Maiwandi was perhaps the central figure in VOA’s Pashto service into the early 2000s.

After the Soviet-backed government in Afghanistan collapsed in 1992, Afghanistan fell off the radar of most U.S. policy makers. As the country disintegrated into civil war, it was also more difficult for Afghans in America to travel to their home country, rally behind a common political cause, or imagine a permanent return. A number of Afghans in the United States, however, did manage to establish a number of nongovernment organizations to perform charitable work
during the decade. Although the population of people of Afghan descent born in the United States rose from 28,444 to 45,195 during the 1990s, many Afghans in the United States became more disconnected from Afghanistan’s politics and changes.19

Then on 11 September 2001, Afghan Americans’ relationship with Afghanistan dramatically changed. Suddenly, the country, which had become virtually inaccessible and had its news buried in U.S. newspapers, was front and center. The nonstop media coverage of the attacks and al-Qaeda perpetrators with Afghanistan connections forced Americans—Afghan or otherwise—to face the presence of this place that before had seemed so remote. Like every community, there have been debates and differing views on the proper U.S. response to these events. Many chose to directly support the United States or to help rebuild Afghanistan and have made invaluable contributions to those efforts.

Dr. Obaid Younossi of the Rand Corporation was at work across from the Pentagon on 9/11. That morning, he witnessed hijacked American Airlines Flight 73 fly over his office window just before it crashed into the Pentagon. After returning home, Younossi sensed a change within himself. Afghanistan was a country he had left long ago and had emotionally detached from. Now, Afghanistan was suddenly on the front page of newspapers, with places mentioned that he had known growing up.20 Younossi recalled being overcome with emotion, trying to be a “good American” while also empathizing with Afghans facing troubling times. He wanted to help. Younossi decided the best route for himself and his family was to look for Afghanistan assignments within the Rand Corporation. He worked on projects involving security and reforming the Afghan National Army, and this work took him to Afghanistan multiple times from 2005 to 2011.

Like Younossi, many Afghan Americans shared a similar desire to help after 9/11. The United States was now at war with the Taliban and al-Qaeda insurgents in Afghanistan and needed people with linguistic and cultural knowledge to facilitate U.S. efforts in the country. For example, the Leader Development and Education for Sustained Peace Program delivered programs for the U.S. military by contracting Afghan American experts to give talks to officers about Afghan culture, politics, and history before deployment.21 Afghan Americans employed at San Diego State University’s Afghanistan Language and Culture Program also produced online cultural and political lessons for the U.S. Marine Corps. To prepare Marines, other Afghans participated in role-playing exercises in mock Afghan villages at infantry immersion trainer locations, such as Camp Pendleton in California. Such training settings helped prepare U.S. personnel to handle situations in Afghanistan by providing them with cultural awareness to minimize unnecessary conflict with local Afghans.22

Afghan Americans have been especially valuable as linguists and interpreters. Most of the United States’ interpreters in Afghanistan were non-U.S. residents
living in the region. Jobs that required secret or top secret clearance, however, had to be filled by U.S. citizens. According to a spokesperson for Mission Essential Personnel, the contractor employing the predominant share of linguists for the United States in Afghanistan, 1,080 of their 6,896 linguists were from the United States in October 2012. It appears that nearly all of these positions were filled by Afghan Americans or other Americans of Islamic-world heritage. Moreover, Afghan Americans and other immigrants from Islamic majority countries have played a key role in building the military’s language capabilities by serving as language instructors, either directly teaching military personnel at institutions like the Defense Language Institute in Monterey, California, or teaching language courses classes attended by students with ROTC Global Officers.

Their work was vital to the U.S. mission when few other people in the United States were qualified. In 2010, the U.S. government was in such dire need of qualified applicants that defense contractors sponsored an Afghan American soccer tournament in the Washington, DC, area to advertise their job openings. The soccer field’s fences were heavily adorned with large advertisements informing attendees that they could earn “$210K a year” as linguists. One defense company even went as far as handing out 500 T-shirts that read in Pashtu, “If you can read this, we might have a job for you.” Meanwhile, that year’s television advertisements directed at Afghan Americans urged qualified individuals to serve with the U.S. agencies in Afghanistan, “For America, For Afghanistan, For Me.”

Fahim Fazli took the call to service seriously. After watching television one night, he saw an advertisement to be a linguist and wondered, “With my gift for languages, might there be something extra I could do for America—beyond just paying taxes? Could I simultaneously help both my new country and my old?” He had come to the United States from Afghanistan during that country’s refugee crisis in the 1980s. When his family became separated during the Afghan–Soviet War of the 1980s, he fled with his father and brothers to Pakistan. There the U.S. embassy and its Marine Corps guards helped locate his mother who had fled to the United States. With additional help from a Christian charity, Fazli was reunited with his family in the United States in 1985 at the age of 18. For the next two decades, Fazli worked various jobs before finding success as an actor. Ironically, Fazli almost exclusively played terrorists in films and on television. By 2009, his acting career had picked up, but he felt it was his time to give back to his adopted country as well as helping his country of birth. He signed up to be an interpreter for the U.S. military. After completing preliminary training at Fort Benning in Georgia, Fazli volunteered to join the U.S. Marines Corps as an interpreter despite knowing that this branch was the most likely to face combat. Fazli served as an interpreter for 3d Battalion, 4th Marine Regiment, in Helmand Province from October 2009 to July 2010. Recognizing his value, Captain Ryan Benson wrote of Fazli’s service, “Fahim operated alongside the Marines of India Company facing
the same dangers and hardships they faced. . . . He has become a brother not just to me, but to each of the Marines under my charge.”

U.S. Afghan women have also served as interpreters in specially trained female engagement teams (FET). These military units have often been the only U.S. personnel interacting with Afghan women due to cultural prohibitions against Afghan women talking to men. As a result, they have been vital for both tracking insurgents and facilitating local development projects. Afghan American women have been among the few to qualify for such work because of the scarcity of Pashtu speakers in America and U.S. residency requirements. Nadia Sultan was one interpreter for a U.S. Army FET. As recounted by author Gayle Tzemach Lemmon, Sultan “was energized by the idea that she could make good money doing a job she believed in while also serving the nation that had given refuge to her own family when it was too dangerous to stay in Kandahar.” Sultan worked in Afghanistan from summer of 2009 to 2011 at Bagram Air Base before transferring to an FET. In 2011, Sultan was seriously wounded in an IED explosion that killed her FET leader and two servicemembers.

Outside of U.S. government employment, Afghan Americans have been crucial to building educational institutions in Afghanistan and helping with the country’s reconstruction. Afghan Americans founded NGOs such as Afghan Friends Network, the Children of War, Help the Afghan Children, and the Khaled Hosseini Foundation; established schools; and sponsored education for Afghans. Other organizations, such as Afghans 4 Tomorrow and Society of Afghan Engineers, have focused on health, infrastructure, agriculture, training, and building standards, as well as education. Since Afghanistan’s government has limited capacity to help its citizens, nonprofits funded and run by members of the Afghan diaspora have played a critical role supporting the country’s infrastructure and educational system. These contributions promote an independent and stable Afghanistan that can stand on its own.

Humaira Ghilzai, who had been director of international marketing at Sun Microsystems’s software division and Oracle, was one Afghan American who cofounded a nonprofit organization after 9/11. She recalled her disconnection from her Afghan identity prior to the tragic events of that day explaining that “from the time I went to college until 9/11 happened I had no direct connection with the Afghan community, Afghan people, Afghanistan. I really did not know what was going on there. . . . The Russians left, the Mujahideen came, the Taliban took over and I was oblivious to all.” When Ghilzai gave her name after the 9/11 attacks, people would ask where she was from, and with that said, her “carefully built . . . nice American persona” suddenly collapsed. Her father pushed her to try and help Afghanistan since the country was once again accessible, and survivor’s guilt affected her deeply. She now refers to herself as a “born-again Afghan.” After becoming involved in small projects, she cofounded the Afghan Friends
Network. Since 2002, the Afghan Friends Network has provided funding for the education of hundreds of Afghans in Ghazni Province as well as scholarships incentivizing students to attend college in Afghanistan. Afghan Friends Network’s educational curriculum includes a gender equality program taught to 500 girls, 250 boys, and 80 women by religious leaders. Only about 17 percent of Afghan women and 31 percent of Afghans overall are literate. The Afghan Friends Network and similar organizations make valuable contributions to education and gender equality—two of the most promising avenues for expanding opportunity to Afghans.

Despite significant contributions from refugee communities, such as those of the Afghans, the fear of terrorist infiltration has made many people uneasy about allowing refugees from Islamic-majority countries into the United States. Terrorism is indeed a significant international problem, and safeguards will need to be implemented in the United States to prevent admitting extremists with violent ambitions from around the world. Yet most people do not understand how rare these attacks have been, and the role Muslims and refugees from the Islamic world have played in preventing them. It is true that a small number of people in the United States from Islamic-majority countries have committed acts of terror against the United States. Two Afghan Americans, in fact, were arrested for plotting to attack New York’s subway system. The 2015 attack in San Bernardino, California, was inspired by the Islamic State of Iraq and the Levant (ISIL) terrorist organization, but the attackers were not Afghan. Such acts are inexcusable, but perspective on violence and mass killing is needed. Attacks from international terrorist organizations, such as al-Qaeda and ISIL, gather much of the media’s focus, but are extremely rare thanks in no small part to Muslim American communities.

After 11 September 2001, there were approximately 147,000 murders in the United States from 2002 to 2010, but only 33 deaths came as a result of Muslim American acts of terrorism. The role of anti-Muslim xenophobia becomes more apparent considering that two white shooters acting independently in Tucson, Arizona (2011), and in Sandy Hook, Connecticut (2012), took nearly the same number of lives in their two acts alone. Sadly, the 2015 San Bernardino shootings added to this tally of deaths by Muslim American terrorists, but it took place alongside numerous other mass shootings in that year that were perpetrated by white, often nonreligious-based, shooters. In fact, it appears that since 9/11, more deaths have been attributed to U.S. Far-Right–wing terrorism than Muslim American terrorism.

People of all religious affiliations and ethnic groups in the United States perpetrate violence, and it appears that only a small portion of it comes from Islamic-world refugees. These statistics are similar to the data on attacks in Europe, which show that jihadist-affiliated terrorist groups garner the most attention.
but account for minor contributions to the overall violence, even after the tragic 2015 attacks on Paris. From 2001 to 2014, only two attacks by Islamic-extremist affiliated terrorist organizations in Western Europe killed more than 10 people. Homicide statistics are still difficult to obtain for 2015, but in 2012 there were a combined 2,989 homicides in Austria, Belgium, France, Germany, Italy, Spain, the Netherlands, and the United Kingdom. Out of these, only 17 people died from terrorist attacks (not just Islamist-extremist affiliated ones) in the entire European Union. Although the 2015 Paris attacks were horrific, the continent’s worst mass killing that year came when a white Germanwings company copilot crashed an airliner, apparently deliberately, into the Alps with 150 passengers onboard.

Some critics have claimed that Muslims are reluctant to condemn terrorism, but in reality nearly every major U.S. Muslim organization has condemned terrorism in general and such groups as ISIL and al-Qaeda specifically. While it is true that a minority of people living in Muslim-majority countries have indicated in polls that terrorism can be justified in some cases, the results have varied considerably and have seldom been compared to views from non-Muslim countries. A 2009–10 Gallup poll indicates that respondents from countries that are Organisation of Islamic Cooperation members were slightly less likely to support violence against civilians than respondents from other countries. For example, 22 percent of Americans and 15 percent of Canadians believe that “individual [implying nonmilitary] attacks on civilians are sometimes justified,” while 18 percent of respondents from Organisation of Islamic Cooperation countries expressed this view. These findings substantiate the results of an earlier poll conducted by the University of Maryland in 2006. Whereas respondents from Muslim-majority countries, such as Indonesia, Pakistan, and Nigeria, had lower numbers polled and lower acceptance of attacks against civilians.

Terrorist attacks perpetuated by U.S. Muslims in the United States have been rare, and the U.S. Muslim community has been vital to keeping these numbers low. For cases in which data exists, officials cite Muslim Americans as the source of 40 percent of all initial tips disrupting terror plots attempted by Muslim Americans in the United States from 12 September 2001 to 2010. If national security is used as a justification for immigrant and refugee exclusion, security concerns should also be a reason for allowing more immigrants and refugees from the Islamic world to immigrate to the United States. Moreover, international terrorists can attempt to enter the country through temporary tourist, student, or work visas regardless of U.S. immigrant and refugee policies. Recent experiences suggest, however, that Muslim Americans, as well as refugees from Muslim-majority countries, can be among the most effective at combating terrorism.

Allowing refugees from the Islamic world into the United States has taken on a special importance recently because of U.S. involvement in Afghanistan and Iraq. As U.S. troops have withdrawn, local personnel working for the United
States have been left vulnerable to reprisals by insurgents. As in past conflicts, such as those in Vietnam and Cuba, many U.S. policy makers and veterans believe that leaving U.S. allies vulnerable to reprisal threatens American honor and international credibility. Despite congressional legislation providing special immigrant visas for personnel who completed their work in good standing, the process has been mired in bureaucratic missteps and red tape. The Washington Post reported that, in 2012, the State Department awarded “just 32 visas for more than 5,700 Afghan applications.” Although improvements have been made to the Special Immigrant Visa (SIV) program, thousands of former U.S. employees remain stranded in Afghanistan. Inaction could adversely affect the United States’ ability to hire personnel to perform vital work and convince Afghans that they have their best interests in mind.

Former interpreter Sami Khazikani’s experience highlights the dangers former U.S. personnel have faced in recent years. He had been forced to leave Afghanistan after his in-laws learned of his service to the U.S. Marines and received death threats. Khazikani had applied for a SIV from the United States, but still had not received it; the visa appeared to be stuck in the application process. He and his family fled to Turkey and, after being told to leave by officials, then sailed to Greece. During the journey, his boat nearly sank in the Mediterranean while other nearby boats succumbed to the sea. After arriving in Greece, Khazikani and his wife and daughter lived on the streets of Athens before trekking on foot to the Hungarian border. As of this writing, Khazikani is living in a German refugee camp with his wife and daughter. Unfortunately, Khazikani is not alone in his predicament. In 2014, approximately 6,000 Afghans were stuck in the SIV application process, and visa advocates argue that in 2015 thousands of former U.S. personnel, such as Sami Khazikani, were attempting to make it into Europe as refugees.

Many Americans have shown their support for former interpreters and refugees, and U.S. veterans have been at the forefront of these efforts. After seeing coverage of the developing refugee crisis in September 2015, former Marine Sergeant Aaron E. Fleming personally contacted the interpreter with whom he worked, the aforementioned Sami Khazikani. Fleming learned through social media that Khazikani and his family were refugees in Greece. Fleming took action and formed a team to launch an online fundraising campaign to help his former interpreter. One of those who helped Fleming raise funds for Khazikani, Gunnery Sergeant Emir Hadzic, was once a Muslim refugee from Bosnia who served in Afghanistan alongside Khazikani. Hadzic had joined the Marines “hoping to pay my debt to America,” when the United States began sending peacekeepers to Bosnia and made a long-term commitment after 9/11.

In 2013, Afghanistan veteran Matthew Zeller learned that his former interpreter, Mohammad Janis Shinwari, was receiving death threats in Afghanistan and...
was unable to escape the country. After waiting two years, Shinwari received a U.S. visa, but the U.S. government revoked it shortly thereafter.57 Shinwari had saved Zeller’s life twice in Afghanistan, and Zeller felt he owed Shinwari. Zeller lobbied the State Department and Congress on Shinwari’s behalf. Due in part to Zeller’s efforts, Shinwari had his visa reinstated and moved to the United States with his family. Once in America, Shinwari and Zeller founded No One Left Behind, an organization that helps former interpreters in Afghanistan and Iraq resettle in the United States.58

The efforts of former servicemembers and nonprofits suggest that the U.S. government’s approach to its former Afghan interpreters is severely lacking. Qualified interpreters have already served the United States and could continue to do so on American soil.

Since the 1980s, Afghan refugees were given the chance to rebuild their lives in the United States, and many have made significant contributions to securing their adopted home. Today, millions of displaced people from such locations as Syria, Libya, Iran, and Pakistan long for the ability to pursue economic opportunity and live in the relative safety that life in the United States can provide. The U.S. government is neither going to take in every refugee nor is every refugee admitted into the United States going to agree with all U.S. foreign policy. Any significant number of refugee admissions, however, goes a long way to assure the world of U.S. intentions and values. Refugees’ successes in the United States counter extremists’ hostile portrayals of America and offer a positive example of the country’s best values of inclusion and opportunity. As the United States has witnessed in Afghanistan, distant refugee and “failed state” crises of today may unfortunately become the U.S. battlefields of tomorrow. If that is the case, the United States will need people who understand the cultures and dialects of the region. It would be unwise to solely admit refugees on the expectation of service for U.S. security. Yet, former refugees—including Obaid Younossi, Fahim Fazli, Humaira Ghilzai, Nadia Sultan, and countless others—have made the United States more innovative, skilled, and safe. Our recent history suggests that many of today’s refugees will do the same.
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Edward J. Snowden’s revelation in 2013 about the secret operations of the U.S. National Security Administration (NSA) raised a familiar question: is it possible to reconcile America’s ideals with its national security needs? As Communism concerned Americans for much of the twentieth century, terrorism does today. Americans value the protection of their individual liberties. Then as now, Americans look to policymakers for protection against enemies but also against government secrecy. For the intelligence community using the latest surveillance technology, the often palpable tension resulting from the conflicting needs of secrecy and transparency is evident in the works from David E. Hoffman, Richard H. Immerman, and Michael Warner that trace the evolution of intelligence and espionage over time. While terrorism concerns Americans, privacy does also. Americans at once want the government to protect them from terrorists and surveillance. Intelligence gathering and the use of surveillance are not new, yet they deserve special attention considering the technology available for internal surveillance and espionage. These authors speak to the importance of these activities and how they evolved over time.
“Before there was history,” writes Warner, a historian for the Department of Defense, “there were spies” (p. 11). His book *The Rise and Fall of Intelligence: An International Security History* begins with a survey of spy craft in the ancient world. There, as he chronicles, spy versus spy sufficed. Espionage only became *intelligence* out of necessity. During the nineteenth century, competing political ideologies and industrialization rendered the environments where nation-states operated, both locally and globally, unprecedentedly complex. Governments and militaries sought to “gather and concentrate information by all available means” (p. 35). The craft of spying transformed into a profession essential for survival. As a result, President Harry S. Truman signed the National Security Act in 1947, which dismantled the Office of Strategic Services (OSS) of the World War II era and birthed the Central Intelligence Agency (CIA), an intelligence-gathering agency, to meet the needs of the United States during the Cold War.

By the end of the twentieth century, however, as proclaimed by political scientist Francis Fukuyama, history itself was ending. Western liberalism, challenged by Communism for nearly a century, emerged from the Cold War as triumphant. Intelligence fared less well. The very factors that had enabled its ascent—new technology and conflicting ideologies—suddenly conspired to undermine it. The Age of Information opened up an Era of Surveillance. The line “blurred between watchers and watched, and “scrutiny,” as Warner observes, “flows in all directions” (p. 333). Officials at the CIA came to acknowledge this reality in the midst of the Global War on Terrorism. They understood that maintaining detention facilities for captured terrorists contained inherent risks that included the “likelihood of exposure” that would “grow over time” and “inflame public opinion.”

That said, perhaps none are more qualified than Richard Immerman to scrutinize the history of the CIA. Besides his many scholarly contributions, Immerman served as assistant deputy director of National Intelligence for Analytic Integrity and Standards and Analytic Ombudsman for the Office of the Director of National Intelligence. Immerman’s perspective is unique and complements well that of Michael Warner, a former historian for the CIA and the Office of the Director of National Intelligence.

Immerman and Warner track the evolution of the intelligence profession. They demonstrate it becoming increasingly complex, multidirectional, and militarized while David Hoffman, a former Moscow correspondent for the *Washington Post*, conducts a sweep that is far less grand but no less thorough. Through *The Billion Dollar Spy*, Hoffman scours Cold War Moscow to locate the tale of a particular time and place. Yet, he does so much more. He amplifies the lesson contained in both *The Hidden Hand* and *The Rise and Fall of Intelligence*. No matter the technological advance, as Hoffman observes, human source intelligence stands as “indispensable to national security” (p. 254).
The increased connection between intelligence and national security is rendered explicit by Warner in *The Rise and Fall of Intelligence*. Warner thoughtfully chronicles the factors that enabled the rise and fall of intelligence as monopolized by nation-states. The rise stemmed from necessity. Nineteenth and twentieth-century technologies shrunk the globe even as industrial and ideological competition threatened to tear it apart. Western governments, especially their militaries and police, set aside previous aversions to spying and began to professionalize espionage as a means of ensuring stability. World War I, a conflict unprecedented in scope, gave rise to intelligence gathering while, as Warner persuasively argues in a chapter entitled “As Good as It Gets,” World War II served as the peak of government activities. Old-fashioned espionage continued to play an important role, but European and American government agencies embraced science while enabling Allied intelligence to prove decisive in defeating the Axis powers.

The ensuing Cold War, an ideological competition framed by the United States and the Soviet Union, manifested issues for intelligence that remain unresolved. Technology grew more accessible. Nation-states no longer monopolized the tools of surveillance. Moreover, as intelligence became increasingly militarized, liberal nation-states faced reconciling their means with their ideals. The Cold War’s conclusion and the Global War on Terrorism’s onset served to aggravate these tensions.

As Americans are now conflicted about issues of privacy versus safety, tensions about intelligence gathering within a liberal political milieu have spilled over into popular culture as seen in the acclaimed television series *Homeland* (2011–present). In the 5 October 2014 episode, the show’s protagonist, Carrie Mathison, a CIA agent played by Claire Danes, receives the nickname of “The Drone Queen” from her colleagues. Despite her success in previous operations, Mathison authorizes a bomb strike based on unverified reports. Taliban leader Haissam Haqqani (Numan Acar) is apparently killed. So too are 40 members of his family attending a wedding. The entire operation is captured on video by a survivor’s iPhone and uploaded to YouTube. The video goes viral. Mathison becomes enraged.

Haqqani, as it turns out, survives the attack, and Mathison wants him dead. Her supervisors, including her mentor, insist otherwise. The higher ups are willing to take Haqqani off the CIA’s kill list in exchange for a pledge to stop harboring terrorists. Mathison quits the agency and joins a security firm because her ideals, unlike those of her CIA colleagues, remain uncompromised. A similar story arc of *Homeland’s* “The Drone Queen” can be seen in numerous television shows and movies since Snowden’s revelations were released to the public at large. See another recent example in the film adaptation of John le Carré’s novel *A Most Wanted Man* (2014).

In *The Hidden Hand: A Brief History of the CIA*, Immerman uses portrayals of
the CIA from television and film such as *Homeland* and *Argo*, the 2012 Best Picture Oscar winner, to demonstrate that the CIA is as “central to America’s popular culture as it is to its national security” (p. 8). The CIA’s actual history, however, remains “carefully guarded” (p. 8). Immerman’s book is a testament to that; the prepublication review proved less than smooth. The work’s initial submission met with a delayed CIA response, which “insisted on scores of redactions” and lacked “a single word of explanation” (p. xiv). An appeal resulted in a lessened number of redactions. Still, redactions remain. According to Immerman, these made little sense because the affected material is readily available in the public domain. The effort to maintain secrecy, however, testifies to the agency’s ongoing resistance to calls for greater transparency.

Such intransigence proves counterproductive. It stands as a discredit to Immerman’s considerable public service. Further, it does little to gain the CIA any trust from its considerable number of critics among academics and policy makers. Most important, it violates the ideals that Americans embrace. It threatens to thwart the scrutiny essential to national security as conceptualized by liberal republican governments.

The agency’s efforts at concealment serve to heighten the value of Immerman’s work, *The Hidden Hand*, which clarifies the CIA’s part outlined by Warner in *The Rise and Fall of Intelligence*. The agency plays the starring role and easily morphs from an agency established to “collect, analyze, and disseminate intelligence” into one that additionally serves as an “instrument for engaging in covert, frequently paramilitary operations” (p. 21). The latter mission quickly and irrevocably diverts resources and commitment from the former, which is hardly what the CIA’s designers intended.

In great detail, Immerman chronicles the historical circumstances, legislative loopholes, personality clashes, organizational interests, and bureaucratic politics that carried the CIA into clandestine affairs. Resistance in this transition proved futile, even when it originated from ones such as George F. Kennan, the architect of America’s policy of containment against Communism. Kennan served as a proponent for both psychological warfare and paramilitary activities, but he argued that these responsibilities belonged elsewhere, in a newly created office, for instance, with “broader mandates and capabilities” (p. 23). It is no small irony that Kennan’s proposal spawned NSC 10/2, the National Security Council’s seminal directive establishing the CIA’s covert capability.

In the ensuing decades, the CIA embraced covert and paramilitary activities. The agency’s work, under Director of Central Intelligence Allen W. Dulles, whose career with the OSS during World War II had become legendary, and with the support of President Dwight D. Eisenhower and his Secretary of State John Foster Dulles, Allen’s brother, established the foundation with operations perceived as successful in Iran (1953) and Guatemala (1954).
In the 1960s and 1970s, the agency had little oversight, congressional or otherwise, and insisted its operatives simply “learn by doing” (p. 51). The CIA and its operatives exercised great freedom to undermine Communism, both at home and abroad, allowing for possibly too much institutional and individual freedom. As Immerman demonstrates, these activities become a formula for increasingly reckless behavior including an illegal program of domestic surveillance (Operation MH/Chaos) authorized by President Lyndon B. Johnson, expanded by his successor Richard M. Nixon, and run by CIA counterintelligence chief James J. Angleton.

Despite public outcry, congressional investigations, and moderate reform, CIA covert operations barely missed a beat in the 1980s. They oversaw the failed attempt to rescue American hostages in Iran (Operation Eagle Claw) and assumed a central place in United States initiatives in Latin America and in Afghanistan. The Hidden Hand reveals a history of successful operations that serve as exceptions to the rule of failure.

Yet, these exceptions became the tail that wags the dog. The few successes, not the many failures, constitute the operational history that CIA leaders prefer to embrace. As Immerman argues, this choice is costly to CIA credibility, national security, and American ideals. The agency operates as a discrete paramilitary organization, countering terror networks with counterterrorist pursuit teams and drones, without the oversight of the military branches. Resources spent targeting enemies are diverted from the collection, analysis, and dissemination of information.

While the evidence of the changes in American espionage and intelligence gathering, as compiled by Immerman and Warner, is copious, The Billion Dollar Spy renders it preponderant. The case made by its author, David Hoffman, rests on 944 pages of declassified operational files redacted by the CIA prior to their release. These files largely comprise cable traffic between CIA headquarters and the Moscow station from 1977 to 1985 and are supplemented by interviews and additional documents, including ones released in response to a Freedom of Information Act request made by Hoffman. He uses it all well.

Hoffman’s tale is true, yet it reads like fiction. The setting is Soviet Moscow. For CIA officials, this location represented a place where “no one could be trusted,” and therefore “there could be no spies” (p. 15). Then one emerged, or tried to at least. Adolf G. Tolkachev, a middle-age electronics engineer, approached the CIA. He went directly to Robert M. Fulton, a 20-year agency veteran and a former military intelligence officer during the Korean War. In January 1977, Tolkachev found Fulton at a gas station and initiated contact as the American waited to fill up his tank. As instructed by his superiors, Fulton did nothing. He did the same the next three times Tolkachev contacted him. Fulton’s tour ended and he left Moscow. Tolkachev remained. Time after time, seven in total, for more than
a year, Tolkachev worked to strike up a relationship with the CIA. The agency finally reciprocated in March 1978. By then, the agency determined that Tolkachev worked as a designer at one of two research institutes for Soviet military radars, “especially for those deployed on fighter aircraft” (p. 53) and could possibly be trusted enough to engage.

The Billion Dollar Spy does not constitute the first telling of the Tolkachev story. The Main Enemy, a collaboration between former CIA officer Milton Beardon and New York Times reporter James Risen, did so in 2003. Four years later, the CIA released Barry G. Royden’s official unclassified version of the events as “Tolkachev, A Worthy Successor to Penkovsky: An Exceptional Espionage Operation.” This account, however, lacks the details that The Billion Dollar Spy provides, which matters because that is precisely where the devil of it all resides.

The Billion Dollar Spy reveals human source intelligence as time consuming and tedious, precarious and dangerous. Tolkachev waited 12 years to start his yearlong dance to garner the attention of the CIA. Aware that his planned activity could result in a “severe ordeal” for his family, Tolkachev first wanted his son Oleg to grow up (p. 173). Once the spying began, he met his handlers only face-to-face and requested tapes of Western rock bands for his son. His activities, of course, required careful evasion of the ever vigilant KGB, the CIA’s Russian counterpart. In the end, CIA Officer Edward G. Howard was fired, betrayed the operation, and defected to Moscow. These events led to Tolkachev’s execution, tragically ending an operation that, while costly and unnerving, proved invaluable for American national security. Liberty and security exact high tolls. Americans weighing the costs of privacy with national security stand to gain by becoming informed about the sacrifices made by spies and other operatives in earlier periods of U.S. history, especially during the Cold War.

The Hidden Hand, The Rise and Fall of Intelligence, and The Billion Dollar Spy constitute required reading for those interested in the history of intelligence. The authors make a forceful case. Intelligence matters. It always has. Understanding its evolution separates facts from fiction, which might not prevent the fall of intelligence for the United States, but is essential for rehabilitating intelligence agencies to serve both America’s national security and ideals.

Notes

Many books and articles have covered the rise and fall of terrorist groups and the people who comprise them. In the majority of these, the authors have sought an understanding of why terrorists do what they do. The psychology of the “whys” dominates mainstream media and the attention of theorists striving to produce viable counterterrorism strategies. In far too many instances, terrorist groups are elevated to a lofty and idealized level of near invulnerability. Jacob Shapiro, in The Terrorist’s Dilemma, takes a step back from the prevailing rhetoric to pull these actors down from those romanticized positions and to demonstrate that terrorists are like any other people operating organizations in that they have management and financial issues that they must address to operate. In this work, Shapiro challenges the reader’s preconceived notions that terrorists act seemingly without constraint, without funding, and without the need for accountability. In essence, the modern terrorist organization faces the same scrutiny by its stakeholders as does any corporation or military, and that this knowledge may present a fracture point that counterterrorist forces and governments may exploit to more rapidly defeat these anti-establishment groups.

Readers and students of terrorism studies may be familiar with works that cover the funding and development of terrorist organizations from preeminent scholars, such as Martha Crenshaw or Bruce Hoffman, who have devoted enormous effort into the methodologies for understanding the recruitment of terrorists. These authors have only tangentially discussed the overall management of those assets. Moreover, as Shapiro declared, “There is a natural tendency to shy away from treating terrorists as rational actors” (p. 18). This was an inherently profound statement about organizations, which were routinely referred to as evil or inhuman by the media and by politicians. Yet, despite all the research and published material concerning the psychology and methodology of terrorist organizations, governments have struggled to make palpable inroads into defeating them, and as a result, the overwhelming majority of governments have
resorted to costly and inefficient military, attritional strategies. Shapiro’s primary goal then, with *The Terrorist’s Dilemma*, is to assist strategists by adding a level of understanding and a new dimension to the counterterrorism battles because as he pointed out, “Ultimately, we cannot efficiently fight organizations that we do not understand” (p. 25).

The foundation of the author’s analysis rests with the concept of *agency problems*. Basically, agency problems may be defined as conflict arising when people (the agents) entrusted to look after the interests of others (the principals) use that authority or power for their own benefit instead of as contracted. Agency problems, he argues, permeate terrorist organizations just as much as they do in any standard business model, and he proffers three conditions that, should they exist in a terrorist organization, will most certainly indicate the presence of agency problems within that organization. First, the need of a principal to delegate actions. Second, the inability of that principal to fully monitor the agent’s actions, or the ability to punish with certainty the agent when a transgression has occurred. Third, the agent’s preferences are not aligned with those of the principal.

Shapiro’s analysis delves deeper into the organizational weaknesses of terrorist groups by adding two perspectives. In his theory, a principal faces the greatest challenges in managing agents with respect to preference divergence. Simply put, preference divergence is the *delta* between what the principal wants and what the agent wants. In game theory, the principal is always seeking the best outcome for himself, while trying to convince the agent that that agent’s desires are also being met. Game theorists will recognize the practical imbalance between the two as related to a Nash Equilibrium when two players seek to find a balance between their minimum trade-offs and maximum payoffs. The author went on to elaborate that both principal and agent are concomitantly engaged in a search for balance with respect to security, which he outlined as a security-control trade-off and a security-efficiency trade-off. Shapiro gives a concise, but brief introduction to these concepts. A recommended read for those interested in a deeper understanding of these trade-offs is *From People’s War to People’s Rule: Insurgency, Intervention, and the Lessons of Vietnam* by Timothy J. Lomperis (1996).

Using four case studies, Shapiro then applies his criteria to comprise the meat of the book. He did not limit himself to contemporary terrorist organizations, which lends strength to his argumentation. He applies them across a 100-year timeline of terrorist activities to demonstrate the viability of his hypothesis. These case studies were pre-Soviet Russia, activities of the IRA during the height of its activities in Ireland, the Palestinian-Israeli conflict, and al-Qaeda in Iraq. While the case studies provided a point of departure for his analysis, the reader should be more intimately familiar with the histories of these conflicts to better appreciate his analysis.

Overall, this book is worth the read even considering the shallowness of
the case studies. Additionally, the author’s discussion of game theory is a bit superficial for general readers. Yet based on the lengthy annotated bibliography of terrorists’ autobiographies and the extensive presence of primary sources, this work is a usable source for scholars or other well-versed readers.

LtCol Gregory Reck, USA
Special Operations Forces Chair
Marine Corps University


From the blockbuster success of the films *American Sniper* and *Lone Survivor* to Navy Admiral William H. McRaven’s 2014 commencement speech at the University of Texas at Austin that went viral, the Navy Sea, Air, and Land (SEAL) brand has never been more prominent or more revered in American culture. This popular appeal contradicts the general trend of American suspicion about governmental and law enforcement institutions. While the physical aspect of the SEALs’ cachet is obvious (e.g., google “Navy SEALs physical fitness”), Brian “Iron Ed” Hiner’s book focuses on the more critical element of the SEALs’ operational excellence—leadership.

Hiner’s own experience could be a case study for Navy SEAL leadership. After enlisting and progressing through the standard training program in 1993, Hiner rose to become an officer and ultimately the head of training for all SEALs. The challenge for Hiner, who recently retired as a lieutenant commander, is how to distill almost two decades of leading and helping others to become leaders into a single volume, and how, within that volume, to relate leadership in a crucible-like atmosphere, where success meant survival and failure could result in death, to the more mundane world of business.

To convey the leadership philosophy of the book’s title—*First, Fast, Fearless*—Hiner outlines three core elements: *brand, brotherhood*, and *battle rhythm*. A leader, regardless of formal role or the context for leadership, develops a brand of trust by practicing key personal virtues and principles. Drawing on Robert Greenleaf’s famous formulation of the servant-leader model, Hiner argues that a leader’s “brand” or reputation can only be built on constant attention to taking care of team members and adhering to a clearly defined ethos. Hiner highlights this concept of a leadership branding with the example of a SEAL sniper who, as team leader, was willing to forego an easy kill from a distance because of his concern about mistakenly identifying a possible high-value target (HVT). Instead of taking a shot from a distance, he took the risk of getting his team in position to tackle the target and confirm his identity. By doing so, they discovered after DNA
testing that the captured individual was not the HVT; this courageous SEAL team leader took to heart the ethos of respecting life—even as the easier, safer choice was both available and approved under the rules of engagement.

The concept of “brotherhood” is a familiar one in both popular and academic literature on leadership and the military, and as such, Hiner defines it as a “full commitment and promise from each team member to look after each other and to put the well-being of others before themselves” (p. 111). This emphasis on the brotherhood shared by soldiers is not new and is often culturally referenced with the quote from William Shakespeare’s rendition of Henry V’s speech at Agincourt—“we few, we happy few, we band of brothers”—and by numerous more modern popular culture references. Hiner draws on the role of the SEALs’ swim buddy system to illustrate the need for close bonds between team members. By placing the fastest swimmers with those who are struggling, the swim buddy system “accomplishes the goal of getting everyone across the finish line faster” (p. 138). In the water, the faster swimmer can set the pace and navigate, preventing the slower swimmer from zigzagging and allowing him to save time and energy. Hiner translates this concept to other situations, pointing out that we already use swim buddies under different names: “a ‘partner,’ an ‘associate,’ or a ‘teammate’” (p. 141).

Hiner then argues that finding the right “battle rhythm” leads to an organization that functions more like a jazz ensemble than an orchestra with a dictatorial conductor. This so-called battle rhythm is an “organizational condition, or context, that helps individuals confront the change and VUCA [volatility, uncertainty, chaos, ambiguity] of high-stress organizations—and enables the highest levels of success” (p. 185). A leader who is attuned to this rhythm can then empower team members to act, make key decisions, and be accountable without micromanaging or stifling the creative or entrepreneurial spirit.

At its best, Hiner’s book conveys leadership lessons with a combination of succinct statements of principle and vivid illustrations of those values in action during his SEAL career. For example, in the chapter on humility as a prerequisite for great leadership, he cites the SEAL tradition of allowing various training cohorts to perform skits that caricature their instructors as one way to encourage, even provoke, humility in leaders. Hiner then makes the connection between this less-formal feedback mechanism in the SEAL training process to the growing application of 360-degree performance reviews in government and private sector organizations.

These powerful passages and Hiner’s fundamental points are sometimes obscured, however, by a confusing conflation of multiple leadership philosophies and limited exploration of more strategic leadership considerations. Occasionally, Hiner’s invocation of various leadership theories and buzzwords makes it unclear whether the primary focus is on the “First, Fast, Fearless” theme of the title; the
SEALs’ “Five Pillars” of moralist, jurist, teacher, steward, philosopher; or the “brand, brotherhood, battle rhythm” construct that shapes the core of the book.

And while this leadership framework of brand, brotherhood, and battle rhythm is powerful, Hiner misses an opportunity to examine the more strategic aspects of leadership. Early in the book, he discusses the development of a formalized ethos for the SEAL community in 2005. Moreover, he alludes to problems and some organizational tumult within the community as the impetus for this new ethos. This episode would have been a great springboard to articulate not just how to engage and complete “the mission,” but also how leaders have to grapple with defining and choosing what “the mission” itself should be.

Hopefully, readers will wade through the intermittent use of leadership clichés to the more compelling principles and examples from Hiner’s book; in doing so, they will find ample material to nurture and develop their own brands, brotherhoods, and battle rhythms as they become first, fast, and fearless leaders.

Evan Haglund, PhD
Department of Humanities
United States Coast Guard Academy


In Momentum and the East Timor Independence Movement, Shane Gunderson traces the evolution of a social movement (1975–99) that supported the ultimate attainment of independence for East Timor. He meticulously uncovers who the movers and shakers were within a global network of advocates centered on bringing attention to injustices perpetrated by Indonesia in the former Portuguese colony of East Timor and the international acquiescence or support for that occupation. The author examined primary documents held at the United Nations’ (UNs) archives and conducted in-depth interviews with major figures in the movement to construct a historical record of rather unique events surrounding the East Timorese attainment of national self-determination and political sovereignty. He cites other primary documents from the UN Human Rights Commission, the International Commission of Inquiry of East Timor, and nongovernmental organizations like the East Timor Action Network (ETAN).

Gunderson wrote this book to explore the identities of the people who led this successful social movement and the reasons why others allowed the genocide to occur. In transforming this project from a dissertation into a monograph, however, he omitted much of the theoretical analysis and literature review. Tracing a
series of the East Timor Independence Movement’s turning points in the book’s 10 chapters, the author recounts such well-publicized events as Pope John Paul II’s visit to Timor in 1989 and the Santa Cruz massacre of 1991. More important, the author documents Timor’s political struggle to surmount domination by Portugal and Indonesia through the 1960s and 1980s, which resulted in little action save a UN acknowledgement. The unforeseen waning of the Cold War overshadowed this negative momentum and two Timorese activists, José Ramos-Horta and Bishop Carlos Belo, subsequently received the 1996 Nobel Peace Prize for their role as catalysts for UN involvement. After the 1997 Asian financial crisis and subsequent fall of Indonesian President Suharto, a 1999 referendum on East Timor’s independence attracted 99 percent of eligible voters, of which 78 percent chose independence.

The book also details the significant dissident intellectuals and activists associated with the movement and their contributions. These include Arnold Kohen’s major role in building relationships with the Catholic Church, Charlie Scheiner’s help disseminating information on events inside Timor to a wider constituency in America, and Noam Chomsky’s counsel on general strategies to deal with media and governmental institutions. Gunderson even acknowledges the importance of Cornell University students and faculty acting under the tutelage of a coterie of those mentored by famed Southeast Asian studies scholar Benedict Richard O’Gorman Anderson. Collectively, this loose network found support for the movement among nongovernmental organizations in Australia, New Zealand, and Europe and successfully lobbied for East Timor before the UN and the U.S. Congress.

While Gunderson thoroughly explains the impact of most events that shaped the pursuit of the referendum, some milestones, such as the arrest of resistance leader Kay Rala Xanana Gusmão, are not addressed. Even if Gusmão’s arrest was not a setback, the event needs further explanation in the context of East Timor’s mélée. The decision by the United States and the UN to become bystanders to genocide in Rwanda in 1994 and the later commitment of President William J. “Bill” Clinton and UN Secretary-General Kofi A. Annan to intervene in human rights violations in East Timor and Kosovo in 1999 provide two additional examples of turning points that might not be given due weight in Gunderson’s account. Thus, more description regarding the level of influence this movement really exerted on decision-making powers in Canberra, Washington, New York, and Jakarta would have been beneficial.

Emphasis is given to the possibility that U.S. weapons were used during the Indonesian invasion and occupation as well as the plausibility that genocide was constituted owing to the perpetrated crimes against humanity. As opposed to the modest discussion on the lack of international action on behalf of East Timor,
a more nuanced explanation of Indonesian motives and interests in possessing
Timor would have contributed to a more complete understanding of the political
environment. For example, Indonesia’s involvement in Timor also arose from the
ambitions of the military class, challenges of holding the territory together, and
aspirations for national identity, some of which Benedict Anderson addressed in
more detail in his classic work *Imagined Communities* (1983). Similarly, Gunderson
might have broached a more contextual discussion by introducing other seces-
sionist movements, such as those in Aceh or West Papua, if only to highlight how
Timor’s unique unresolved UN status contributes to the limited success of the
Aceh Merdeka (Free Aceh) or Papua Merdeka (Free Papua) movements.

Gunderson tailored this monograph to those with a deep and abiding inter-

test in East Timor, particularly its past, but not necessarily its future. Overall, the
goals of the book are limited to documenting the individuals and organizations
that advocated for Timor in the United States. Although Gunderson identifies the
public as referees for social movements in both the introduction and conclusion,
the U.S. public seemed to play a negligible role while rather politically sophis-
ticated and academically informed activists and intellectuals pursued a lengthy
lobbying effort that ultimately contributed to other political forces that pressured
Indonesia to allow a referendum. Thus, the activities of Timorese supporters
were largely a lobbying campaign driven by a small network of intellectuals and
activists rather than a mass social movement. Despite a foreword by Ambassador
Constâncio da Conceição Pinto and one chapter emphasizing the Intra-Timorese
dialogue, the book’s substance lacks much on the Timorese role, especially the
parallel efforts of the internal social movement, clandestine operations, and pub-

clic campaign. The author provides little context of the massive student protests
and strikes inside Timor, even though they would be the closer corollary to Gun-
derson’s comparison of East Timor independence to U.S. civil rights movement.

Nevertheless, *Momentum and the East Timor Independence Movement* is a worth-

twhile read for those interested in how East Timor remained on the international
agenda for more than two decades despite the Timorese suffering from extended
violence and oppression. Against the odds, the region emerged as a global con-
cern, and through concerted efforts by multifaceted constituents, Timor became
the first new state of the twenty-first century. Gunderson competently tells the

*James DeShaw Rae, PhD*

*Department of Government*

*California State University, Sacramento*
While many Americans attempt to understand the events in the Middle East from a physical and cultural distance, Professor Efraim Karsh provides scholars, foreign policy experts, and politicians a different perspective concerning global power politics and their impact on the Middle East. As a professor of political studies at Bar-Ilan University in Israel, scholarly writer, and editor, Karsh has gained a wealth of knowledge about the Middle East. In The Tail Wags the Dog, he conveys that external involvement in Middle Eastern affairs is “neither the primary force behind the region’s political development nor the main cause of its notorious volatility” (p. 2) and reiterates his position from Rethinking the Middle East that “long-existing indigenous trends, passions, and patterns of behavior” (p. 52) cause Middle Eastern turmoil.

Karsh develops his arguments throughout a series of nine essays on significant aspects of the region and the involvement of such important outside players as the United States, Russia, and Britain. He presents factual case studies of what Western powers did to influence the Middle East and concludes that the great powers did not cause the turmoil, but culpable power hungry local players created the region’s malaise.

Many scholars accept the conventional wisdom that European powers picked apart the Ottoman Empire over the centuries, drove it into World War I, and took control of its land. Karsh points out, however, that squabbles within the empire—such as the machinations of the Hashemites to create Iraq and Transjordan—caused the region to become divided by sowing the seeds of future violence. The contemporary Middle East emerged from a variety of forces, including the consequences of the Hashemite dream of succeeding the Ottoman Empire, the Jewish quest for a homeland, British colonial aspirations, Turkish nationalism, and Armenian and Kurdish self-determination, as well as the ambitions of such outsiders as the French, Italians, and Greeks. Middle Eastern politicians who chose to attain their objectives by subverting and manipulating the United States and the former Soviet Union added to the discord. It is thus no wonder that the Middle East is a complex topic.

Although a general understanding of Middle Eastern history makes the book easier to follow, Karsh nonetheless provides an invaluable perspective for those who seek the truth about the complicity of local players in the formation of the modern Middle East. Combine The Tail Wags the Dog with David Fromkin’s A Peace to End All Peace: The Fall of the Ottoman Empire and the Creation of the Modern Middle East (2009) for opposing perspectives of the forces influencing the region’s conflicts.

Some readers may view the insightful and noteworthy epilogue Karsh com-
posed for *The Tail Wags the Dog* as an attack on Islam, but others may grasp it as a critical examination of the role of Islam in fostering current violence. Karsh points out that violence and turmoil were not imported to the region by foreign imperialism; such instability has been an integral part of local culture throughout history. He further highlights Islam’s inability to separate religion from politics as a significant contributing factor to the region’s volatility. Notably, Islam became a great empire, it faded, and the resurgent interest in a super Islamic nation-state—the Islamic State—fuels modern violence. To achieve this unification of religion and politics through the creation of an Islamic empire, Muhammad and his followers devised the concept of jihad. Out of this duty, al-Qaeda and other terrorist organizations are attempting to restore the greatness of the ephemeral theocratic empire.

With Professor Karsh’s alternate perspective to the long-held theory of foreign imperialism as the root cause of Middle East turmoil, readers will broaden their thinking to more clearly understand the issue. The epilogue of *The Tail Wags the Dog* heightens the international community’s awareness that international terrorist groups who use the Islamic religion as the basis for their conquests have an irreconcilable nature and will not stop until they are defeated. With this knowledge, global leaders will be better positioned to develop an effective counterstrategy for Islamic jihadists determined to restore the caliphate—including all the lost Islamic territories—and expand the Islamic religious and political empire to other regions of the world.

LtCol R. Nicholas Palarino, USA (Ret)
Adjunct Professor
Georgetown University


Many readers may find it difficult to accept the idea of war as a rational conclusion to failed negotiations. How could war be rational for Japan, especially when facing the military and economic might of the United States, shielded as it was with the advantages of geographical location, land mass, natural resources, and population? Perhaps due to the natural passing of many Japanese and American veterans and civilians from that generation, there is less reflection on this predicament today than before the 1995 Japanese commemoration of the 50th anniversary of the end of World War II. Yet, the question must be considered when examining the Japanese attack on the United States.

In *A War It Was Always Going to Lose*, Jeffrey Record describes the decision
making that led to the outbreak of war and reminds readers to reconsider these important events. Record, a well-known and thoughtful writer on defense issues, teaches strategy at the U.S. Air War College. Some readers may find his digression in certain passages too opinionated, but his wealth of practical and academic experience supports them.

The author divides this book into chapters that provide a cursory view of the war's chronology from the Japanese viewpoint. Chapter 1, “Introduction: A ‘Strategic Imbecility’?,” challenges the various observations about Japan’s irrational provocation of war with the United States, and critiques U.S. mistakes along the march to war. Three chapters—“Japanese Aggression and U.S. Policy Responses, 1937–1941,” “Japanese Assumptions and Decision Making,” and “Failed Deterrence”—make up the crucial presentation of historical materials in the book. The shortest chapter—“Was the Pacific War Inevitable?”—examines the evidence and concludes that “by late 1941 the clash between core Japanese and U.S. security interests (in Southeast Asia) had become irreconcilable by means short of war. Japan was bent on further aggression, and the United States was determined to resist it” (p. 116). The final chapter, “The Enduring Lessons of 1941,” introduces problems relevant to today’s policymakers.

Particularly helpful to understanding Japan’s perspective, chapter 2 aggregates the sources of tension between Japan and the United States in the subsections of U.S. racism and immigration policies, open door policy and American moralism, U.S. nonrecognition of Manchuria, Japanese aggression in China, U.S. assistance to Chiang Kai-shek’s national government, and U.S. embargoes on Japanese trade. Of further benefit, Record also discusses the consequences arising from Japan’s arrogance and ignorance of the outside world, specifically noting a failure to recognize enemy attributes.

In light of all the reasons Record uses to rationalize the obvious outcome of Japan’s offensive, it would have been a mystery if the two countries did not go to war. Conversely, the author also notes that we should not argue that the war was “historically determined” (p. 44) because to do so is “to claim that that Japanese and American political and military leaders had no control over events. . . . This is simply not the case. They may have misjudged and miscalculated, ignored unpleasant facts, and engaged in wishful thinking, but they consciously made decisions and those decisions had consequences, intended or otherwise” (p. 44–45).

With this in mind, Record does not examine in detail the nuances of Japanese policy making, namely that there were serious divisions not only in warfighting strategy, but also in whether to go to war at all. The author notes this division was particularly evident among the more internationally minded Japanese politicians and foreign ministry officials who believed in historic cooperation with the United Kingdom and United States. These groups faced arrest or assassination,
opposed war, pushed diplomacy, and sought to bring an early end to the war. They emerged as leaders in postwar Japan.

To bring out these nuances and other aspects of sociocultural elements influencing the war, the book would have benefited from the insight recorded in Japan’s extensive collection of literature and primary documents. While specific to Japan’s decisions during World War II, the lessons presented in *A War It Was Always Going to Lose* are, unfortunately, universal and timeless.

Robert D. Eldridge, PhD
School of International Public Policy
Osaka University

---


The day-to-day events transpiring in the Middle East are quickly and dramatically presented to the American public. What has been lost in the mundane montage of newsprint, radio, and television reports has been the larger view in which changing details become coherent, and in which proposed alternatives can be evaluated rationally (p. 3).

If one were to add social media to the list of media, we could be forgiven for thinking that this was written just last week. The passage was published, however, some 45 years ago. The mark of a good book is its ability to resonate over time, and Michael Reisman’s work does just that in the reprint of his book originally published in 1970. While some of the references to particular events or relationships are now somewhat anachronistic, the lessons and analysis remain as relevant as ever.

In this work, Reisman gave voice to a frustration that the Middle East was mired in a cycle of violence, focusing on four major issues that were roadblocks to an environment of peace: the Sinai, Jordan and the Palestinians, the Golan Heights, and Jerusalem. He rightly notes a number of reasons that an understanding between the conflicting parties was elusive: dictatorial and demagogic Arab leaders, Israeli leaders who ignored the rights of Palestinians and seemed intent on creating new realities, and external actors who enabled bad decision making in the region and often undermined the possibility of any positive steps forward. The frustration could only grow over the intervening 45 years since a number of the roadblocks and poor leadership are still present.
We read this book now knowing that, as Reisman was writing, the Egyptian-Israeli War of Attrition (1969–70), Jordanian-Palestinian Civil War or Black September (1970–71), and the Egyptian-Syrian Yom Kippur War (1973) were events on the horizon. The Lebanese Civil War (1975–91) was not far off either. It is like watching a movie after having read the book: no matter how badly the story ends the first time, if the movie remains true to the written work, the feeling of impending doom is almost overwhelming.

Reisman’s chapter on Israel, Egypt, and the Sinai represents either the groundless musings of an academic or a bold proposal to move the region out of the cycle of violence that had already become well established by 1970. While the chapter is rather anachronistic now, Reisman’s ideas do bring up stereotypical “what if” thinking. What if the international community had encouraged truly bold action in light of the wars that had occurred from 1948 on? What if the superpowers could have viewed the region through a prism rather than on global and regional chessboards? Would the Sinai Development Trust have made the area a model for the larger Middle East? Would it have encouraged economic, and subsequently political, cooperation that would have led us to a truly different twenty-first century? We will never know. What the chapter may ultimately contribute to longer-term discussion is the fact that the Middle East has been the victim of a dearth of boldness when attempting to find underlying causes of and long-term solutions to conflicts, something Reisman addresses directly throughout the book.

In his discussion of the plight of the Palestinians, Reisman notes “an equitable solution to the problem of the Palestinian Arabs is not only an exigent moral demand but also a crucial requirement for increasing stability in the Middle East” (p. 44). Nothing has changed. He was prescient in fearing the establishment of Arab Bantustans. Moreover, as one views the current siege of Gaza and the breakup of the Palestinian West Bank coupled with the increased polarization and focus on identity within Israel, it is difficult not to be even more pessimistic and worry that the window of opportunity for an equitable settlement has permanently closed. Reisman is right to point out that the plight of the Palestinians is not the fault of the Israelis alone. The Egyptians and Jordanians did nothing to advance the Palestinian cause during their 19-year occupation of the Gaza Strip and West Bank. Palestinian leaders were probably unfairly expected to compromise on territorial claims through no real fault of their own, but reality had passed them by after 1948; they really had no option but to adapt, and for a while they did not.

The author also introduces the idea of carving out a space for the Druze, members of a nonmainstream faith found in parts of the Middle East. The creation of a Druze Trust Territory in the Golan Heights region is also a novel
approach, and clearly one that would have required international action. But, the real benefit of chapter 4 is the smaller nuggets, including background on the Druze and the acknowledgement even then that the Lebanese political structure could guarantee "at least one crisis per decade" (p. 64). While current events in Syria have now likely changed the equation regarding the Golan, Lebanon continues to stumble from crisis to crisis.

Both the United Nations Special Committee on Palestine and Reisman agreed on the need for some level of internationalization of Jerusalem, but again the intervening 45 years since Reisman wrote his proposal for a Jerusalem statute through the United Nations has solidified positions, especially the Israeli position. A division of authority over certain aspects of Jerusalem, such as control over holy sites, legal disputes, or even "mundane secular matters," simply will not be acceptable to either the current Israeli government or the Palestinian National Authority. The importance of the religious sites has not lessened over the decades, and the creation by Israel of facts on the Jerusalem ground (e.g., housing settlements, the barrier, and civil authority) has ensured that the city remains a flashpoint. No Israeli or Palestinian political leaders could countenance the presence of an outside authority without paying an extremely high price. Reisman's program would have been unacceptable in 1970, and positions have only hardened since. What is important about Reisman's work is the realization that, more than 40 years ago, Jerusalem would be important in the future and that an international role for resolving the conflict was imperative.

Ultimately, Reisman raised one very important point: the international community as of 1970 needed to play a cohesive and objective role in resolving these points of contention. The United States was clearly an advocate of the Israeli position after the 1967 war. The Soviets, and subsequently the Russians, had their own agenda when supporting Syrian and Egyptian leaders. When the opportunity arose to bring members of the international community together to focus on the Israeli-Palestinian conflict, the United States ensured that the Middle East Quartet—the United States, Russia, the European Union, and the United Nations—created in 2002 was simply a way to co-opt the actions of other international actors rather than combining forces to exert more pressure on the parties to the conflict and coming up with the bold programs, à la Reisman, to resolve the conflicts.

This book is a quick little read, but it is worthwhile to slow down and mull over the ideas that Reisman presents, the aspects of the regions that remain unchanged, and the fact that we may be watching the first substantive changes in the region since 1967, if not 1948. The appendix of League of Nations and United Nations documents beginning with the July 1922 Mandate for Palestine and ending with the 1967 United Nations Security Council Resolution 242 provide
useful reference materials for understanding the legal-political context as well as a reminder for how little has been settled in the intervening 90 years.

1st Sgt Timothy Schorn, ARNG, JD, PhD
Associate Professor of Political Science
Director of the International Studies Program
University of South Dakota


Michael H. Armacost adroitly tackles an understudied topic—the interplay between our presidential electoral process and the conduct of U.S. foreign policy—using examples since 1948. He brings the eye of a Washington, DC, political insider to the analysis; he served in the State Department for more than two decades, rising to undersecretary of state, ambassador to Japan and the Philippines, and president of the Brookings Institution.

Drawing on memoirs, personal experience, and journalistic accounts, Armacost analyzes each phase of the electoral process: from the intensely partisan battles to win the party nominations, to the more centrist debate necessary for the general election, to the awkward transition phase after the November election when an incumbent president still has a few months in office, to the frenzied start-up phase for a new administration, to the looming prospect of running for reelection after only a few years in office. Armacost teases out how the particular political dynamics of each phase can affect ongoing diplomatic negotiations, the broader foreign policy agenda, and relations with other countries.

“The U.S. presidential election system was not designed for the efficient pursuit of foreign policy objectives,” Armacost argues, and yet somehow the republic muddles through (p. 220). The contenders for president, more often than not, possess little substantive knowledge of foreign countries and have not thought deeply about U.S. strategic imperatives. Elections tend to be backward-looking, a referendum on the last administration’s record, when incumbents oversell their achievements and contenders exaggerate current problems and build aspirational platforms better suited to marketing than political realities. Democrats running for president tend to talk tough to compensate for their party’s historical stereotype as weak on national security. Republican contenders, on the other hand, if campaigning with a Democrat in the White House, tend to advocate for wholesale rejection of existing policies, an “anything but” approach (p. 202). A matter of crucial importance for the nation—the selection of vice presidential candi-
dates—“remains incredibly informal, even casual” (p. 61). In other words, the political process does not select the most experienced or knowledgeable candidates and the debates accompanying presidential elections do little to illuminate the substantive foreign policy problems the United States faces.

After the results are in, a new president-elect, often a Washington outsider who has “spent the bulk of their time for several years with people better equipped to get them elected than to help them govern,” suddenly faces a steep learning curve, especially on foreign policy (p. 14). The first daunting task is staffing the top layers of the national security bureaucracy while dealing with a recalcitrant partner in Congress. Some new presidents feel pressure to act quickly to make changes in line with campaign promises, even though they do not yet have the lay of the land in terms of the strategic interests of the United States or the constraints imposed by legacies from the past administration or an understanding of the nuances of bureaucratic politics. As a result, some presidents make initial moves that they later reverse (e.g., William J. “Bill” Clinton linking China’s most-favored nation trade status to its behavior on human rights), although others preside over slower and smoother launches of their foreign policy agenda (e.g., George H. W. Bush revealing the benefits of greater experience with Washington and the issues before taking office).

Just as the president is finally settling into the job less than three years after taking office, he must begin to think about the looming battle for reelection, a situation that can have both positive and negative effects on U.S. foreign policy. An incumbent president has incentives to put some controversial issues on hold (e.g., Lyndon B. Johnson downplaying the need for military intervention in Vietnam prior to the 1964 election), to make course corrections on others (e.g., Ronald Reagan taking a more conciliatory approach to the Soviet Union in a January 1984 speech), and to push for a resolution on others before facing an accounting in the general elections (e.g., Bill Clinton pushing for the Dayton Accords to settle the Bosnian conflict before the 1996 election). And, of course, as Armacost observes, a sitting president has the incentive and the resources to use his office to gain a public relations advantage during a general election as shown by Richard M. Nixon’s trip to China and signing of the Strategic Arms Limitation Treaty prior to the 1972 election.

Transition periods can also affect foreign policy. Sometimes the commitments that one administration makes to another country can get lost in the process. But there are also examples when “the baton” is passed smoothly, such as when James E. “Jimmy” Carter took up the negotiations for the Panama Canal Treaty started under Gerald R. Ford or when Clinton continued the negotiations for the North American Free Trade Agreement started under George H. W. Bush. Armacost also observes how the sitting president, watching his time run out after a November election, has incentives to act quickly and shore up his legacy
For all the turmoil and political maneuvering, remarkably, the system still somehow works, mostly: “[T]he Republic has survived quite comfortably, and the United States has compiled a creditable, albeit uneven, record of accomplishment in its engagement with the world” (p. 220). While some issues are allowed to fester without sustained attention and while there are swings from expansive commitment followed by retractions, Armacost argues that there is still a policy of continuity from administration to administration grounded in stable national interests.

Overall, Armacost’s analytical method is to observe patterns using selected historical examples. For better or worse, he sidesteps the academic literature that tries to understand events, such as the effect of elections on the diversionary use of force, using quantitative analysis. Without doubt, the book offers many new and useful insights about the messiness of Washington politics and its impact on the conduct of foreign policy. In a few cases, however, readers may feel that a particular topic (e.g., the general differences between Republican and Democratic contenders or the extent of continuity between administrations) could benefit from a more systematic approach.

Shoon Murray, PhD
School of International Service
American University


On 10 July 2015, the U.S. Office of Personnel Management (OPM) made the stunning announcement that the records of some 21.5 million federal workers and contractors had been stolen from OPM’s computer networks. On the heels of this announcement, Director of National Intelligence James R. Clapper Jr. noted in widely publicized remarks that China was the “leading suspect” among those believed to be responsible for the theft of the records. Despite its breathtaking scope, the OPM data breach was only one of a string of high-profile federal computer network intrusions to occur in 2015. In March, the U.S. State Department had to take its entire unclassified email system offline to address a massive digital infiltration. Unconfirmed rumors circulated that the Russian government was behind this breach at the State Department. And in August—less than a month after news of the OPM records theft became public—the Pentagon announced that the Joint Chiefs of Staff’s unclassified email system had also been compromised. Both Russia and China were named as possible culprits.
The OPM, State Department, and Joint Chiefs incidents fit into expanding scholarly debates about the rising importance of cybersecurity concerns in government. Alison Lawlor Russell attempts to shed further light on this subject in her 2014 book, *Cyber Blockades*.

Russell, a political scientist, seeks to explain how entire nations can be deliberately cutoff from cyberspace, and why state or nonstate actors might choose to use the tactic of blockading a nation virtually. Following a brief introduction, she sets out a number of potential acts in chapter 2 that could constitute cyber blockades. These include physical attacks on infrastructure—the literal severing of Internet cables—as well as virtual acts, such as Distributed Denial of Service (DDoS) attacks. She then turns to general descriptions of blockades, a tactic used most often in the context of traditional warfare or economic disputes.

In chapter 3, the author unpacks the many potential meanings of blockades in the contexts of sea, air, land, space, and information operations; readers may recognize these categories as essentially the same domains used by the Department of Defense in its own policy and strategy documents. The detailed historical information in chapter 3 provides an eye-opening description of the many forms that blockades can take. For example, the author’s descriptions of U.S. no-fly zones created to protect Iraqi civilians in the wake of the first Gulf War illustrate that these no-fly zones were, in effect, aerial blockades. Most important, Russell constructs a five-factor theoretical framework to evaluate whether a particular act constitutes a cyber blockade.

Russell uses her theoretical framework in chapters 4 and 5 to assess two recent and prominent cases of possible cyber blockades: the 2007 DDoS attacks in Estonia and the 2008 cyberattacks that accompanied the Russian ground invasion of its neighbor Georgia. The author presents compelling evidence that both nations’ experiences qualify as cyber blockades, despite important contextual differences between the two cases. In concluding the book, Russell offers a range of lessons for scholarly and policy communities. Notable among these conclusions is that the advent of cyber blockades introduces the need for unprecedented levels of public-private sector cooperation, a function of the private sector’s dominance in building and maintaining information technology infrastructure.

While Russell successfully defines and provides evidence for the existence of cyber blockades as a tool to advance foreign policy agendas, the book could be strengthened by a discussion of how states may impose cyber blockades upon their own citizens, which the author terms “censorship.” In fairness, Russell distinguishes between cyber blockades and state-imposed online censorship at the outset, and she is direct in pointing out that her book focuses on the former.

But the ubiquity of state-directed online censorship, as well as state-directed Internet blackouts, is hard to ignore. During the Arab Spring, Egypt’s four primary Internet service providers severed their connections to the Internet. This was
likely done under direct pressure from the Egyptian government, which at the time sought to stop protestors from using social media sites to organize demonstrations against the government. Syrians, too, were cut off from the Internet for a period of 19 hours in May 2013. There is speculation that the regime of Bashar al-Assad did this deliberately to prevent Syrian opposition groups from communicating with each other as well as the outside world. And China has long been known for its “Great Firewall,” a gargantuan state censorship initiative that blocks its citizens from accessing sites such as Google and Facebook while also virtually abolishing social media updates that too strongly criticize Beijing.

While Cyber Blockades contributes to our understanding of how global conflicts are evolving, one is left with the nagging sense that state-directed online censorship to control domestic populations—not the use of cyber blockades as tools of foreign policy—will likely prove to be the more widespread and vexatious challenge in the years ahead.

_Austen D. Givens_  
_Department of Economic Crime, Justice Studies, and Cybersecurity_  
_Utica College_


While you read this book review, Western personnel from government and private sectors are fully engaged across Africa in numerous activities. Doctors, lawyers, teachers, and military personnel, to name a few, are working with their African counterparts. All face the same challenge, which is to build common grounds to work effectively with partners who come from different parts of the world and have other perspectives on how to address problems. This is the reason why cultural sensitivity is paramount. In that respect, military and civilian personnel will use _Understanding Contemporary Africa_ as a reference guide to enhance their knowledge of Africa to be better prepared to perform a variety of activities ranging from planning and achieving projects to building alliances and training with Africans.

_Understanding Contemporary Africa_ offers a rich and articulated introduction to the continent. African cultural, social, political, and economic systems are well addressed throughout the easily read 511 pages. By integrating the contributions from eight other experts, the work of April and Donald Gordon encompasses topics and issues critical to Western planners and operators. The book provides an eye-opening perspective to the reality, cultures, and behaviors of African
societies in the early twenty-first century. Highlighted throughout the study are primary factors and drivers that define the functioning, behavior, and cultures of African governmental institutions, civil societies, and private sectors. With a broad scope, up-to-date information, and in-depth insight, the 13 chapters also provide military students from all Services with critical-thinking elements about the challenges they will face while participating in strategic planning conferences with African partners, assessing the warfighting functions of African forces, and conducting military education and training with African counterparts.

The rigorous cultural insight provided in the chapters on “Africa Politics” (chapter 4), “Economies of Africa” (chapter 5), and “Family and Kinship” (chapter 9) will likely be very helpful to Western militaries who are often bewildered by African norms and culture overall. These chapters may assist readers in refining their approach to patronage and corruption within many African institutions. Our African counterparts, for instance, are often prompt to remind us that the word “corruption” does not exist in any African language. Attempts of translation rather refer to the more traditional concept of reciprocity, which drives the exchange of favors between individuals when they are blood-related through family, ethnicity, and clan. “Many African systems emphasize shared ‘blood’ or consanguineal relations” (p. 281) that define a traditional code of reciprocity between family members and kinship. African militaries are no exception. Some individuals continue to abide by the traditional code of reciprocity even though their Western counterparts condemn it as a pattern of patronage and corruption.

The in-depth information that relates to African politics (pp. 61–113) offers readers another valuable set of keys to better understand the root causes of the overall leaning toward a centralized top-down functioning of chains of command, rigid hierarchies, and elite mentalities that seems to permeate many African organizations to include African militaries. Intended as an introduction to African politics, the chapter also provides elements that answer the question “Are Western-style democratic states possible in Africa now?” (p. 63). The editors remind readers that although “patron-client relationships permeate most African governments” (p. 80) and “efforts by African citizens to achieve further liberalization and democratization in many states had been stalled by powerful elites while, in other states, previously gained liberties were lost” (p. 100), yet “across the continent, virtually all countries have undergone political liberalization and, with rare exceptions, the single-party state has disappeared” (p. 106).

Chapter 10 navigates the field of “Women and Development.” The input unveils some of the cultural roots that explain the specific approach to gender within many African militaries. Another particularly timely topic is the chapter “Religion in Africa.” Indeed, chapter 11 emphasizes the influence of traditional African religions in the shaping of both Christian and Muslim ideologies and practices in Africa. The analysis of such factors as “Belief in the supreme being”
(p. 337), “Belief in divinities and spirits” (p. 338), “Belief in life after death” (p. 341), “Religious leadership and sacred places” (p. 342), and “Witchcraft and magic” (p. 343) provides an articulated and well-informed insight that encourages the reader to better understand the African perception of a variety of current security challenges. This chapter, for instance, helps readers understand the root causes of the negative initial reaction of the populations to the medical treatment set up by Western humanitarian organizations fighting the Ebola virus in West Africa in 2014. On the same note, the study highlights the reason why the majority of the African Muslim communities are opposed to the spread of the violent Islamist jihad promoted by extremist groups such as al-Qaeda in the Islamic Maghreb in the Sahel region, Boko Haram in Central Africa, and al-Shabaab in East Africa.

Another daunting question about the continent is often “Where does Africa appear to be heading?” (p. 417). Chapter 13, “Trends and Prospects” (pp. 417–44), provides a critical-thinking approach to the matter. While listing the significant progress made in the fields of economic growth, democratization, and education during the past decade, the authors “do not underestimate how difficult the road ahead will be” (p. 439). In other words, lack of industrialization, poverty, social fracture, brain drain, political instability, climate change, and overall security will remain primary security challenges in tomorrow’s Africa.

The bottom line is that each of the 13 chapters provides cultural insights on African societies that are paramount to understand the major codes and norms that prevail inside civilian and military organizations. A variety of maps, tables, and photographs enhance the text and the reader benefits from the rich bibliography added to each chapter. The first edition of Understanding Contemporary Africa was published 14 years ago. The success of the fifth edition confirmed its value as a leadership tool for military education, both at junior and senior levels.

Col Henri Boré, French Marines (Ret)
Africa Desk Officer
Center for Advanced Operational Culture Learning
Marine Corps University
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The Crisis of the African State: Globalism, Tribalism, and Jihadism in the Twenty-First Century
Edited by Anthony Celso and Robert Nalbandov
246 pp. Paperback.

The Crisis of the African State focuses on the security issues that plague the African state, particularly the impact of Islamic extremism, tribal warfare, and jihadism. Contributors include Daveed Gartenstein-Ross, Robert Gribbin, Henri Boré, Ian Spears, and Clarence Bouchat.

Digital copies available at www.mcu.usmc.mil/mcu_press. For a print version, send request and mailing address to MCU_Press@usmc.edu.
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Edited with an introduction by Nicholas J. Schlosser
414 pp. Cloth.

The Greene Papers contains more than 100 documents from the personal papers of the 23d Commandant of the Marine Corps and is the first edited volume of personal papers to be published by History Division as a monograph. Produced by a member of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, Greene’s notes provide a firsthand account of the decision-making process that led to the commitment of a large-scale American expeditionary force in Southeast Asia.

Digital copies available at www.history.usmc.mil. For a print version, send request and mailing address to history.division@usmc.mil.